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• Custom build your fireplace around
System 15— Jo tu l's Prefabricated
firebox.
• 100% cast iron; holds heat and
never wears out.
• Uniquely engineered so th at allow
ances can be made for a heatchamber behind the firebox.
• Heat is forced into the room and
not up the chimney.

- MEMBER
K A IS T IA
A S S S C IA K S
NORWEGIAN IMPORTS
P.O.BOX 1461
PORTLAND, MAINE 041 01
Send for free dealer list or $1 for new
illustrated catalogue.
Kristia Associates has the exclusive rights
for sales of JOTUL stoves and fireplaces
in Eastern United States.

F
J
FIREPLACE
INSTITUTE

j 0 t u L
cast iron
wood heaters
fireplaces,
coal heaters,
cook stoves
and
combi-fires.

ngs.
of

course,
and chickens. goats,
and rabbits, too.

be very rewarding
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all the more reason to know yoor Blue seal Dealer, in Maine mere has to he one near you)
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ALBION
Harold Keay

CONWAY, N. H.
Warren Sergent

FAYETTE
Fayette Country Store

LITCHFIELD
Condon’s Store

NORTH WHITEFIELD
Breezy Hill Grain Store

SOUTH CHINA
George Starkey

AUGUSTA
Bill’s Market & Hardware
C. & S. Market
H. K. Webster Stores of
Maine, Inc.

CORINNA
Davis Supply, Inc.

FORT FAIRFIELD
Aroostook Milling Company

LIVERMORE FALLS
Village Hardware, Inc.

NORTH WINDHAM
Casco Stores
Pets and Things

SOUTH PARIS
Paris Farmers Union

CORNISH
Cornish Hardware

FREEPORT
Theodore Moon

MACHIAS
Clark’s Pet Shop

CUMBERLAND CENTER
Crossroads Equipment

GARDINER
Chelsea Market
Gardiner Feed and
Garden Supply

MADISON
Campbell's Hardware

BANGOR
Richard Burgess
David Lane
BATH
Twin Maples Saddlery
BETHEL
Groan & McGum
BOOTHBAY HARBOR
Conley’s Tree Surgery and
Garden Center
BRIDGETON
Trading Post
BROOKS
Reynold’s Store
BUXTON
Plummer's Store

DEER ISLE
Ralph Roskom
DIXMOUNT
Nason’s Store
EAST HEBRON
Arthur Piipo
EAST LIVERMORE
Randall’s Country Store
EAST POLAND
Bailey Bros.
EAST VASSALBORO
Norton’s General Store

GORHAM
Casco Stores
Gorham Hardware
GRAND ISLE
A. J. Michaud

MANCHESTER
Woods Feed & Saddlery
MECHANIC FALLS
Emery McAllister
MILLINOCKET
Rice Farm Stables

PATTEN
Ken’s Nation Wide

SOUTH WINDHAM
H. K. Webster Stores of
Maine, Inc.

PEMBROKE
Kendall Hatch

TURNER
Gene Pratt

PORTLAND
Allen Sterling and Lathrop
Chrysties Hardware Store
Dog House
Mizo Pet Shop

TURNER CENTER
Turner General Store

PRESQUE ISLE
Maine Potato Growers, Inc.

GRAY
Casco Stores

MILO
Gary A. Robinson

HOULTON
Aroostook Milling Company

MORRILL
Morrill General Store

KENDUSKEAG
Beckwith Store

NEWCASTLE
Charles Erskine

KEZAR FALLS
Allan Metcalf

NEWPORT
Francis Flood

SEARSPORT
Paul Peterson, Inc.

RICHMOND
Knight’s Farm Supply
RUMFORD
Roanne Grain Store
SANFORD
Sanford Feed & Grain

CALAIS
Stanley Bowen

ELLSWORTH
Ellsworth Feed & Seed Co.

CLINTON
L. L. Gerald and Son

EXETER
Clyde Smith

LA GRANGE
Bruce’s Store

NORTH JAY
North Jay Grange Store

SHERMAN
Cedar Spring Stables

COLUMBIA FALLS
Moore’s Feed Store

FARMINGTON
Farmington Farmers Union

LINCOLN
Claude Doane

NORTH WATERBORO
Andrew C. Woodsum, Jr.

SKOWHEGAN
Art's Lawn & Garden

WALDOBORO
Keith Winchenbach
WARREN
Hill-n-Dale Stables
WATERVILLE
J. E. McCormick & Son, Inc.
WEST PARIS
National Co-op
WESTBROOK
O. E. Sherman & Son
WINDSOR
Hussey’s General Store
WINTERPORT
Kermit Clements
WINTHROP
Maxim's
General Supply Center
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WE W AN T TO SEE M AINE GROW ...
Organic Beans and Grains

W e’re interested in buying these items from local
farmers for distribution throughout New England.
Contact Phil Levy at 33 Farnsworth, Boston, 0 22 10
(6 1 7 ) 5 4 2 -1 3 5 8
If you have organically grown vegetables to market,
contact Keith Varnum at 342 Newbury, Boston
(6 1 7 ) 2 6 2 -4 3 2 0 , or at 1731 Mass. Ave., Cambridge.
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It would be really helpful if your magazine were a
season ahead, i. e., the February issue were about pre
paring the garden, the May one about food storage to
give new-comers to these projects time to get organized.
It was so frustrating to realize in August that we should
have started drying foods in early July.
Thanks so much for being there to tell us about our
particular climate.
Kathy Kellison
Pat Wurtz
Albion, Maine

L e tte r s
I read Carolyn Robinson’s excellent article on Sprout
ing in your Fall/Winter issue.
We have sprouted seeds for years and have one simple
addition we might make to her suggested methods o f
getting the little seeds to grow up.
We don’t use plastic or wire screens, or bottles, or
cheese-cloth or Turkish towels or flower pots or trays
or boughten clay sprouters.
We take a small china bowl, any size, and put a handful
o f mung beans in it and then more than cover it with
water, putting a saucer on top. We leave this by the kitch
en sink overnite. Next day we pour the water o ff by
tilting the bowl and draining with saucer held on. (This
water can be added to soup or cereal or drunk straight
for the vitamins it contains. Ann Wigmore, the well-known
green grass lady o f Hippocrates Institute, Boston, advises
drinking daily this “ elixir o f you th ” .) Pour more water
onto the seeds and pour right o ff again, draining with
saucer held on. Rinse in this way two or three times a
day until sprouts are the length you want.
That’s all.
Helen K. Nearing
Forest Farm
Harborside
Are there Maine small farmers thinking about or pre
sently growing your own grains and beans? Any problems,
planting or harvesting techniques unresolved? We’d like
to encourage and assist folks who are raising these principle
crops. We don’t know everything, but we do have some
experience with handling o f these crops on a small scale.
We also have knowledge o f seed sources and varieties for
Maine. For those wishing to raise grain or beans to sell,
we can put you in touch with the best markets. Please
contact R ob, Jon, or Ariel at Peacemeal Farm, North
Dixmont, Maine 04932. Phone 257-3943.
Ariel Wilcox
North Dixmont
I just want to let you know how much we like FARM 
STEAD. Maine is showing the rest o f the country the
kind o f regionalized journalism that should be developing
— with you, MAINE TIMES and MOFGA, you have some
great things going.
Jerome Goldstein
Executive Editor
Organic Gardening and Farming
Emmaus, Pa.
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I have been thinking a lot about the nuclear power plant
which has been planned for Maine. This is a quote from
Dr. Hannes Alfuen, Nobel Laureat in Physics, written in
May 1972, Bulletin o f the Atomic Scientists: “ Fission
energy is safe only if a number o f critical devices work as
they should, if a number o f people in key positions follow
all their instructions, if there is no sabotage, no hijacking
o f the transports, if no reactor fuel processing plant or
reprocessing plant or repository anywhere in the world
is situated in a region o f riots or guerrilla activity, and no
revolution or war - even a conventional one — takes place
in these regions. The enourmous quantities o f extremely
dangerous material must not get into the hands o f igno
rant people or desperados. No acts o f God can be per
mitted.”
I wonder where they plan to transport and store their
radioactive materials in Maine. Nuclear fission is the
only process for producing power which creates pollutants
so toxic that they must be kept contained continuously
for half a million years.
Darrell Rolerson
Islesboro, Maine
Your magazine is delightful (as well as instructive).
For instance, Karen Frangoulis’ tale o f farmkeeping
travails — one great interview with Merton Hatch, etc.
Humor is such a help with problems.
I hope FARMSTEAD’S next issue includes a chart o f
vegetable seed longevity — i. e., which leftover seeds can
be used the next year, or several years later (and have
good rates o f germination). Seeds are getting more ex
pensive, especially new hybrid seeds — readers would
like to know what to save and what to give the birds.
Mrs. Thedore S. Hauschka
Damariscotta, Maine

NATU RAL FOODS INC.
212 W A TER ST. * 623-8700

N O W 111 A l i g U S t a

04330

Just received my first copy o f FARMSTEAD M AGA
ZINE and am very pleased with it. You must send me
the first issue, too.
What I find irresistably charming about FARMSTEAD
is the robust Maine honesty. I think it is evident in the
tone o f most everything in the December issue, and par
ticularly in “ Energy and the Small Maine Farm” with its
rare figures on the profitability o f homesteading and
even o f small general commercial farming. Also in “ Maine
Album” which didn’t try to “ to p ” the story about raising
strawberries the way baskets o f strawberries are often
topped with the most attractive part. Particularly, let’s
have more truth-about-the-profitability-of-homesteading
articles. They are most astoundingly rare in other maga
zines o f the field.
Suggest you get permission from David Robinston and
Serialize his good and rarely honest “ The Complete
Homesteading B ook ” $4.95. Garden Way Publishing,
Charlotte, Vermont 05445.
Another suggestion is for you to give the complete
mail address o f the authors o f all letters in your “ letters”
department, unless requested not to by the writer. This
would enable us homesteaders or farmsteaders who wish
ed to, to get acquainted with others in our part o f the
territory, and potential homesteaders and farmsteaders
to get in on the act too.
Phil. Sharpe
26 Church St.
Calais, Maine 04619
Fortunately, Maine is still rural enough that most
letters addressed to the author and town will reach
them. — editor.
I am in the beginning stages o f organizing a Maine hom e
steader’s association. Tentative objectives (the final ones
will be determined by the membership when formed)
are:
1. To organize workshops on homesteading skills such
as building, chain saw use, use o f hand woods tools, or
ganic gardening, forge work, working with draft animals,
etc.
2. To co-ordinate ideas and research on alternative
forms o f energy (solar, wind, w ood, methane, etc.),
building, and gardening applicable to the Maine climate.
3. To publish a directory o f Maine homesteaders includ
ing their skills which they would be willing to teach others.

row antrees
pottery
b l u e

lih
,

m a i n e

For example, if you decided to use draft horses but knew
nothing about them you could look in the directory to
see who would be willing to give you advice.
4. To establish house-and barn-raising crews to help
new homesteaders in getting established.
5. To organize a speaker’s bureau to give lectures on
homesteading in general, or on specific topics such as
organic gardening, to be available to organizations or ad
hoc groups. Main purpose o f the bureau would be to
spread the idea o f homesteading as a logical alternative
to the planet-destroying industrial society.
6. To lobby for or against legislation concerning environ
mental issues and things such as building codes which are
geared to suburbia and irrelevent to the self-built home
on a tract o f land larger than a postage stamp.
I use the term homesteading here meaning self-sufficient
farming and not the securing o f a piece o f government
land, although a new homesteading act may be something
to strive for.
Anyone interested in joining or helping to form such
an organization (they need not be a homesteader but just
in sympathy with the movement), please write or phone
me. In the meantime I am willing to share any hom e
steading skills I possess with anyone who writes, calls, or
comes to see me.
Eugene Tradeau
Sugar Plum Farm
New Sharon, Maine 04955
Phone - 778-3163
There will be a course including many o f the above
topics given by Mr. Trudeau at the University o f Maine
at Farmington beginning Saturday, March 1. Enrollment
will be limited to 20 persons, and registration will be
handled through the UMF CED office in Merrill Hall.
A fee o f $15.00 will be charged each participant. - Editor
On Page 7 o f the Fall/Winter issue you say you wel
come suggestions. I have one. There is precious little
information available — at least I haven’t found much —
about recognizing, harvesting and storing seeds from the
home garden, surely one o f the most basic requirements
o f “ survival” farming. A comprehensive discussion o f
this subject is some future issue, or spread over several
issues, would certainly be welcome.
Frederic Bell
Camden

the
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Blue H ill's Pioneer C raft Shop
Handmade b y Village Craftsmen

Plants
Pots
Paraphernalia

ROOT SELLER
3 3 Exchange St., Portland, Maine
Open D a ily 11-5 Telephone 773-4028

Spring Hours: 7:00 A.M. - 3:30 P.M. Mon thru Fri

Come In and Browse

Summer Hours: 7:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. Mon thru Sat
Tel. 207-374-5535

Laura S. Paddock - Proprietor
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Congratulations on your new magazine. It deserves a
large circulation among the small gardeners and farmers
o f Maine. It satisfies a real need — especially for those
o f us who are a bit green at gardening. Your first issue
shows real purpose and definite direction. Keep it up.
And the format is so “ just right” . D on’t ever change it.
I was especially interested in the articles describing
recent farmsteading experiences in Maine. Such courage!
The Child’s Garden o f Vegetables was particularly sensible
and gives a most understanding and new (to me) approach
to gardening for children.
E. B. White’s article on Farmer White’s Brown Eggs
recalled my distant childhood near Boston long before
the days o f supermarkets and family cars. Each neighbor
hood had its own group or row o f small stores specializing
in a definite product — a drug store, a grocery store, a
delicatessen, drygoods store, hardware store, bakery, fish
market, meat market, creamery. O remember those al
most daily trips after school to Morgan Brothers’ Creamery
— a one-dollar bill clutched tightly in one hand, a list in
the other (a quart o f milk, 1 pound o f butter, a dozen
best eggs, half dozen cooking eggs — “ and bring back the
change” ).
Barbara C. Glidden
Castine
I wonder if you could help with several inquiries:
a) . We are planning within the next one or two years
to buy a piece o f land in one o f the coastal areas o f Maine.
We liked Blue Hill, and I really liked a long neck o f land
near Blue Hill with a large radio tower on it and many
small farms. Could you provide me with a list o f real
estate agents/landowners in your area we could correspond
with concerning the purchase o f a small (10-15 acre) farm
or piece o f land we could build on;
b)
. I’m intrigued with the possibilities o f commercially
(or “ non-profitedly” ) producing methane gas from agri
cultural wastes, solid and liquid wastes, and other organic
materials and wrote an article several years ago urging
city governments to discover these energy sources. Maine
seems to offer timber, dairy and other organic wastes
that could be utilized to generate methane, and perhaps
pyrolized to make oil. I would like to install such an
alternative energy source on our farm, and wonder wheth
er there are any people who would like to form a coopera
tive to generate it on a large scale? If so I would like to

HUNT* HEALTH f00P>
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communicate with them and discuss the feasibility o f
such a project. Another interesting product is w ood
alcohol — another little used fuel.
c). Similarily, when we were in Maine several months
ago, I noticed all the potato storage sheds and wonder
if they care used year-round since they would be ideal
to grow mushrooms in, a crop with good commercial
possibilities. Any organic mushroom growers who use
old potato sheds? — the two ideas are not incompatible,
because one o f the techniques for making methane pro
duces as a byproduct a compost-like material that could
be used to grow mushrooms on — they need a sterile
growing medium to prevent contamination, disease, etc.
Any assistance with these three inquires will be greatly
appreciated.
Frank Heller
4595 McArthur Blvd.
Washington, D. C. 20007
Enclosed is a check for a two-year subscription to
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE, which I consider the finest
regional magazine o f its type around anywhere. Keep up
the good work!
Thought you might like a copy o f the 1975 Yurt
Foundation calendar; I designed and printed the calendar
for the Yurt Foundation which is just up the coast from
you at Bucks Harbor. Perhaps you already know or
know o f Bill Coperthwaite.
Bruce Wiliams
Denver, Colorado

I would like some help. I am interested in setting up
my own farmstead in southern or central Maine. I’m
looking for a farm with fifty acres and house priced at
a maximum o f $7000. If you know o f such a place or
something similar (I’m not fussy), would surely appreciate
hearing about it.
Walter J. Carney, Jr.
761 Halladay Avenue
Suffield, Conn. 06078
It’s time we had something down to earth about Maine
for down to earth people. Thanks.
Mrs. E. W. Pierce
Eliot, Maine
continued on page 8

ELLSWORTH CHAIN SAW SALES
School St., E llsw orth, Maine

CHAIN SAWS
GENERATORS
LAWN MOWERS
PUMPS
RIZED
| HOMEUTE | AUTHO
DEALER
We Service All Makes O f Chain Saws
Residence 667-8842
Shop 667-2275
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by George Frangoulis,
Publisher
his morning when we arose the temperature was
10 degrees below zero outside, and only 40 de
grees inside. The w ood burning stoves had gone
out during the night. We dressed and started a fire in the
big, w ood cook stove. Breakfast was devoured by five
hungry farmsteaders.

T

Today I was to travel to the Penobscot Bay Press in
Stonington, to begin pasting-up the Spring issue o f FARM 
STEAD MAGAZINE. As I drove from Blue Hill to Ston
ington, I marveled at the exquisite beauty around me.
It had snowed the previous day, and the roads, meadows,
and even the beaches were covered by an incredibly icy
white frosting.
The ride through Sedgwick, Sargentville, Deer Isle and
Stonington is a voyage through the most exhilarating
scenery in all o f coastal Maine. As I crested Catepillar
Hill, I looked out on frosty white islands set in a splendid
blue sea. To the west lay the broad Atlantic, to the south
stretched Eggemoggin Reach, and to the south-west,
across Penobscot Bay, rose the Camden Hills, catching
the golden-white light o f early morning.
Today I was to meet Lee, and together we were to as
semble the pages o f the Spring i9 7 5 issue o f FARM 
STEAD MAGAZINE. How strange it felt to be riding
over bumpy, icy roads, smoke rising heavily from farm
house chimneys, to meet in a February freeze and prepare
our magazine, in celebration o f the Vernal Equinox and
FARMSTEAD’S first birthday.
Yes, with the publication o f the Spring 1975 issue o f
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE, we began our second year
o f publishing. As I reflected on the past year, I thought
o f the many joys, frustrations and disappointments in
herent in launching such a venture. Goals and expecta
tions were set. Many o f our aims were realized, and some
sank swiftly beneath the surface o f our dreams.

Yet it was with a great feeling o f satisfaction that I
drove along in my chubby brown pickup truck to begin
a new year o f publishing. Last year we had defined and
outlined the mission set before ourselves . . . A worth
while, “ how -to” magazine devoted to Maine gardening
and small farming. We had identified articles to be print
ed, and had written or commissioned articles to fill our
needs. Now after crawling on all fours, we were attempt
ing to rise and walk with only two legs. The Sphinx
would be proud . . . or jealous.
I feel that our mix o f material in 1974 was quite.good.
As our promotion reads, we cover topics from “ herbs to
greenhouses, from bees to workhorses.” With this issue
o f FARMSTEAD, our scope is even broader. We have
articles On How to Grow Grain, Corn, And Soy Beans,
Goats, Weaving, Folk Medicine, Insurance and the Farmsteader; Coon Cats, Comfrey, Wild Apple Trees, Review
o f 1975 Seed Catalogs, New Gardens in Maine and much,
much more!
I am proud o f our progress and the prospects for our
continued success. But unless FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
fills a need for well written, hard-core gardening and
farming information, our future is not secure. T o accom 
plish this task, we need our readers’ encouragement,
guidance, and suggestions. We welcome your thoughts,
ideas and opinions. Let FARMSTEAD be a forum to
share experiences.
Tonight I returned home and it was dark. I felt the
cold, snowy ground beyond my vision. I wondered about
the grass and burning yellow eyes o f daisies unborn
beneath the distant shell o f white. When would the
warming sunshine melt away their icy casket and awake
the sleeping shoots o f May. I longed to walk beneath
budding branches and discover the glowing gem o f a
new-born flower blossom on the trail. I longed to lie in
a m eadow, to gaze at the warm, blue sky o f Spring, and
be one with grass.
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I am writing to say how much I like FARMSTEAD.
I have always wanted a farm magazine o f that type. Al
ready I have learned things that have helped me with my
home garden. In one o f your subsequent issues, I wonder
if you could answer a few questions.
1. What are some o f the vegetables I should not plant
too many years in the same place?
2. If I have com posted heavily for a few years, do I
need to continue every year?
3. Whereas rhubarb leaves are poisonous to eat, can I
put them in my com post bin? Compost is to be used on
the garden?
4. What about letting land “ rest” for a year. I am
67 and do not wish to stop planting for a season. I have
heard that one should rest their garden after planting
for six years.
Wallace A. Frost
17 Old Winthrop Road
Augusta, Maine 04330

1. Skip at least three years in planting potatoes and
tomatoes and, if possible, corn in the same place. Bugs
persist, and so do the many p ota to fungus diseases. It
is also a good idea to keep a yearly chart o f your garden
and avoid planting any seed varieties in the same place;
include you r “ what likes what" table.
2. Check your pH each year and com post accordingly.
3. Rhubarb leaves as well as other noxious materials
will decom pose in the properly layered com post heap.
The poisons in any plant will break down quickly.
4. I f rules o f companion and succession planting are
follow ed, if the soil is properly fertilized, there is no
good reason to “ rest” land. - Editor
I have a couple o f tough questions that maybe you
have the answers for:
1. Is there anyway to convert a UNIVERSAL fo o d /
meat grinding mill to grind grain?
2. Do you know o f any plans for making a small port
able air compressor out o f an old refrigerator compressor
or other recyclable stuff?
3. I have an old PLANET JR. model HT tractor made
by the S. L. Allen & Co. o f Phila. Pa., which has since
gone out o f business. This is a chain drive, iron-wheel
walk-behind type machine. Is there any way to rig up a

W on't you stop in?

U N G LA Z E D P LA N T E R
O nly $ 6.50 each. (Glazed is
$8.50) Native d a y & earthen
tones combine to make this
charm ing home fo r y o u r fav
o rite house plant. Pride o f
craftsmanship & a fa m ily
atmosphere are the extra
rewards you receive a t the
R ackliffe Pottery.

fA C R l I F F E P O T T E R Y
Bluei HIM,
H ill,
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roto-tiller attachment for this (the m otor is a 1 cylinder
Toro hand crank start mounted forward o f the wheels)?
Do you know o f anyone who would do this type work
or are there plans for a similar conversion?
Many thanks for your help.
Jerry Sass
Jones Lane - Box 104
E. Sandwich, Mass. 02537
P. S. — If you think any o f the readers might help, feel
free to publish this letter or any part o f it.
I can answer you r first question, but not the n ext two.
As to converting a fo o d mill to grind grain, no, Vm afraid
it can't be done. I haven't seen the Universal model you
mention, but the chances are nearly certain that it's not
large enough and heavy enough to grind grain, which is
really tough stuff, nor will it grind as fine as you'd want.
I've tried before. Get either o f these two hand operated
grain mills: A Corona (which now cost about $18), or
a Quaker City, which Sue Coleman recommends in her
article in this issue, and costs about $20. It is reputed
to be the easier o f the two models to operate, and as
grinding grain is hard work, take it into consideration.
*

*

*

Perhaps some o f our readers have answers or thoughts
on you r other questions. We'd like to hear them, and if
we get some good ones we'll publish them in our n ext
issue. In fact, in our n ext issue we are going to initiate
a question and answer column, so if any o f you have
questions o f your own, send them in. - Editor.

CORRECTION
dangerous error appeared in my article “ Making
Cider Wine” in the Fall/Winter issue. I wrote (on
page 30) that the sulfite solution used to disinfect
the bottles before bottling was dilute sulfuric acid, but
it is dilute sulfurous acid. Sulfuric acid is deadly stuff ; it
can explode, it can bum, it can poison. For goodness
sake don’t let it near your wine-making, and if you know
anyone who is making wine following the advice in my
article, please set them straight. Sulfurous acid, or sulfite
solution, is easily and safely prepared by dissolving sulfite
crystals in water. Plastic bags o f sulfite crystals are o b 
tainable from hobby wine shops, or perhaps from your
high school chemistry teacher, who, I hope and pray,
knows better than to give anyone sulfuric acid when some
damfool magazine writer has suggested rinsing wine bot
tles with it. I hope this correction gets seen by all who
read the article, and that my claims on behalf o f Maine
cider wine will not suffer from a credibility gap. It really
is an excellent wine, easily made, and a promising source
o f farmsteader income in the future.

A

Daniel D ennett

F ro m th e
E d ito r ’s
D esk

by Leland Witting
Editor

here is a reproduction o f a painting by William
Blake which hangs on the wall o f my diningroom.
He called it Elohim Creating Adam, and it portrays
the spirit o f God, a face sad with forboding, gray hair
streaming behind, his great, muscled wings set o ff against
a rising sun behind. Beneath God, Adam lies in the agony
o f birth, a mortal on the face o f the waters, weak, vulner
able, afraid. Already during this act o f creation, the snake
has wrapped itself around Adam’s leg, has burrowed into
his body, has seized upon Adam more thoroughly than
G od ’s hand on Adam’s brow could seem to offset.
George and I were talking about the picture one evening
last month, after dinner and over a glass o f wine. My
sympathies go out to Blake’s Adam, caught between
mighty forces o f good and evil with neither the wit nor
strength — and lacking enough o f G od ’s grace — to cope.
George, on the other hand, remarked on the almost sen
sual relationship o f God and Adam.
We were having dinner together this particular evening
to plan our joint order for seed. Therefore, it seemed
logical that our conversation about God and Adam should
lead into the sensual and spiritual aspects o f tending a
garden. There is perhaps no greater treat for all the senses
than the plowing, planting, tending and harvesting o f a
garden. T o see, smell and feel the freshly turned, wellfertilized soil in spring is to know the darkly fecund
womb o f mother earth. It’s an honor and a joy to plant
some o f her children in her, to hoe the soil back over the
seeds — a cover for their nest. The heat o f summer, too,
is sensual, the sweat, the earth smell and the smell o f
green. The sudden, insistent profusion o f rampant grow
th, insatiable life, the throb o f bugs and weeds; and yes,
those adolescent bearers o f peas and beans and co m , all
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o f them reaching for, demanding more water, space and
sun. The harvest work is sensual too, digging new potatoes
from their seaweed beds, or eating a just-picked tomato,
full and red, and salted with your own sweat. Shoveling
hen dressing, gathering rockweed from the beach at low
tide with the gulls circling overhead, the senses are filled
to capacity with the intense beauty o f life.
here, then, does spirit enter into gardening?
What possible relationship could it have to the
fecundity and rapaciousness o f nature, the rush
o f life, the inevitable decay o f death? A knowledge o f
the spirit, I believe, is the completion o f the lesson we
learn from the senses. Our capacity to mature in our
season, as the com and peas do in theirs, hinges on our
ability to learn from that which is; it is our responsibility
to live in the present, to see the intensity o f now. The
plant responds instantly to sun, instantly to rain, it is
acutely aware o f its being and o f Being as it perceives it.
We should be as wise.
The average person lives in a haze o f memory and day
dream, while life and the life beyond life rage all around.
Spirit — from the latin Spiritus — means life. Genesis
speaks o f God as the Breath o f Life, while Eastern reli
gions teach that our breath echos the Cosmic Vibration,
the OM (AM?) which is the name o f God. Indeed, when
Moses asked God, “ Who are y o u ?” , the answer came
back — I AM.
The “ is-ness” o f the garden, then, is for me its spiritual
message, the mirror it holds to my soul is the moment
by moment prayer to life emitted by every living thing.
The intensity o f now is the essence o f the garden, and as
we cultivate our rows, we cultivate life as well.

W
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Growing:
Grains
in Maine

by Tym Nason
ooner or later, if you have any open fields on
your land or if you want to try something dif
ferent in the garden, y o u ’ll be tempted to grow
your own grains for personal or livestock consumption.
Home grown grain is certainly something to consider
seriously in light o f the increasing costs o f all food items,
and local grain production would also ease the burden o f
importing grains into the area and would allow more
grain to be shipped elsewhere from the midwest. Interest
in growing grains has come about largely because o f con 
sumer interest in obtaining organically grown cereal
crops. Prices o f these grains haven’t yet risen to the
point where people will turn over their tomato patches
to winter wheat, but still there are practical reasons for
growing grains.

S

Tym Nason is the editor o f Maine Organic Farmer and
Gardener. He has tried his hand at grain growing and
homesteading, and lives in Kennebunkport.
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According to Francis Moore Lappe’s book, Diet For A
Small Planet, one half o f the agricultural land in the Unit
ed States is planted to feed crops and 78% o f all cereal
grain grown in the U. S. is fed to animals in hopes o f re
covering a complete protein source (meat, eggs, milk,
etc.), which grain by itself is n o t. Documentation shows,
however, that the protein input in relation to protein
gained in return is much too high to warrant the large
scale production o f beef that goes on in the U. S. Though
it is argued that all meat production should be halted in
favor o f the growing o f high protein grain, bean and
vegetable crops, that will not come to pass in the near
future, nor is it completely necessary. The number o f
protein pounds fed to other animal protein sources (such
as pigs, chickens, and cows) to gain one pound o f protein
averages out to 5.5 pounds. If the grower does not con 
sider his time into the bargain, raising grain for livestock
will probably save some money and the resulting crop
may be a good deal better for the animal’s health. I
suspect, however, that before long the grower will realize

he is putting a great deal o f labor and energy into his
crop to feed his livestock. He may realize that h e’d be
better o ff eating the crop himself and feeding only the
smaller, undeveloped grain to his animals. That way the
greater benefit goes directly to himself.
There is a worldwide protein deficiency. D iet F or A
Small Planet points out that a protein waste o f 18 million
tons occurs each year through the feeding o f grains and
beans to livestock and that if the livestock population
o f the U. S. were reduced by one half, 100 million tons
o f grains would be released for human consumption. Per
haps some o f this waste could be alleviated by local selfsufficiency and direct consumption o f the grain.
rain is best grown in rotation with well-cultivated,
well fertilized vegetables or legumes. If organic
matter is returned to the soil and the usual appli
cations o f lime and other rock powders are made, no
additional fertilization is needed. In this type o f rotation,
the soil is bound to be fertile, well-weeded and in good
structural shape. The only danger would be an excess
o f nitrogen in the soil. An overabundance o f this element
in the grain soil will cause the plants to fall over before
ripening, making the harvest very difficult. By keeping a
record o f your fertilization program, you can tell how
fertile the different areas o f the farm are and where par
ticular grains could be grown with greatest success. Sandy
soil that needs improvement is best suited to rye or buck
wheat. Buckwheat will grow in soil that is seemingly de
void o f nutrients. The reason for this is that it taps and
stores calcium and other minerals that are unavailable
to other plants. If the straw and stubble are tilled in,
these elements become available to other plants. Rye
also will grow in poor soil though the results will be un
impressive. A good rotation might be heavily manured
corn followed by oats, wheat or barley, followed the
next year by beans or peas; another could be well ferti
lized vegetables, follow ed by grain, followed by clover
and then vegetables again. Different soils and their
conditions are better suited to different grains. Oats
prefer a moist, heavy clay loam as does barley. Buck
wheat,rye and millet all tend toward sand and sandy
loams. So no matter what type o f land you have, you
can produce a grain crop (which you can trade for other
grains if you can’t use it all yourself).
Fertilization for grains usually amounts to applying
five tons o f poultry manure or 10 tons o f heavy manure
per acre - or less - well before planting. R ock powders
(granite dust, rock phosphate) and lime are applied every
two to five years after soil tests indicate a more or less
stable level o f minerals and a pH o f 6.0. 1,100 pounds
o f lime applied every three to five years and worked into
the top two to three inches o f soil will maintain the de
sired level. Since rock powders, including lime, are mined
and therefore “ nonrenewable resources” it makes sense
to recycle minerals and other elements on the farm
through the use o f green manures, animal manures, and
compost.
roper seedbed preparation is very important to
insure that the plants get o ff to a good start,
grow uninterruptedly, and ripen uniformly.
Plowing is best done in the autumn preceding spring
planting. It sometimes helps to disk the area before plow 
ing so that there are fewer air pockets under the surface
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o f the soil. Air pockets are undesirable since they interfere
with capillary action (the drawing up o f moisture from
the subsoil), leaving the plants solely dependent on rain
fall for moisture. Ground that is plowed in the fall can
settle over winter and be ready earlier in the spring.
Heavy clay soils should not be plowed when wet. Im
proper handling o f heavy wet soil may render it useless
for an entire growing season because its structure may
be damaged. Sandy soil can be left in a rough state over
winter and prepared earlier in the spring with little or
no damage.
After plowing, disking should be done to eliminate
ridges; then the soil should be harrowed. This leaves the
soil friable to the depth o f eight to ten inches. The top
two inches o f the soil should be quite loose but the re
maining topsoil should be in good contact with the sub
soil to permit capillary action. If plowing comes late,
weeds will have to be turned under and they will not
rot fast epough. The topsoil will not weld with the
undersoil - once again interrupting the capillary action.
Winter crops like rye and winter wheat, if planted on
soil that is too loose, will heave excessively leaving the
plants standing with their roots exposed when spring
comes and the soil settles. If this does happen the area
can be rolled, helping push the plants back into the
ground. A perfect seedbed is made by plowing early
and with repeated workings with disk, peg-teeth harrow
and roller.
eeding is usually done by broadcasting by hand
or with a Cyclone rotary seeder, although drilling
is preferable. On rich land that has weeds on it
the area can be broadcast twice, seeding the plants so
close together that hardly any weeds can grow in between.
This makes harvesting much easier. However, if you plan
to grow clover or grass under the grain, a lighter planting
will enable the sun to get through — preventing the com-
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cultural regions o f the Orient. The book was written in
1913.
ats and spring wheat are sown earliest in the sea
son, as soon as the ground can be properly work
ed. Barley should be delayed slightly as it is not
as frost hardy. All three grains benefit from early plant
ing: they get o ff to an earlier start than the weeds, and
their main growth and formation o f the berries has begun
in time to mature during the longest days o f the year.
Early sowing results in a longer growing season, shorter
straw, and plants which are overall more disease resistant.
If oats are planted as late as June, the kernels will not
develop at all due to the heat.
Rye can be planted in the spring, but it is usually sown
late in the fall. Buckwheat, millet and corn are planted
after frost. Millet will grow quickly and be ready to har
vest in time to plant rye or wheat in the autumn. Buck
wheat is usually planted in the first week in July, enabl
ing it to mature just at the time o f the first frost when it
is most easily harvested. Winter wheat is planted late in
the summer and rye in late summer up to or just past the
first frost. Plant these two just early enough to allow
four to six inches o f growth before the heavy freezes o f
mid-November.
Rolling should be done after planting all crops except
in the instance o f heavy, wet soil. It can be done either
right after putting in the seed or when the plants are
about three inches tall. A hand operated roller could be
made from a fifty-five gallon drum equipped with hand
les. Land rollers and adapted snowrollers can be found
occasionally or built.
The clover or grass mentioned earlier as a companion
crop to grains is a good idea as part o f a rotation program,
for in addition it supplies the soil with some o f the nutri
ents taken out by the grain or in the early spring when
the ground is honeycom bed with frost. You can then let
the seeds filter into the fissures in the soil as it thaws or
roll the seeds to have them make good contact with the
soil. A clover crop will “ miraculously” appear in late
spring.
Barley
Though the best malting barley is grown on light, well
drained soil, darker, more nutritious barley is grown on
fertile loams and clay. Barley appreciates following a
cultivated row crop or legume. The plants require a
rich, easily penetrated seedbed well supplied with nutri
ents as it tends to be a surface feeder. A pH below 7.0
and poor soil doom the grain, although fertile ground
lessens the importance o f the pH. G ood drainage is also
important to this grain. Both the yield and protein level
are higher with earlier planting — even more noticeably
than with oats or wheat. It is important for this crop to
get o ff to a fast start in the spring, and as the ground is
apt to be cold and nutrients not readily available, a light
application o f manure or other high nitrogen source
might be applied to get things started.
On average soil, sow at a rate o f one and a half to two
bushels to the acre. Since barley offically weighs in at
48 pounds per bushel that would be 72-98 pounds. If
you are sowing on rich land or if broadcasting, use two
and one half bushels o f seed (120 pounds). The best
depth to seed ranges around three inches; not less than
two, not deeper than four.

O

panion crop from sunscalding or drying out after the
grain is cut. If the seedbed is slightly furrowed, a rolling
after the seed is broadcast will be enough to cover the
seed. Otherwise, run a disk over the area with the disks
slightly angled.
The alternative to broadcasting is drilling. The seeddrill is a hopper with tubes running down from it. The
tubes put the seeds in rows at the depth you want, us
ually one to two inches below the surface o f the soil.
This method is far superior to broadcasting, as virtually
no seed is wasted. With broadcasting, as much as 50% o f
the seed may be wasted. Seeds left uncovered are eaten
by the birds, seeds poorly covered sprout but are stunted
in development or dry out, and seeds are often too close
together in some places and too far apart in others. In
evitably some seed will be planted too deeply, straining
growth or preventing germination entirely. Another
advantage to drilling is that it allows you to determine
more accurately the amount o f seed you need - usually
half a bushel less per acre than with broadcast planting.
By putting the seed at a uniform depth, drilling assures
uniform growth and ripening. If the rows are put down
in a north-south direction the clover seeded beneath will
get more sun and will not dry out when the grain is cut.
Rolling the rows with press wheels will get the seed in
good contact with the soil but not make the soil susceptable to baking in the summer. Undoubtedly there are
numerous grain drills inhabiting the outbuildings o f
Maine’s remaining farms, just waiting to be greased,
repaired, and sent out into the fields again. This is also
an area where an inventive soul could do a good deal
o f service to “ New Age Farming” by coming up with the
design for a drill that could be operated by hand. Such
things exist, as attested to by F.H. King in Fanners o f
Forty Centuries, about the author’s travels in the agri
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The best varieties for eating are the naked or bald types
and the six-rowed hulled types. Two rowed types are
preferred for malting purposes. Best varieties o f spring
barley are Volla, Erie, Herta, Keystone and Moore.
Erie, a two-row type, is the highest yielder and produces
large kernels.
Winter barley, though not especially hardy and not
“ recommended” for Maine, presents a challenge to us
because o f a new variety from New York called Schyler
which is reputed to be the hardiest and highest yielding
o f barleys. The trick to winter barley is to plant it on
a very well prepared seedbed on a well drained slope
facing away from the prevailing winds. With adequate
snow cover, winter survival should be good and spring
heaving at a minimum. This grain would like to be
pampered.
The way to preserve the light color o f malting barley
is to cut it as soon as the crop is ripe and shock it im
mediately with cap sheaves on top. As soon as the
ground in the field has dried out, thresh the grain. To
get the best quality (higher protein) allow the grain
to fully mature before harvesting. Combining can be
done directly or from windrows.
Buckwheat
Though the best yields o f buckwheat are obtained
from fertile, well drained and sandy loams, this is a poor
soil crop. Its ability to absorb otherwise unavailable
minerals from the soil gives it this distinction. If not
grown for grain, it makes an excellent green manure.
If an area you had selected for wheat refused to dry out
until late June, there would still be time to mature a
catch crop o f buckwheat as it is a warm weather annual.
Plow the ground two weeks before seeding—which should
be done in the first week in July — and harrow frequently
to conserve moisture. One half to one bushel per acre
is all you need if y o u ’re using a drill; otherwise one and a
half to two bushels is recommended. Greater soil ferti
lity will support a heavier seeding. Yields, which range
from 8-40 bushels to the acre, tend to diminish if as
much as three bushels are planted to the acre. A good
yield to expect with minimal fertilisation is 25-30
bushels.
Harvesting buckwheat is a delicate operation. Plant
so that the first seed ripens just before the first frost.
Because ripening extends over a period o f two to four
weeks and seeds fall o ff soon after ripening, cut the
grain right after the first seeds are mature. If the har
vesting is delayed, much o f the mature seed will be lost.
After being cut, the plants should be loosely bound
in sheaves and left to cure for one to two weeks depend
ing on the weather. Threshing should be done soon
after, as the seed will collect moisture from the plants
if left too long. Waiting until after the first frost to cut
the crop is a com m on practice as the freezing makes
the threshing easier.
It is very easy to over-fertilize buckwheat. Soil that
will grow good corn will produce strange, viney plants
that lodge (fall over) and send up multitudinous side
branches, making a harvest impossible. All is not lost,
however, since chickens and other fowl will enjoy the
situation immensely. Best varieties are Japanese, Silverhull and Tartary, though plain “ buckwheat” is what you
will probably find in the farmstore.

Buckwheat is the musical grain, y o u ’ll notice if you
stand in the middle o f a patch in full flower. The bees
will love you for planting it. Buckwheat and millet are
probably the best grains to grow for chickens as they
grow easily, but hulling can be discouraging. The re
covery o f whole groats after hulling is estimated at 40%
Roasting the grains helps a little, but the best bet is to
expect dark buckwheat pancakes as there will be a good
percentage o f hulls in the flour.
Millet
Millet is another poor-soil crop that will produce a
good deal o f grain and straw on marginally fertile land.
It is also resistant to insects, and fungus diseases. This
is another excellent catch crop because it too is a warm
weather annual producing well on poor soil and very
well on the better soils. Yields can range from 20 bushels
on lighter soils on up to 90 bushels on moist, fertile
ground. The heavy yielder out o f several kinds o f millet
is called Japanese barnyard, though it may be impossible
to determine which kind o f “ Japanese” millet you are
buying once you get to the feed store. Japanese foxtail
and German millet give yields o f 40-55 bushels per acre
when carefully grown.
The usual planting time for millet is after com or any
time in June. The seedbed should be deep and well pre
pared. As millet seeds are small, careful preparation o f
the seedbed will pay o ff in better growth. Millet is
usually broadcast (at a rate o f one to one and a half
bushels to the acre), rather than drilled, and harrowed
lightly to cover the seed. Harvesting by hand is some
what easier than for other grains, as the stems are succu
lent and quite large. Gather it into shocks after cutting
to let it cure, as with other grains.
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Oats
Oats are a good New England crop because they will
grow in either heavy, wet soil or in light dry soil — as
long as it is fertile. As with the other grains, it grows
best when following a heavily manured, cultivated crop.
The best yields are obtained by drilling. In rich, weedy
soil, up to three bushels o f seed can be planted to the
acre. This heavy seeding will result in a dense stand
that will not permit weeds to get established. The straw
will be weaker as a result, though, too. In lighter soil,
plant one and a half to two bushels to the acre. You
can plant this grain early in the spring as it is very hardy
and most o f its growth occurs in the cool weather o f
the spring and early summer. If planting is at all delayed,
say until June, either plant the earliest maturing variety
or be prepared to cut the oats for hay as the flowers will
not pollinate or the kernels form in hot weather (which
isn’t all that terrible, since oat hay and straw are excel
lent stock feed). Yields in Minnesota range at present
around 90-100 bushels per acre; I assume this is due to
the long Minnesota springs.
Oats can be left in the field longer than most grains
without shattering, but to get the highest quality straw,
it is best to cut the plants while a little green is still show
ing in the leaves. G ood varieties include Orbit (early,
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high yielding and light - - plant one half bushel more
per acre); Astro (new and high yielding); Garry (tall,
good yields o f grain and straw, an old favorite); Russell
(high yield, strong straw); and Rodney (tall, late matur
ing, has large kernels and thin hulls).
Oats are always rolled or steel cut when purchased in
stores. This is not because they grow this way, but
because the hull is quite difficult to remove. Homethreshed oats are bound to have some chaff in them, so
get your digestive processes in good shape.
Rye
Rye is a dependable grain; it is not picky as to where
it is grown and will always produce something for your
efforts.
Prepare the soil as for other crops, but seed in late
summer or early autumn, as this grain seems to produce
best after having lived through the winter. Yields range
from 10-15 bushels on poor soils to 30 or more on
better land. One and a half to two bushels to the acre
are sown on the better areas, but slightly more, and more
thickly applied, on poorer parts as rye has less inclination
to tiller or stool (send up multiple seed stems). In areas
o f less snow coverage, it might help to drill the seed into
the stubble o f the previous crop for protection against
winter winds. Plants will also survive the winter better
if they are allowed to grow three to four inches before
the onset o f heavy freezing. Planting too soon, however,
may result in the rye coming down with a rust disease.
Winter rye is often planted as a winter pasture and, if
not grazed too closely, a grain crop can be harvested the
following summer. Yields are only slightly reduced by
doing this. The best variety at this time for grain pur
poses is Tetra Pektus, a high yielder from Germany, which
should be separated from other varieties to prevent cross
pollination and sterilization. Balboa is another good
variety, but it is better suited to be a green-manure crop.
Rye straw is often five to six feet tall, very erect and
stiff, and seldom lodges. For this reason it is an excellent
companion to clover and grass as ample sun can reach
the ground, favoring strong growth. Rye tends to ripen
a little before winter wheat, so it doesn’t interfere with
the harvesting o f other crops.
After harvesting, make sure every rye seed head is taken
o ff the ground, as rye will grow worse than any “ weed”
once it gets started.
Wheat
Spring-sown wheat is the type generally grown in New
England, because though winter wheat has been grown
with success here, it is not reliably hardy in average
winters. Spring wheat usually yields higher, but in a
year o f good winter survival, the winter type will out- ,
yield the spring.
Wheat prefers a sandy, fertile loam that has a neutral
or slightly alkaline pH. Winter types should be sown on
a well-drained slope that faces away from prevailing
winds and gets good snow cover, Prepare the soil as
soon as the previous crop is out. Make sure the seedbed
is uniformly friable so that when drilling is done, the
seed will be covered consistently. If plowing is delayed
because o f dry weather or a late crop on the area, com 
pacting the soil with the roller is a good idea. If the soil
is too loose it is bound to stay too dry in the summer
and likely to freeze out the plants over the winter.

One to two bushels o f seed per acre is the usual recom
mendation. Though it can be broadcast, drilling is much
preferred as a planting method. An experiment you might
want to try, to achieve higher yields per grain sown, is
to drill the seed in rows 8 ” apart with seeds 8 ” apart
within the row. This greater distance between seeds
will allow the plants to develop more fully, and send
up many more seed stems then they normally would.
By saving seed o f the most prolific plants for two or
three years, a very high yielding strain would be develop
ed. Saving seed o f all your grains is a good idea with
prices as they are. Select seed from plants that grow
vigorously, tiller well and have large, well-filled heads.
Succeeding crops should be good producers if the soil
is kept well fertilized.
The best varieties for our area include Opal, Henry,
Manitou, Selkirk, and_Nepawa. These are all spring
types. Soft winter types include Yorkstar (white),
Arrow (heavier but slightly lower yielding than Yorkstar), and Redcoat (high protein and high yielding).
To get the winter wheat o ff to a good start in the
spring a light dressing o f manure, applied while the
ground is still frozen, and chopped with the harrow,
will help warm the soil and provide nutrients to the
plants in an otherwise cold and inactive soil.
he best time to harvest crops by hand or with a
binder is when the plants have lost 90% o f their
green color. The grain will not shatter at this
stage and the straw will be less tough. Another way to
tell if the crop is ready to cut is when a dent can be made
in the kernels that soon disappears. Still another way
to tell is when the heads are yellow, and a handful o f
grain is firm and chewy, but milky. This is called being
in the late dough stage.
When the grains are hard and dry, and the straw shows
no trace o f green — then is the time to combine.
Cutting by hand can be done with a sickle or scythe
if the area is small enough or if there are a number o f
people working together. For larger areas, a tractormower, binder or combine is more practical. After cut
ting, tie the grain into bundles and lean them into one
another. If the bundles are set firmly on the ground,
the shocks will not fall over. If the shocks are covered
well, they can be left in the field to cure for a week or
two. Covering can be done with plastic sheets or can
vas, but the best way to cover the shocks is by “ capping”
them with one or two bundles o f grain or straw set on
top so they shed water. Capping seems to be a lost art,
one well worth reviving. Another lost art is “ stacking” ,
which involves setting the bundles on a frame o ff the
ground, with adequate rat, mouse and chipmunk precau
tions taken, and laying them in such a way that they
form a tall mound that will shed water. Rushes cut
from a marsh can be arrayed on top and down the sides
to intercept water also. If this is done right, the stacks
can be left for some time until you are ready to start
threshing.
Unless you are harvesting with a combine, the grain
must be threshed from the straw and chaff. This
should not be done until the grain is fairly dry, as
grain will heat up or mold if stored before its moisture
content is below 14%. T o test the moisture content
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o f the grain, put 10 heads o f grain or an equivalent o f
loose kernels in a container. Sprinkle a quarter teaspoon
o f salt on the grain and shake the container about 50
times. If the salt remains dry and does not form lumps,
the grain is dry enough.
hreshing remains a rather tedious job without
some assistance from our machinery friends,
though it has been done by hand for centuries.
An old-fashioned flail will do the job pretty well. Lay
the grain out on a large piece o f plastic or cloth in the
barn or outside, and “ flail away” . Cleaning the grain
from the hulls can be accomplished by tossing the grains
into the air over that sheet o f cloth or plastic in a breeze.
The heavier grains will fall back where you want them
and the chaff will fly away elsewhere. A hand or m otor
operated “ Clipper” grain cleaner can also be used for
the task. This machine sends chaff out one side, small
grains out the other and dust out the front. The best
grain falls into a box in the center.

T

Growing grains by hand is hard larbor. Numerous
processes can’t be fully explained on paper, they must
be experienced. The best way to learn how to grow
grains is to harvest a quarter acre or so with a sickle.
After doing that, you will see why weeds and grass in
the grain are to be prevented and why so much talk about
yields. It would be better to cut that quarter acre and
end up with 10 bushels o f wheat rather than 4 or 5. If
the grain growing area is kept small, and the yield
reserved for human consumption, there is good reason
to do everything by hand; everything is under your
direct control. No matter how much land you have,
grains complete the homestead picture.
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Feed - Seed

Pottery - Jewelry
Weaving - Leather
Paintings - Graphics
Furniture & Metal Sculpture
Changing Exhibits IN OUR GALLERY
and Custom Framing

Harris G. Strong
Bar Harbor Rd. E llsw orth, Me. 667 - 2595
Open Year R ound Mon - Sat 9-5
Summer Hours 9-9 Sunday 12-5

FEED6-SEED
COMPANY
HIGH STREET
ELLSWORTH, MAINE
Telephone: 667-4751
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by Joe Allen
hat is more beguiling on a dreary winter day than
to sit down before a roaring fire and escape with
the seed catalogs?
This year they started to arrive earlier than ever. The
harvest was hardly in before the seed companies took you
on a lovely journey to spring, companion planting, garden
layouts, bags o f lime and seeds. Your taste buds drooled
with thoughts o f luscious vegetables; your muscles took
on sympathetic aches from dreams o f the rototiller. Even
the slugs seemed benevolent.
The catalogs were early this year for obvious reasons:
demand is up over 300% and the early bird catches the
you know what. In my mail, Stokes caught the worm by
at least two weeks but, now, as I write this I am up to my
elbows in four color reproductions and luscious prose.
Not only was the early mailing prompted by the com 
petitive urge, but by what well may be a scarcity in seed
supplies. Here you have to take your choice: the Ag
School in Orono says there is a scarcity: an Organic Gar
den magazine survey says forget it.

W

Joe Allen is an assistant editor o f FARMSTEAD Magazine.
He and his wife farmstead on a salt water farm in West
Brooksville.

Anyway, if you have not ordered your seeds as you read
this, you are probably in some sort o f trouble.
Of course the big news in the catalogs is price. The
varieties you want are still there, but you are goings to pay
anywhere from an inflationary 25% to 100% more than
you did last year. Let’s compare 1975 with 1974 prices
in four typical catalogs. (All packets unless otherwise
indicated).
Burpee: Early Golden Crookneck Squash up to 5(ty from
35£ Purple-top White Globe turnips up to 35^ from 25£
Chives up to 65^ from 35/fc Golden beets up to 65^ from
50£
Harris: Zucchini Elite Squash up to 55 4 from 50</.
Moreton Hybrid Tomatoes up to 10£ from 60^. Wonder
ful corn up to 60^ from 50£ Tendercrop beans up to
55^ from 40£
Stokes: Victory cucumbers up to 6(ty from 50£ Buttercrunch lettuce up to 65^ from 30£ Connecticut Field
pumpkin up to 4(ty from 30£ Early Mild Bunching onions
up to 65^ from 25£
Vesey: Blue Lake bush beans up to 25^ from 15^
V2 pound onion sets up to 75^ from 60£ Green Arrow
peas up to 25^ from 15£ Eastern Rocket Peppers up to
3(ty from 20£
And so it goes! Most o f the catalog copy writers hope
you w on’t notice the price rise or accept it placidly along
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sprout in 24 hours to two weeks, feed them to the chicKens.
That is, if they are untreated.
However, I recommend that the safest bet is to squander
a few dimes and buy new seeds every year.
So much for the price increase. It’s there and there is
little you can do about it. Comparison shopping is a pos
sibility, but it is time-consuming and there are many be
wares in those hills. For instance, you might decide that
you can save 15^ if you buy a packet o f Victory cucumbers
from Burpee instead o f Stokes; then you just happen to
notice that a packet o f Stokes seeds contains 100 seeds
to Burpee’s 50.
Another possible method o f saving money is to scan the
catalogs for their “ specials” Be wary here, too. Some
bargain collections include exotic varieties which require
long growing seasons impossible for Maine. But there is
money to save. For instance you can save a lusty $4.15
by ordering Harris’ Family Garden Collection No. 2, and
it’s a good collection for 3000 square feet o f garden. Or
you can save $2.85 on an attractive combination vegetable
and flower collection from Park Seed.
Still another possible money saving possibility is to com 
pare catalogs on shipping costs. Most promise “ Free De
livery” and then sneakily add on a “ shipping” or hand
ling” cost. If you order in quantity, be sure to check
Stokes’ generous cash discounts on orders o f $50.00 or
more.
ow that I have disposed o f the unpleasant subject
o f seed economics let’s have a look at the catalogs
themselves. They com e in all shapes and sizes, a
potpourri o f type faces, a maze o f colors, an extravanganza

N

with supermarket inflation. The Stokes people, however,
felt that some explanation should be forthcoming and
offer the following, which makes pretty good sense:
“ Many o f our seed crops such as peas, beans, corn, radish,
vine crops and onion are grown by farmers who also grow
wheat or soy beans. When the price o f wheat and soy
bean futures doubled or tripled in the Spring o f 1974, we
were unable to make contracts with growers at reasonable
prices. All flower and vegetable seed companies were given
the choice o f paying the same price per acre for vegetable
seed as wheat, or the growers would not grow the seed
for us.”
Oh yes . Park Seed asks you to forget about rising
costs and embelish their catalog cover and vegetable pages
with WIN buttons. Bet you too forgot what the letters
stand for.
Now, if all this high price talk discourages you, why
can’t you use last year’s seed? You can if you do it right.
If you have preserved the old seeds in a dry, cool place,
the book says you can safely use the following seeds:
beans, beets, broccoli, cabbage, carrots, cauliflower, celery,
corn, cucumber, onion, parsley, peas, peppers, pumpkin,
spinach, and turnips.
My advice is to test for germination before you use old
seeds. I have had some bad luck with some o f the afore
mentioned. The best way to test is to place a layer o f
about 25 seeds on some absorbent material (cotton,
blotting paper, cloth), put a second layer over the seed,
sprinkle with water and, if the seeds don’t swell and
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o f words. But they have something in comm on: there is
not one seed listed that will not produce the healthiest,
most beautiful, most delicious, most cylindrical, most
supreme, most satisfactory, most remarkable, most amaz
ing, most dependable vegetable that you have ever planted
or eaten in your entire life.
If you work your way through all this flowery and
vegetably verbiage, you may be able, if you are diligent
and long suffering, to differentiate between the catalogs
and the seeds themselves. But the going is hard. Burpee
and Harris list four different varieties o f pickling cucum
bers, Park Seed four and Stokes nine, including Wisconsin
SMR 12, Wisconsin SMR 58 and Wisconsin SMR 18.
The seed descriptions are all so ecstatically similar that it
is practically impossible to make a reasoned choice.
But hold, all is not lost. If this little essay seems des
tructive, it is not meant to be. Critical but not Destructive.
There are many good, constructive features about most
seed catalogs and the great majority o f them are helpful
and reliable. Here are some pleasant things to say about
specific catalogs:
J. L. Hudson. Box 1058 R edw ood City, Ca. 94054.
This is the complete catalog o f seeds. No blurby non
sense here, but brush up on your Latin nomenclature.
It has everything, including the curious and the weird.
William Dam Seeds. W. Flanboro, Ontario. Organically
oriented and has stopped selling pesticides. G ood Euro
pean varieties.
Johnny’s Selected Seeds. N. Dixmont, Me. 04932.
Used to be in Massachusetts under the name o f Johnny
Apple Seed. Tends to oriental and new vegetable varieties.

Nichols Garden Nursery. 1190 N. Pacific Highway, A l
bany, Oregon 97321. Specializes in herbs and rare seeds.
Le Jardin du Gourmet. Ramsay, N. J. 07446. Has hardto-find leeks and shallots and French seeds. Will ship you
truffles. Try their Regalfin green beans.
Thompson and Morgan, 401 Kennedy Blvd., Somerdale,
N. J. 08083. Some say the most prestigious o f all the
world’s seed companies, now with a U. S. outlet for the
first time.
Vesey’s Seeds Ltd., York, Prince Edward Island. Small,
cosy and personal. G ood bargains; they undersell many
U. S. companies. Try their onion sets.
Sutton’s. 161 Bond St. London, England. The English
have a way with seed and here are the best.
Stokes Seeds Inc.. Box 548, Buffalo, N. Y. 14240. Very
professional and good for the big time operator as well
as the small time gardener. Their packets have the most
helpful instructions. Yum - try their Wintertime Chinese
cabbage.
Joseph Harris Co.. Moreton Farm, Rochester, N. Y.
14624. Probably the best looking and organized o f the
catalogs, despite the fact that the cover always tears off.
I found their Moreton Hybrid tomatoes the best and
their Wonderful corn wonderful — really.
Burpee Seeds, 300 Park Ave., Warminster, Pa. 18974.
Still good after 99 years in the business. Catalog very com 
plete with many o f their own, home-grown varieties.
Also an extensive listing o f garden accessories and gadgets.
Gurney Seed and Nursery C o., 2625 Page St., Yankton,
S. D. 57078. Real hardsell, kooky mail order catalog with
lots o f deals and special offers and some hard-to-find seeds
and roots.
n examining these catalogs (and there are other
good ones) as an organic gardener, watch your
step carefully. You may unknowingly order
treated seeds. Most catalogs, if you look hard enough,
have some statement on untreated seeds, hidden away as
it may be. Harris, for instance, says: “ All our bean seed
is treated with Cap tan, and we have no untreated lots
available. Captan is a mild, organic fungicide that does
not present a poison or health problem .” I’m no chemist,
but this sounds a bit like double talk to me. The safest
way to ensure untreated seed is to mark your order: Can
cel order for any treated seeds. If you want to take a
chance with Captan, search your organic soul.
So now, after all this, what can you do? If you are an
old hand, you act from experience and shop with the
seed company that over the years has given you the best
service and the best harvest. But if this is your first time
out, here are a few hopefully helpful hints: plan your
space and order only what you need. Note your temper
ature zone (there are two in Maine) and order seed with
proper harvest maturity. Make sure your soil has the
right pH. for what you want to grow. D on ’t plan too big.
a garden. Grow what you like to eat. D on ’t forget suc
cession and companion planting. Have the proper tools
on hand.
. . . . And begin your daily calisthenics NOW, because,
Oh My Aching Back, gardening is hard work.

I
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Johnny's Selected
Seeds
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locally Selected Varieties for
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‘ We still have
good seed supply
on hand.

Please enjoy ournew 1975 cats log-25b

Johnny's Selected Seeds
Dept fT, North Dixmont, Maine 04932
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Recapture the past!

Let L.C. Andrew help bring back the “ Good Old
Days” with a snug cedar log cabin. White cedar logs
\ from the Maine woods make our cabins real energy
savers. Prefabricated or materials only. Build it your)
self or we’ll find a builder. Many styles to choose from.^

Dealer
inquiries
welcome

Dept. F / South Windham, Maine 04082
Send free cabin brochure, please!

-^City-

My lot i$ located in_

The illustrations are courtesy o f W. A tlee Burpee Co.

Inspect our model cabins in South Windham and Farmington, Maine.
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G o a ts on O u r ra rm s te a d
by Karen Frangoulis

G

oats began our first morning in Maine. The huge
U-Haul truck sat outside waiting to be unloaded,
and the sun was just rising when our neighbor,
Priscilla, dashed over in her bathrobe with a phone mes
sage to say our goat, Diane, was having a kid. Diane was
being boarded at Ron King’s in Penobscot. I hurried
through the echoing house rousing George and the child
ren from their sleeping bags. We drove through our quiet
town, sleepy new farmers, looking alike in our new blue
work shirts and blue jeans. It was early June, clear and
windy, and the black flies weren’t so bothersome that
day. We arrived at R on ’s goat shed just in time to greet
a large, wet, wobbly newborn buck. He was trying to
nurse, and I remembered R on ’s warning, “ whatever you
do, don’t let the kid nurse!” These were words o f des
peration for Ron, whose goat after many months was
still running after her mother for milk and not accepting
the bottle.
It’s one thing to admire a goat and another thing to know
what to do with one o f your own. I had never seen a new
born kid or milked a full-grown doe. Friend Dennis, who

Karen Frangoulis and her family live in Blue Hill. Shown
above are George and Karen with Theseus, a French
Alpine billy. Photo courtesy The Ellsworth American.
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•grew up on a Michigan farm, was also there, but not being
partial to goats, was in the house frying up a mess o f pan
cakes. Onlookers arrived — neighbors, friends, family and
strangers — and were content to let me do the learning.
I dried the kid with paper towels (I prefer a terry-cloth
towel now), cleaned the unbilical cord with alchohol
and moved the kid to a large wooden box with sawdust in
the bottom . Now the kid had to be nourished. It seemed
I had to squeeze hard to get one squirt o f colostrum milk
from the mother’s teat into the bowl. When it finally
happened, the audience cheered! (Now I hardly look at
my hands while milking.) The kid sucked this sticky milk
from my fingers eagerly and dipped his nose into it. I
didn’t think to wash his face with warm water, so the
milk dried to a crust around his mouth.
For several days, I wiped the kid’s bottom with a warm
wet cloth after each feeding to keep him clean and stimu
late defecation. I haven’t found this advice in a book,
but if you choose to take the kid from the mother, you
are taking on the job she would do. It’s very rewarding
to feed the kid yourself, for then he considers you the
mother and will follow you wherever you go. And the
mother, getting the scent o f her kid on you, will be
happy to let you milk her. After the first few days,
bottle feeding is all the kid knows and he can be returned
to his mother in the barn and neither one will be lone
some.

oon after the birth, we brought the new kid and
his mother back to Blue Hill. Son Gregory named
the goat “ Theseus” . At first, Theseus stayed warm
in his box in our kitchen. Then he joined his mother and
another goat, Christina, in the barn. We went through
a tearful time when Theseus refused to eat and we were
sure he was going to die. Of course, he wasn’t, but every
thing’s exaggerated when you don ’t know what to expect.
I abandoned the pan feeding method and went to a soda
pop bottle with a lamb’s nipple attached. I found there’s
no wasting o f precious milk this way, and you know ex
actly how much the kid gets. Any extra colostrum milk
goes right into the freezer for future kids or lambs in
need o f it. Twice in the past year, kids were orphaned
and we were able to share our colostrum supply.
One funny scene in our barn that first summer was me
trying to do the milking with Diane tied to a refrigerator
door handle. She could open and shut the door at will
with merely a few steps forward and back. Of course,
there I was with my head practically under her, perched
on a three-legged stool that was intended for milking
a taller animal. Then the milk bucket would tip and I’d
have a fit. George finally built a milking stanchion. The
goat could eat; I could milk and even relax with the sun
on my face through the barn door. Thereafter, early
morning was a special time.
ou don’t have goats long before y o u ’re confronted
with various health care concerns — trimming
hoofs, to have or not to have horns, worming,
and tests for mastitis, tuberculosis and brucellosis. All
the books on goats say it’s important to trim hoofs once
a month. That would make it easy. Many people, m y
self included, have neglected a goat’s hoofs at one time
or another. A goat is pregnant for five months, during
which time some people don’t trim hoofs for fear o f
upsetting the animal. That shouldn’t be a problem, es
pecially the first few months o f pregnancy, if the goat is
accustomed to it and will stand still. And all four hoofs
don’t have to be done at one time if the goat is rebellious.
A neglected h oof begins to look like a curved ski, is
harder to trim, and may be impossible to restore to the
right shape. It can also cause the goat to stand improperly
thus damaging tendons and ligaments.
Thesus’ horns began to grow when he was two days old.
“ It’s fine for a buck” , several friends said, “ but not for
a doe.” Theseus was safe, but not poor Christina. We’d
bought her at an auction in Connecticut a week before we
moved. She was about three months old and her horns
were about three inches long. O ff to Belfast I went to get
her horns removed. This was the worst experience I’ve
had with goats. A ghastly iron was heated red-hot; the
horns were sawed o ff; they spurted blood, and then I
smelled the awful scent o f burned hair and flesh as the
iron sealed the blood vessels. All the while Christina
bleated loudly. I was exhausted from holding her steady,
and the doctor kept saying how much he hated to do
such a thing. “ I’d rather castrate three bulls,” he said.
Silently I vowed, “ Never again.” Either have the horns
burned early (about three days old) or not at all.
Worming sounds like a simple thing to do and it is.
When its not done in time, however, as happened with
our Diane, she stopped eating, became anemic, didn’t go
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into heat until December and even then did not get preg
nant after being bred twice. By Spring she tested free o f
stomach worms. In fact, she became luxuriantly healthy
and grew fatter right up until her “ due date” and pro
duced nothing. What a disappointment!
Somehow you have to learn some things the hard way.
We were so happy with our three goats: nothing to it;
we bought a fourth goat named Nancy. This one came
with a spirit o f her own, and a problem — mastitis. It
was an out-and-out battle to get milk and even then it
had an o ff flavor. Many tears, much struggling and spilled
milk finally sent me to Dr. Holmes in Belfast. Leaning
Nancy into the fence, he milked out her full udder, tested
the leaping goat for brucellosis and tuberculosis and gave
her a shot in one teat. T o this day, when I take Nancy to
him for a check-up, Dr. Holmes shudders at the memory
o f that struggle. She’s been a better goat ever since, still
spirited, and she produced two o f the most beautiful
ten and eleven pound does last Spring. The first summer’s
experience helped me. I was ever watchful o f her udder,
gradually stopped milking when she was three months
pregnant, cut down on grain and fed her flaked bran
toward the end o f her pregnancy, and gave no grain just
after kidding. For two days after kidding, she received
warm water, good hay, and flaked bran only. Then the
grain was given again gradually. I milked Nancy several
times the first few days; then twice daily. The color
o f her udder and teats changed from pink before to char
coal after. It’s important not to miss a detail and not to
be alarmed. Fortunately, Nancy had no recurrent udder
problems.
ittle is said in goat books about when a goat is
“ in heat” . It’s one o f the most important things
to know in order to have kids in the Spring and
the resultant three to four quarts o f milk a day. A lot o f
observation (tw o or three times a day) will help you chart
each goat’s cycle. Mark it on the calendar rather than
trusting to memory. A doe comes into heat every 18 to
21 days, possibly year ‘round, but the symptoms are more
noticeable in breeding season (September through Feb
ruary). Our goats in heat act restless, do more bleating,
sometimes look wide-eyed and want more attention. The
best time for breeding them has been when the goat’s tail
is wagging in a continuous rhythm. This time can be as
short as a few hours or as long as a couple o f days.
Several goat owners warn when you see a vaginal discharge
or dampness to either side o f the goat’s tail, the heat is
ending and it’s too late to breed. The fee ($5, $10, or
whatever) you pay to the owner o f the buck should en
title you to return once or twice that season, if necessary,
until the doe is bred.
We jumped into goat-raising with a bang — six goats
before our first year farming in Maine was over. We sold
two goats, boarded many others, and gained lots o f ex
perience. A goat is a good dairy animal — adaptable,
easy to care for and transport, and less costly to feed
than a cow . Many a newborn animal — calf, lamb, piglet,
porcupine or human baby — can thrive on goat’s milk.
We were foolish to keep a buck for such a small herd as
our own. But now that Theseus is a year and a half, with
magnificient horns, he can earn his keep by servicing our
and neighboring does. It wasn’t such a bad move after all.
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CARE & FEEDING OF YOUNG GOAT KIDS
by Adele Caudle
eed whole milk until kid is two weeks old; gradu
ally increase amount from 16 oz. daily to IV2 or
2 qts daily. Cut back a little if droppings become
soft. When kid is about one month old cut back to one
quart daily to force him to eat solid food , especially grain.
Divide milk into four feedings daily, if possible, for the
first two weeks; then three feedings daily the second
two weeks and two daily thereafter. Rinse kid’s face
after feeding to avoid crusting o f milk.
At two weeks, kid can be gradually changed to a milk
substitute (such as Agway Milk Saver). Use clean utensils.
First day: 1 part milk substitute, 3 parts milk. Second
day: 2 parts milk substitute, 2 parts milk. Third day: 3
parts milk substitute, 1 part milk. If the kid is slow to
accept this, make the change more slowly.
Grain is important for developing the rumen. Have a
high protein (16%) grain for “ growing calves” available
from the start. Offer a good quality hay, but observe
the kids carefully until y o u ’re sure they can tolerate it.
One who cannot digest the hay properly will refuse food ,
bleat, walk stiff-legged, become paralyzed and stuperous
and even die without prompt treatment by a vet.
Kids can get scours (diarrhea) from dirty utensils or
over feeding (especially o f milk). If a kid does scour,
thin milk with an equal amount o f water, adding a dose
o f Kaopectate as you would for a baby (follow directions
on bottle according to weight). Thin the milk a day or
two until droppings are normal. Keep body fluids up.
Worms: A kid grazing on pasture should be tested
by a vet and wormed, if necessary, once every one or
two months.
Poisons: Watch out for lead paint. All goats like to
chew on wood. A very small quantity o f consumed lead
is poisonous and will kill. Also poisonous are rhododen
dron, laurel, freshly cut green clover, lupin, and wild
cherry leaves.
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Adele Caudle lives in Middletown, Connecticut. She is
a member o f the Connecticut Dairy Goat Association
and the American Dairy Goat Association, and has been
raising Toggenburggoats fo r 1 7 years.__________________ _

Income Tax Deductions
for the Small Farmer

by Brooks Mills
any people, perhaps new to farming, may think
o f income tax time as an unpleasant but inevitable
day o f reckoning with the Federal and State tax
collectors. When the time comes, they ransack the house
and their memories to get together what they can find o f
the myriad o f cancelled checks and invoices. The wise
farmer knows that good records can be a valuable man
agement tool and that the farm should be run as a busi
ness, for every item o f income or expense may have a tax
consequence. A farm tax record book, separate farm
checking and savings accounts, and a File for all invoices
and other records are the basic ingredients for a useful
farm record system. An audit by the IRS may require
that each invoice be substantiated by a cancelled check
or receipt indicating the date o f payment. It is best to
keep old records well beyond the three year statute o f
limitations, at least as long as the life o f a depreciable
property item. Monthly summaries show at a glance the
cash flow and where it goes. Mid-December is a good
time to start summarizing figures to find out where the
farm stands and prepare to file an early tax return. Far
mers have a useful option: by filing your tax return by
March 1, you can avoid the necessity o f making quarterly
estimated tax payments and can settle up at this time.
Most small farmers will find the cash accounting method,
whereby all income and expenses are taken in the year
received or paid, best suited to their needs.
The small farmer has many options available to reduce
his tax liability. The highest valued farm products may
be those items that your family can use - meat, milk,
eggs, fruit and vegetables, firewood, lumber, etc. Their
cost outlay is minimal, their real value to you may be
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Brooks Mills, a farmsteader and part-time tax consultant,
lives in East Holden at Edge w ood Tree Farm.

greater than similar commodities that you would other
wise have to purchase, and just consider how much money
you would have to earn (before state and federal income
taxes, sales and excise taxes, and social security taxes)
to buy these commodities o ff the farm. You can con 
sider this hypothetical amount as a “ non-taxable income
benefit” from your farming enterprise. It may be a lot
larger than one might imagine and can be a very real
benefit from farming.
It should be mentioned that a farm must be operated
for profit to deduct all the ordinary and necessary ex
penses o f carrying on the business o f farming. The facts
and circumstances o f your situation will determine this,
but the farmer raising crops and livestock for his own
family use with only incidental sales will not qualify.
Generally if your gross income from farming exceeds
your deductions for any two or more tax years out o f
the five previous consecutive years, you are presumed
by the IRS to be operating your farm for profit. You
cannot deduct the cost o f plants, animals, feed, materials,
etc. used to feed your family. It may be important to
you to make sure that your farm operations qualify as
a profit oriented venture.
Many people consider that capital gains, investment
credits, and depreciation are the tax dodges o f only big
business and the wealthy. These legitimate tax treatments
may be able to save you more relatively speaking than
they do for the “ Big Taxpayer” ; they need to be used
correctly and intelligently. Your farm income tax re
turn will be more complicated than it was when the bulk
o f your income came from your employer’s W-2 state
ment, but the time and effort should be well spent if it
keeps those hard earned dollars ifi your farm accounts
where they belong.
et’s start with Schedule F - Farm Income and
Expenses. You will want to refer to the instruc
tions in your tax return or you may wish to ob-
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tain the latest edition o f the Farmer’s Tax Guide, Publi
cation 225 prepared by the IRS. Your farm tax records
should have most o f the figures needed. Part I shows your
income broken down by categories - sales o f livestock
and items purchased for resale, sales o f livestock and
produce raised for sale, and other farm income.
A few points to remember . . .
Amounts received for items from your w oodlot such
as firewood, pulpwood, logs, Christmas trees, etc. may
be reduced by the stumpage values involved. If you are
“ your own woodlands manager” as described in Jack
Bulger’s article in the Fall/Winter 1974-75 issue o f
FARMSTEAD, you may have cruised your w oodlot and
assigned a cost per acre to land and timber. For example:
your w oodlot acreage cost you $75 per acre, and you
allocate $25 per acre as the value o f the bare land and
the balance, $50, to the timber. If your cruise shows
an estimated 15 cords per acre as the average volume
o f merchantable trees (5 inches diameter at breast height
or larger), your timber cost is $3.33 per cord. You sold
28 cords o f spruce-fir pulpwood in 1974 for $33 per
cord, delivered to a mill or woodyard. If you feel that
$8 per cord is a reasonable stumpage value, your entry
on line 18 o f Part I o f your Schedule F should be
Pulpwood . . . 28 Cords . . . $700, to reflect the $25 per
cord value added by your logging and hauling labors.
The $8 per cord stumpage balance o f $224 should appear
on Form 4797 Supplemental Schedule o f Gains & Losses
in Part 1, Section B Sales and Exchanges o f Property
used in Trade or Business. Your entry should be on
Line 3 Timber Stumpage . . . A cq ’d 1971. . . Sold 1974
. . . Price $224 . . . Cost $93. . . Gain $131. Your timber
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cost o f $93 reflects 28 cords at your cost o f $3.33 per
cord as taken from your cruise. The difference between
your cost and a market value o f $8 per cord or $131 in
this transaction is a long-term capital gain carried for
ward to Part II, line 8 o f Schedule D Capital Gains &
Losses. Perhaps complicated, but worthwhile if you
consider that you are recovering $93 or your original
investment in the farm property and are only liable for
tax on half o f the $131 gain on the stumpage. Here
is $158 o f tax free cash flow that you might have over
looked and reported as income. If you are harvesting
Christmas trees, remember that a major portion o f the
proceeds may qualify for long-term capital gains treat
ment. Christmas trees can be one o f the most tax bene
ficial sources o f farm income and provide an excellent
return for the time invested in caring for them.
Remember to include the Forestry Incentive Payments
you may have received for tree planting, timber stand
improvement, or other forestry practices on line 22,
Agricultural Program Payments. Seeding, fertilizer, and
other practices where cost sharing aid has been received
are also reported here. You will receive a Report o f
Payments to Producer from your local ASCS office.
Remember to include the Federal Gasoline Tax Credit
taken on your previous tax return on Form 4136 and
any state gas tax refunds received. These reflect refunds
o f taxes for gasoline and oil used on the farm in tractors,
chain saws, and other equipment operated o ff the high
ways. Remember to apply for these refunds if the
amounts involved are worthwhile. The Maine state gas
tax is 8^ per gallon; the Federal tax is 4^ per gallon on
gas and 6^ per gallon on oil.
art II lists your Farm Deductions. These figures
should come from your Farm Tax Record Book.
A few points to remember. Check your telephone
bills when they come in and while the calls are still fresh
in your mind, and mark those that pertained to farm
business. You may want to take half the basic monthly
service charge plus all farm business calls as a deduction.
You may use a room in your home as a farm office
where you keep a desk and records, conduct farm busi
ness, and otherwise reserve its use. Perhaps a portion
o f the basement serves as a workshop - storage area for
tools, parts, seeds, grain, etc. An attached garage may
be converted to a workshop for welding and heavy main
tenance and repair work or used to grade, pack, and
store vegetables for sale, or keep certain equipment
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under cover. Estimate the square footage o f floor space
used for farm activities. You may wish to adjust the
value o f basement and garage space as compared with
living space in the house itself. A house with 1800 square
feet o f living space and 1800 square feet o f other area
might be taken as 2700 square feet in total. The value per
square foot for depreciation purposes would be this area
divided into the cost o f the building. In the event that
farm activities occupied 25% o f the home, you could
allocate this portion o f mortgage interest, real estate
taxes, heat, light, and insurance to the farm. Heat and
light should be reduced if it is obvious that actual farm
use is less than this portion.
D on’t overlook the mileage that you may put on your
car for farm related activities. The family car often has
to be used to run to town for parts, haul a pig to be bred,
attend a farm related meeting, etc. Why not keep track
o f this mileage in a log on a calendar or in your daily ex
pense record, writing down the mileage and purpose o f
the trip the day it happens and while the details are
clear in your mind? You might be surprised at how fast
the miles and dollars, add up at 15^ per mile under the
first 15,000 miles. If you already have a highway vehicle
for farm use, your farm auto expenses must be treated
as a percentage o f actual expenses rather than taken at
this per mile figure.
art III o f Schedule F deals with Depreciation.
Depreciation allows you to recover the cost o f
machinery, equipment, buildings, tools, and
other property with a useful life greater than one year,
by writing o ff against income a portion o f this cost each
year over the useful life o f the item. This property must
be used in your farm activities for the production o f in
com e. You should determine the useful life based on age
and condition at time o f purchase and the period o f
time over which you can reasonably expect it to last.
There is no average useful life that is applicable to all
farms. The IRS has guideline lives, but you should de
termine what is reasonable for your own circumstances
and be guided by your experience. It may be helpful to
keep in mind that many farm investments qualify for the
Investment Credit that can be taken on Form 3468.
New and used property with a useful life o f three
years or more may qualify. Tangible personal property
such as tractors, tools, and certain livestock can be used
for Investment Credit, but buildings generally cannot.
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The full 7% Investment Credit applies to property with a
useful life o f seven years or more, 2/3 o f this credit is
allowed for lives o f five and six years, and 1/3 o f this
credit is allowed for lives o f three and four years. For
example, in 1974 you purchased a used tractor for
$3000 which you set up on a ten year life basis and a
new chainsaw for $300 which you plan to depreciate
over three years. The credit will be based on the full
$3000 for the tractor plus 1/3 o f the $300 for the saw.
Your credit amounts to 7% o f $3109 or $217 which may
be applied directly to reduce your federal income tax
liability for that year or carried back or forward to other
years as circumstances warrant. If your income tax lia
bility, exclusive o f Social Security tax, amounts to $500,
you need only remit $283 (plus your social security tax)
to the IRS with your tax return.
There are a number o f ways to figure depreciation;
straight line, declining balance, and sum-of-the-years digits.
These are explained in the Farmer’s Tax Guide, Publi
cation 225, available from the IRS, or any book on
accounting. Generally straight line is one o f the most
popular methods as well as the easiest to figure. It pro
vides for the same yearly depreciation allowance over
the life o f the property. One’s circumstances should
govern the choice o f the method used and whether you
can benefit from the provision o f taking additional-firstyear-depreciation. Small farms take a number o f years
to develop earnings. If you take a large amount o f de
preciation in early years, it may be used up against
small earnings and be gone in the years when income
rises and it may be needed.

Now comes the acid test. Depreciation is added to
Farm Deductions and Total Deductions are compared
with Gross Profit to determine the Net Farm Profit or
Loss on line 53 o f Schedule F. If there is a loss or the
profit is less than $400, there is no need to go beyond
Part III, line 13 o f Schedule SE, for there is no Social
Security Self-Employment Tax due. There is a Farm
Optional Method under which a small farmer can con 
tribute to his Social Security even though his farm show
ed a loss on a profit o f less than $400.
mall farms have generally been considered mar
ginal operations by the powers that be in the
world o f business and government agriculture.
They are essentially one man or small family operations
on limited acreage, and restricted to a diversity o f small
livestock, crop, or wooding operations. Under the con 
ventional standards applied to farm and logging opera
tions, the small farm stands little chance o f showing pro
fits o f any great magnitude.
This world is changing very rapidly and so perhaps it
is well that the small farmer is in a niche where he may
be overlooked in the passing parade. He may have much
more to his advantage than meets the popular eye. With
out outside employees, he is free from withholding in
come taxes and social security and paying these taxes
plus workmen’s compensation and unemployment
insurance on a hired crew, plus complying with the
rules and regulations o f OSHA. His ways and methods
are his own, he can be his own boss, and can be free
from the awkward situation where he may literally end
up working for his employees — perhaps at a lower wage
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than he is paying out to the crew! He and his family
may derive a rich sustenance from their own land and
a deep satisfaction from doing so. Rather than being
specialized as a bulk producer o f poultry, milk, or
varied crops with feeds and fertilizers imported from
outside the farm, and in effect hiring himself, his
animals, and his land out to a large dairy, poultry
processing plant, or wholesaler (and being at the mercy
o f these middle men), the small farmer can pick and
choose what he produces, how much, and for whom.
Much ciriticism is levelled at the farmer when food
prices rise. The answer to where the money goes can
be found by applying the “ Cadillac Test” . The
middlemen’s Cadillacs are plain to see in the plant park
ing lots and on the highways, but don’t hold your
breath waiting to see a farmer’s Cadillac come down the
pike. A few pigs raised for market on bakery and super
market discards, cull potatoes, and garden surplus whereever possible; surplus goat kids; young lambs and market
lambs butchered for farm customers plus high grade w ool
for hand spinners; firewood, pulpwood, and logs; Christ
mas trees and wreath brush; custom sawn cedar lumber
for boatbuilders; biologically grown fruit, vegetables, dry
beans and small grains for human consumption; these
are only a few o f the specialty small volume markets
that can be developed to produce a reasonable return
for the time and effort involved. Certain equipment is
a necessity, but much o f it can be second and third hand;
too small, too old and too slow for the big farmer but
reasonably priced and just right for the small farmer.
By growing slowly and surely, the small farmer can
avoid debt and the staggering interest costs that many
farmers must incur today just to keep in business. Flex
ibility, the ability to change the mix o f farm operations
and emphasis ip response to experience and changing
markets can be a very great advantage o f being small.
The small farmer should not overlook the fact that
his overall security may rest largely upon the land and
the nature o f the farm enterprise that he builds on it.
The land speculators have been exuberant over real
estate in recent years. Everyone makes money in real
estate! They talk about real estate, but may not even
realize how the word is pronounced, much less what it
means. R-E-A-L estate, as opposed to intangible estate
such as paper money, savings passbooks, government
bonds, and other bonds and stocks, etc. — Trees, grass,

dirt, mud, water, even a little manure, as opposed to
promises printed on paper. The small farmer’s invest
ment is in “ Green Chips” , the leaves o f the trees, crops,
and grasslands that are contributing towards the yearround self-sufficiency o f his family. It may be that these
will be better providers than many o f the institutions o f
man and governments in the years to come. It matters
not so much what you earn as much as how much you
need to earn and what you do with it.
So now you see that your Income Tax Return started
with a 1040, grew to include Schedules D, F, SE and
forms 3468, 4136, 4797, and a Depreciation Schedule just for a beginning. Perhaps these pages have served a
useful purpose. Your farming efforts and direction will
determine how much gross income you can develop from
your farm operation. Your record keeping will help man
age what you can accomplish with this cash flow, how
much you can reinvest in the farm and how much ends
up on line 23 o f your 1040 as Balance Due IRS. *
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by Darrell Rolerson
orget the need to invest in expensive nursery
stock, if the idea o f having an apple orchard
appeals to you. The wild apple tree lends itself
perfectly to grafting — and with the simplest instruments.
The wild apple tree, grown on native soil and subjected
to the native clime is by far the hardiest root stock the
orchardist in Maine will find. And if the orchardist
takes advantage o f this valuable resource, he will be
satisfying a dual concern: not only will he be creating
an orchard o f sublime beauty, but while he goes about
it he can take the opportunity to salvage some o f the
old orchards which are all around. Just about everywhere
you look in Maine, by abandoned cellars and in fields
overrun with alders, there are prized varieties o f apples
to be had, all for the simple carving o f a bud.
Wild apple trees for grafting on to also can be found
just about anywhere. Scout around your own farm. I’m
sure y o u ’ll be surprised. There isn’t a square country acre
in the whole state where at least one o f these trees does
n’t thrive. I have come upon whole fields that seemed
they once were battlegrounds where apple wars must
have been fought, because there were so many wild
apple trees growing around. On my own farm I have
staked out thirteen such trees which have taken root

F

Darrell Rolerson rejuvenates his old apple trees on Islesboro. His recently published b ook , A B oy Called Plum>
is reviewed in this issue.
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in an old pasture. I accept each one o f these as an indica
tion o f hallowed ground. Perhaps such seeds passed
through the family cow undigested, for evidently it is
where the cowflaps dropped that whole clumps o f the
trees have appeared, as if every seed in the core has
germinated. From each clump I have pruned out all
except the sturdiest trunk, and these I have wrapped
around with hardware cloth (tarpaper would do) for
about eighteen inches up. In Maine this is a necessary
precaution, for the moles will frolic in the mulch beneath
a tree, and if they have a chance they will completely
gird the trunk, working best under cover o f the snow,
he best time for grafting is in the late winter/
early spring, just before or about the time the
sap in the trunk has begun to rise — around the
Ides o f March perhaps, the moment the lucious pink o f
redbud begins to spread. The only tool necessary for
this work is a razor-sharp knife. A single-edged razor
blade will do. You will also need some grafting wax.
Common sense will dictate the delicacy o f the job,
but anyone who is halfway intent can have success.
There are two or three approaches to grafting, but I
follow the steps illustrated here. I simply slice the bud
o ff below the bark, making sure in the process that I
take an inch-or-so strip o f the bark still intact. I slit a
clean cut in the bark o f the tree to which I wish to graft,
part the bark slightly from the wound, and ever-sogently insert the bud. I then close the w ood, and the
bark o f the bud is caught against the most w ood in such

a way that the two are married. Then using the heat o f
my hand, I mould the wax, and make the operation snug.
Any variety o f apples can be grafted onto the same
tree. Six valuable kinds to have growing from one trunk
would be Wolfrivers, a huge apple for baking, Golden
Transparent for early summer pie making, Russets for
winter keeping, Pun’kin Sweet, Ben Davis, and Baldwin.
And if y o u ’re into lucky numbers, the Seek- No-Further
would be the most likely seventh apple to include. All
are old varieties which have been threatened with extinc
tion in our modern-day world o f beautiful apples without
taste. Every graft that takes is heritage preserved.
Imagine the distinction o f such an orchard.
Once grafting has been accomplished, a few handfuls
o f lime and a generous layer o f mulch spread out beneath
the tree’s drip-line (the point to which the branches
extend) will perform wonders. My best mulch is the
hay I scythe, and the nitrogen-rich seaweed I pull from
the rocks at the tide’s edge. Before I spread the seaweed
I throw on a few buckets full o f fresh water to wash o ff
the salt.
ne final word: you needn’t worry about eradica
ting completely the parent apple o f the tree.

O

are sour runts, so what! It w on’t hurt to encourage
a couple o f the original branches to grow. The uses o f
sour apples are many. When pressed in equal proportion
with the sweet they make the best cider, you know.
Sour apples also make the best apple jelly — and while
we’re at it, the best apple butter, as well. One o f my
favorite dishes in the winter is crabapples stewed in
honey and touched with cinnamon (the king o f fruit
meets the world’s most precious spice). Serve a bowl
o f these with hot biscuits to sop up the juice. If you
have a cow , lucky you are to have fresh-churned butter
to seep into those biscuts. And pour a brisk cup o f
tea — steeped from your own herbs, preferably. Probably
no one would complain if this is all you served for a
meal.
If it turns out, after all, that you grow a few apples
which aren’t absolutely delicious and for which you have
no use, at all, you can always leave them on the tree.
They w on’t go to waste. Those that hang through the
winter will serve as fo o d for the crows, while those
that fall will be muzzled out o f the snow by the deer.
The deer will leave a few scattered for the pheasants
who com e around this time o f year, when the pecking
elsewhere is very scant.

If it turns out that you have a few apples which

Slice bud with strip o f bark attached o f f the
desired apple tree.

Slit bark o f wild apple tree, gently insert the
graft bud against moist w ood, and seal.
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Onions From Seed to Storage
by Ariel Wilcox
nion sets are in short supply this year, but gardeners
need not go without plenty o f this staple vegetable.
Full-sized onions are easily grown from transplants
and, when conditions are favorable, from seed planted
directly in the garden. Seeds are cheaper than sets and
choice o f varieties is much wider. Any reasonably early
variety should do well for transplanting purposes. We pre
fer the rounder, well-covered storage types that have good
coloring for dyeing with the skins. Our brief experience
with Indian Queen, Stokes Exporter, and Sweet Spanish
has been quite satisfactory. Leeks are grown in a similar
manner as transplants — a delightful vegetable that stores
well. Seed must be fresh or stored carefully, due to limited
viability.
Transplants are fun to grow, providing greenery while
snow still covers the ground outside. Sow the seed about
an inch apart in flats or hotbed by end o f February or
early March. The seedlings like to be slightly moist and
w on ’t fare too well if allowed to get dry and neglected in
a hot greenhouse. The green shoots grow tall, so clip them
back occasionally to a four inch length. This encourages
thicker stem and bulb development and prevents a matted,
leggy condition. (The snippings give a chive-like flavor
that perks up meals.) Grow in cool temperatures to en
courage the natural hardiness o f onions. Harden o ff the
seedlings outside by the end o f April, protecting them on
frosty nights.

O

Ariel Wilcox and her husband, Benjamin, are farmheading on Peacemeal Farm in D ixm ont, Maine.
Ben did the drawing.

Prepare the garden soil before May 1st, if your soil type
permits. Work in com post or aged manure. Potash should
be in good supply. Actually, a well-balanced, healthy soil
is more important that a single nutrient. As soon as the
soil is ready for the hardy transplants, take advantage o f
a stretch o f moist, overcast weather. Remove the seed
lings carefully from their flats, shaking the soil gently from
their roots. There are various opinions as to how to avoid
damage to the roots. When the flat soil is quite dry, pull
a clump o f seedlings and shake them gently to remove the
dirt. Or you can pull the individual plants from flooded
soil. Put them into a container o f water with seaweed
emulsion mixed in to give the transplants an added boost.
In the garden, mark the rows with a shallow furrow.
They can be 12 inches apart, three rows between aisles for
a bed. Double rows two inches apart and 12 inches apart
from each other can be tried with the smaller varieties,
staggering the placements o f the plants. Make beds o f
two or three sets o f these double rows so you can reach
comfortably for handweeding. Experiment with such
intensive plantings, to which onions are well-suited.
To plant, lay the seedlings along the trench and cover,
or poke holes in the soft earth and insert each young onion.
Take care that all the long roots are covered with soil.
Rut don’t plant too deeply - if the stem where the leaves
branch out is buried, the growth o f the plant seems to be
greatly retarded (in my observation).

W

eeds are a big problem since they are so rampant
early in the season, when onions are planted.
(Composting manure before it is applied will kill
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weed seeds, and a cover crop o f buckwheat the previous
year will clean up the soil considerably.) Young onion
seedlings are quite small and easily overcome, so keep the
spaces between the rows clean with a hoe or mulch. It is
difficult to place and maintain a deep layer o f loose hay
between the delicate transplants. Newspaper works well
because o f its surface density, is easy to handle, and will
last the length o f the season. If you don’t mulch, it will
be difficult later to hoe between the onions without caus
ing damage to drooping tops and enlarging bulbs unless
a scuffle hoe is used. Hay applied later in the season will
maintain a moister soil at a time when the onions need it.
Handweeding close to the onions will be necessary periodi
cally, too. Weeds will shade out the sunlight onions need
for development.
As you may know, the enlarging o f the onion bulb is
keyed to the daylength factor. If the plants are not at the
right stage when the daylength is, they w on’t produce
round bulbs. This is why it is so comm on to “ play it safe”
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by using sets, which have done most o f their growing the
previous year before being pulled for storage. Transplants
will produce well, because they have been growing for a
while, too.
Direct-seeding onions in the garden is more risky, but
can be successful if they get an early start and weeds are
kept under control. A loam or sandy soil is best for early
workability (but may be droughty later on). Do soil pre
paration in the fall so that stirring and smoothing the
seedbed is all that need be done in the spring. Planting
the seed in very straight rows facilitates cultivation. A
mechanical seeder does the job well and leaves a tamped
track to mark the row. Onions are slow to sprout and
are very wispy and small when they do. The seeder track
makes precise cultivation possible even before the seed-___
lings emerge. It is frustrating to lose them amidst a
crop o f the amazingly quick-growing spring weeds. If
this happens, it is worthwhile to rescue the seedlings
because they still will attain some size. It is best to
prevent such extremity by applying a newspaper or
other mulch when planting (and by cleaning the soil
o f weed seeds as previously suggested). Thinnings from
the seeded onions can be used for scallions, o f course.
nions are mature and ready for harvest when they
have developed papery outer skins. The tops o f
the plants will droop down as the necks o f the
bulbs begin to dry. Some people think it hastens the
bulb development if the tops are pushed down prematurely.
It’s more effective to do that when they have started to
fall over naturally, to hasten drying. Sweet Spanish tops
behave differently - cut them o ff entirely when harvesting.
Another idea is to keep the bulb bare o f earth so the sun
can shine on it, but I haven’t noticed that it makes a dif
ference.
For good storage quality, onions must be properly dry.
Pull the onions on a dry day before heavy frost occurs.
After they have dried o ff a bit, bring them into an out
building, attic, etc., where they can be spread out and
allowed to cure in a dry, warm environment. Cover at
night if there is danger o f freezing temperatures. Check
their progress every few days. The outer skin should be
come quite dry and the necks need to be completely
closed. Thick-necked onions can be encouraged to close
up by cutting o ff the tops near the neck (the top o f the
bulb). When the tops are quite limp, cut them o ff, then
place the onions in net bags, inspecting each for sound
ness. Store the bags in a cool, dry, and dark place. Four
to six bushels is a respectable amount to supply an average
family. Organically-grown, northern onions are sweet,
flavorful, and much enjoyed during the long winter.
Onions are the first things planted and among the last
to be harvested, but they need not require excessive at
tention. I’ve given much detail here to reduce the guess
work for you. Just take them through the necessary
phases when the time is right and they will grow nicely
by themselves. Onions are well-adapted to intensive cul
ture in Maine gardens, but they can be field-cultivated.
I once knew an old Maine farmer who always direct
seeded a small acreage o f magnificent Sweet Spanish
onions which were much appreciated by his friends and
neighbors. His success was a testament to the loving,
organic way he worked the soil and cared for his crop
and his community.
\
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All About
Onions
by R oy Barrette

I

f everyone who has been threatening to plant
onions this summer does so, and if they get a
good crop, there should be a dramatic reduction
in the price o f onions. The last price I saw in the super
market, much as I like onions, is more than I care to pay.
For the first time in many years we ran out o f home
grown onions, not because we did not harvest as large a
crop as usual, but because they kept poorly. Most years
they hold over until May, except for a few that sprout,
and those we used in salads or soups, the sprouts that is.
This last winter they were over the hill by Christmas, and
by the time I heaved the last o f them out in February
the attic had acquired an all-out pervasive stink that still
lingers in the corners.
I have heard complaints that sets are in short supply.
I got mine as usual by ordering them early which is proof,
if any be needed, that the early bird catches the onion.
I did not order Ebenezer sets as I usually do, but a new
variety, new to me anyway, called Stutgarter. It is adver
tised to mature later and to be an excellent keeper; cer
tainly the sets were attractive in appearance, like little
hard brown marbles.
I wonder that more gardeners do not grow onions from
seed; it is not difficult, and a well-matured seed onion,
properly stored in a cool, dry place, will usually keep very
well. There are several varieties suitable for winter storage:
Southport Yellow Globe, Pacesetter, Danvers Yellow
Globe and Canada Granite, to name but a few. I am trying
a new one this year, that is called Buccaneer. Onions are
quite hardy and seed should be sown as soon as one can
get on the ground; a little “ onion snow” is a good thing.
Depending on moisture and soil temperature, seed can be
a trifle slow to germinate, but if you plant a few radish
seed along with the onions they will come up promptly
and show you where you may safely hoe to keep the weeds
down. Radishes are a pretty good dividend while you are
waiting for the onions. I like them ice cold and crisp with
butter. A glass o f beer to wash them down is not to be
despised either.
continued on n ext page
R oy Barrette runs Amen Farm, Brooklin. His widely
read weekly column “ The Retir'd Gardener" runs in the
Ellsworth American and The Berkshire Eagle from which
this column is reprinted.
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t is not just the variety that determines the keep
ing quality o f an onion. At least as important is
how it is handled. Some think, and I agree, that
onions should be dug and not pulled, so as to avoid
tearing the roots. They should then be left on the ground
for a week or ten days to cure. The sun dries the skin and
neck and helps to prevent heart rot. After the crop is
harvested it should be laid on the floor in some dry, cool
place, the attic perhaps, but you must not let them freeze.
Thereafter they should be checked every week and any
that are sprouting should be removed. No matter what
you do the weather during the growing season has a lot
to do with how well they keep. The principle reason for
a shortage o f onions can be laid to too much rain.
Marie Antoinette is said to have replied to a statement
that the country people had no bread: “ Qu’ils mangent
de la brioche.” Personally, I do not believe it, because
Marie Antoinette has always been one o f my heart throbs
and I do not like Rousseau who repeated the story (pro
bably made it up himself); but I was compelled to eat
cake last winter — that is to say shallots in place o f onions.
Shallots, or eschallots if you prefer, are the aristocrat
o f the onion family, the delight o f the epicure, and turn
up in all French cook books. They are milder than an
onion and smaller, and if you think that onions are high
consider the shallot that is advertised in the gourmet
magazines at four dollars a pound.
Why shallots should command such a price I do not
know. They are a small onion about as large as a head
o f garlic and split up into “ cloves” as garlic does. All you
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need to do, to have a supply, is to plant them in the
spring as you would sets, and by fall they will have multi
plied sevenfold. They keep wonderfully, which is why I
had them when our onions were gone. We got our start
from a stall in Washington, D. C. twenty years ago, and
have never been without them since.
he only other member o f the Allium family we
cultivate (other than species grown for their
flowers) is A.sativum, better known as garlic.
The individual “ clove” should be planted in the spring,
and should be dug and cured in the fall, like any other
onion. Garlic keeps well and, when you grow your own,
you can afford to make garlic soup. Look up the recipe
in Julia Child but double the amount o f garlic. If you
are using fresh garlic you might even treble it.
Having made myself thoroughly hungry for onions, I
will wind up with a recipe for Onions Burgundy, a dish
for men and women — not children.
Cut your onions and separate them into rings. Cook
them until clear in a mixture o f butter and olive oil, equal
parts. Add salt and pepper, and a couple o f “ cloves” , and
cook until golden. Add a cup or so o f Burgundy, fit the
punishment to the crime, and cook them in a casserole,
in the oven, until they look just right. (Y ou don ’t have
to use a La Toche, Gallo hearty burgundy will suffice.)
Throw out the cloves, if you used any, and continue
cooking until the whole business is about as thick as
cream o f wheat. Throw away the rest o f your dinner and
eat onions.
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S e e this bigger, tougher,
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If you care about country living
you ought to try Country Journal
T H E N E W E N G L A N D M A G A Z I N E W I T H A N A T IO N W I D E A P P E A L
Blair & Ketchum’s Country Journal is
a new magazine published eleven times
a year in Brattleboro, Vermont. It was
founded by Bill Blair, formerly pub
lisher o f Harper’s Magazine, and Dick
Ketchum, formerly editor o f Ameri
can Heritage books.
The magazine is handsomely pro
duced, with a great deal o f illustrative
matter, much of it in color. It has high
standards of literacy, and has already
published such writers as Malcolm
Cowley, L. E. Sissman, Oliver Jensen,
John Cole, Thalassa Cruso, Russell
Lynes, Paul Brooks, Aldren Watson,
Noel Perrin— as well as work by new
young writers.
Our first issue came out in May o f
this year:

& m ,C o u n try
*
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C o u ld T h a t B e Light
at the End
o f the Tracks?
Bringing Back

• Your magazine is fantastic.
• Country Journal is what I hoped it
would be— a very interesting, wellwritten and beautifully illustrated
magazine.
• M y husband and 1 are very ex
cited about Country Journal. We
have not found one boring article
in three issues.
• Your magazine comes in like a
breath o f fresh air.
•You have a fine Journal. It's truly
one o f a kind. Keep up the good
work. . . . P.S. The missus agrees.
• What a masterpiece you have pro
duced!
• Excellent magazine— enjoyed by
entire family.
• Thank you for your new maga
zine. Its articles have given me
new insight about country living.

from the state capitals, where to canoe,
saving the area’s rail service, and so
on.
But we have found that Country
Journal has a nationwide appeal. A l
most 10,000 o f our 30,000 subscribers
live outside the six New England
states. A subscriber in Princeton, N. J.
ordered eleven gift subscriptions and
wrote to us: “Your magazine should
be read not only in New England but
throughout our country by those who
love the land and its history.”
Here is the cover o f our August
issue:

The basic purpose o f Country Journal
is simple: to help people get the most
out o f country living. So we publish a
lot of useful information. Here are
some articles titles, past and to come:

R ail Service
Raising Your
Own
Trout and Beef
Lessons f rom
the O n e-R oom
School house
Lightning
Rods: Yes car N o
T h e Biggest
Antique
M oney
C an Buy
H ow to M ake
Plant Prints

Country Journal met with a magnifi
cent reception from its readers. They
wrote to us:
• I received my first copy o f the
magazine today. I cannot begin to
tell you how pleased I am with it.
• Your first two issues have been
nothing less than sensational in
this day o f literary mediocrity.
Please extend my one year sub
scription for another three years
— to April 1978.
• I have just finished reading the
third issue and I must say that each
has been better than the other.
• Please send Country Journal to my
son in Kansas City. / am trying to
lure him back to New England,
and 1 think perhaps you can do it.

Managing the small woodlot
How to select a canoe
Trends in real estate prices
Choosing a hiking boot
The art of snowshoeing
Economics of the second home
Making direct-transfer prints from plants
and flowers
How to plant to attract birds
Old weather signs that seem to work
The small farmer:
raising your own beef
keeping pigs
raising sheep
etc.
How not to build a pond
Should you own a four-wheel drive vehicle?
The world’s best melon
Building a paddle tennis court
How to cut and split firewood
All about chicken farming
Keeping basements dry
All about fences
The pleasures and perils of house-swapping
Growing a conifer plantation
Dry stone walls— why and how
Reviews of equipment
How to identify animal tracks
Marketing crafts
Make your own sleeping bag
Work with nature in siting your house
Should you buy a condominium
To post or not to post

As you can see, most o f the articles
featured thereon are not limited to
New England.
However our newsstand distribution
is limited to New England, and if you
don’t live in one of those six states the
only way you can get Country Journal
is by subscription. You can achieve
this by taking advantage o f our special
introductory price— only $8.50 for a
whole year. Do it today.

Blair & Ketchum ’s Country Journal
139 Main Street
Brattleboro, Vermont 05301
Please enter my subscription—
Name
Address

Country Journal is based in New En
gland and many o f our articles and
departments feature New England—
for example, the best inns, hiking trails,
fall foliage tours, occasional comment

City

state

Zip

□ 1 years $8.50
□ 2 years $17
□ Check enclosed
□ Bill me
Add $2 per year outside the United States
and Canada
7134
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Any man, woman, or child can handle the
Troy-Bilt Tiller because the wheels are power
driven and the revolving blades are in the
rear end. This simply means that the wheels
propel the machine forward at a steady,
gradual pace while the rear tines revolve 13
times faster than the wheels, free to smoothly
chop and slice away.
The wheels also balance the complete
weight of the machine, allowing the operator
to simply guide it under most conditions with
just one hand. Turning the Troy-Bilt is also
easy, using the reverse speed.
The only advantages of the front-end type
tillers widely sold throughout the country are
that they're cheaply-built, inexpensive to buy,
and highly profitable to sell. Their front re
volving tines must propel the machine for-

A Troy-Bilt is very easy to operate

T H I S IS AN advertisement for the
TROY-BILT Roto Tiller-Power Composter, but
hopefully it will serve more as a discussion to
help you decide whether or not such a ma
chine makes sense for you.
The Troy-Bilt's main advantage is making
a relatively easy task of growing a large
enough garden to supply a year's worth of
fruits and vegetables. Its main drawback is
its price, even though an owner can save sev
eral times the tiller's cost in food bills the first
year. We'll let you judge its value.

All generations—young and old—are com
ing to realize that whole, nutritious food must
come from a healthy, balanced soil, teeming
as it should with billions of microorganisms
and earthworms. Only if the topsoil contains
generous amounts of organic matter in dif
ferent stages of decomposition can the soil
life truly flourish. Here is how the Troy-Bilt is
playing such a valuable part in rebuilding
gardens organically.
Our rear-end type of tiller can chop, shred,
and bury all manner of vegetation directly
into the garden soil. Surrounded there by air,
moisture, and ravenous, multiplying soil crea
tures, organic matter rapidly breaks down
and returns its basic nutrients to the soil in a
form that plant roots can absorb. Commercial
fertilizers are just not needed. This is speed
ing nature's own re-cycling process, but then
if one is cultivating high feeders like fruits and
vegelobles rather unnaturally in the concen
trated space of a garden, nature must be
assisted in replenishing the topsoil's humus
content. For all we harvest, we must replace
equal—ideally greater—amounts of organic
material, or else we'll deplete and eventually
sterilize the soil. For commercial farming this
is a formidable challenge. For the home gar
dener — up to several acres — the Troy-Bilt
makes it a breeze.

prevent winter and spring erosion, and hold
the soil at more constant temperatuies for
earlier spring planting.
All this tilling will not appreciably harm
soil life provided they're well-fed and cush
ioned by loose aggregates of organic matter.
Actually, soil health and structure improve
considerably the first season with Troy-Bilt
tillage. Incorporated organic material breaks
up, aerates, and helps drain hard clays on the
one hand, and helps bind and cluster overly
loose, sandy soils for better moisture and nu
trient retention on the other. We've also seen
time and again that more robust and insect-

On growing a large supply
of fruits and vegetables
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Then the Organic Gardening
Movem ent
Finally, lots more people are buying the
Troy-Bilt not only for its incredible handling
ease but for what it can do for the soil.

ward since their wheels have no power, so
they tend to either skim dry, hard surfaces
and run away, or sink in and gouge out
already loose spots. They're really designed
for cultivating between rows in already pre
pared soil. But for gardeners attempting to
break tough ground and sod, and chop and
bury weeds, residues, mulches, etc., front-end
tillers are of little use. Those of you who have
ever seen or used one need no reminding that
they're a downright struggle to control.
Until recently, most folks who bought the
Troy-Bilt were between 60 and 95 years of
age, relied on a large family garden for eat
ing and storing, and just got plain fed up with
front-end tillers after too many exhausting
years. Many women would have been forced
to give up gardening if they couldn't have
bought a Troy-Bilt. The same has been true
for our owners with physical disabilities, heart
conditions, etc.

The more fertile your soil, the faster organic
matter will turn into humus, thanks to an
ever-growing soil life population. "No-tillagemulch-gardening" is great—again, if you gar
den on a small scale. However, most people
raising enough to preserve are hard-pressed
to thoroughly mulch, say, a quarter-acre or
more. Instead, Troy-Bilt owners till under what
materials they can collect, then plant a green
manure cover crop which can conveniently
add tons more organic matter when its tilled
in the following spring. Also, a crop like rye
grass can grow a foot or more by snowfall,
tap precious trace minerals in the subsoil,

In the Fall, till under old mulches,
leaves, manures, g a r b a g e all you can find

It's a shame so many gardeners neglect
their plant left-overs. Insect pests and disease
organisms feed and hibernate over winter.
Weeds go to seed. But when tilled immedi
ately back into the soil after bearing, while
still green and tender, the tissues are espe
cially succulent for the earthworms, and break
down very rapidly.
With the TROY-BILT Roto Tiller-Power Com
poster, there is no unbearable tangling of the
revolving rear tines, and that goes for corn
stalks, sunflower stalks, tomato and pea vines,
tall weeds—every trace of garden material.
Tines-in-the-front-end tillers would get hope
lessly balled up if this were attempted. Com
posting in a separate pile is fine if you have
the time and garden on a pretty small scale.
You do, however, chance losing much of the
value of the organic matter and nutrients
through leaching.

Returning Crop Residues comes first
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Please send m e the w h o l e story of y o u r TROYBILT" Roto T il le r -P o w e r Co mp osters, including
prices a n d OFF-SEASON S A V I N G S n o w in effect.

TROY-BILTHRoto Tiller-Power Composters
Dept. 54423
102nd St. & 9th Ave., Troy, N.Y. 12180

TROY-BILT Roto Tiller-Power Composters
Dept.
102nd St. & 9th Ave., Troy, N.Y. 12180

We're the oldest and probably the smallest
tiller company in the U.S. We've always built
the rear-end type, starting with the original
Rototiller. Our machines are sold with no
middlemen, direct from us at our factory here
in Troy, N.Y. We have a No-Time-Limit Guar
antee, and handle any service problems or
questions with collect phone calls (we pay),
well-illustrated maintenance literature, and
prompt shipment of parts.
Well, that gives you an idea of the TroyBilt story. There's much more we'd like to
share with you, if you're interested, that we've
come to learn over 35-odd years of building
tillers and growing bountiful gardens. Mail us
the coupon, and we'll gladly send you our
complete package of literature, including the
several models and special OFF-SEASON
SAVINGS which are now in effect.
Thank you.

Who we are

resistant crops can be grown with improved
soil fertility and texture.

*

Insurance and
the Farmsteader
by Leland Witting

ne o f the major dollar considerations facing the
would-be farmer or homesteader is the insurance
coverages he may or may not need. For the large,
profit-oriented, heavily-equipped farm operation, o f
course, the need for most coverages is clear and is taken
on as a business expense. The farmsteader, trying to avoid
the money econom y as much as possible, however, may
gamble on dropping all coverages and find himself in real
trouble.
The average person, when he thinks o f insurance at all,
generally thinks o f it as a huge expense and ongoing an
noyance. He feels resentment toward some insurance
companies and rightfully so, because their fancy buildings
and expensive ad campaigns come out o f his pocket. In
surance company extravangances are an unnecessary
violation o f the true principals o f insurance, for insurance
was one o f the first and most successful o f communal
activities, the sharing o f risk among a large number o f
people. Y ou ’re not altogether at the mercy o f these com 
panies, however, for an independent insurance agent can
pick and choose among them to provide you with the
best available coverages.
T o some extent, the small farmer is already a gambler,
having opted for self-sufficiency and the rural life over
the security o f a desk job and pension in the city. But
the wise homesteader plans ahead, and some insurance
questions must be part o f his considerations: Should he
carry medical insurance, and if so, what kind and to what
extent? What about fire insurance on his house and barn,
insurance for wind and water damage, and the like? If he
has a roadside stand, should he carry liability insurance,
and what about liability protection (or Workman Compen
sation requirements) for seasonal or full-time hired hands?
Then there’s auto insurance, which includes liability for
bodily injury and property damage, physical damage, com 
prehensive (fire, theft o f the auto, etc.) and collision, as
well as protection against uninsured motorists. Does auto
insurance provide coverage for tractor accidents as well?
A few farmsteaders are concerned enough about our
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Leland Witting is editor o f FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE,
and he raises goats, chickens and organic fruits and vege
tables on his farmstead in Castine. He was formerly
editor o f the Specator, a national insurance monthly.
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state’s geologic fault to inquire about earthquake insur
ance, and those in low-lying areas may want flood insur
ance (which is now available for qualified areas).
Then there’s life insurance, disability income insurance,
insurance on crops, livestock, and woodlots. The list is
virtually endless. So where do you begin?
et’s begin by considering the aspirations and the
dangers which confront the small farmer. The
small farmer to a great extent relies on his health
for his success, yet he is exposed to more dangers than
workers in nearly any other field. Indeed, o f all occupa
tions in this country, farming is the third most hazardous,
preceeded only by logging and mining. The small farmer
is a jack o f all trades, working with tractors, tillers, chain
saws, trucks, horses and cattle. He works, not from nineto-five, but from sunrise to sunset, and he’s often tempted
to take unwarranted chances with old equipment or too
heavy loads.
The best insurance, o f course, is maintenance o f equip
ment and care in its use. But the extremely high risk o f
accidents on the farm, coupled with the increased chances
o f infection and disease, warrant serious consideration o f
medical insurance.
Now this is extremely unfortunate, because medical
insurance is perhaps the most expensive coverage you can
carry, due, o f course, to the high costs o f health care in
this country. Fortunately, it is beginning to look like
Congress will pass a National Health Bill in the next year
or so, and this should certainly ease the medical insurance
expense for low and middle income families. It would be
foolish, however, to wait for Congress to protect you, as
some form o f medical insurance is, in the meantime, a
necessity.
At this point, let’s pause for a minute to consider the
concept o f “ self-insurance” and deductibles. One hun
dred percent insurance protection is the most expensive
and least desirable coverage you can buy. Why pay $1200
a year to an insurance company when you could bank, say
$800 o f it in a savings account and collect interest on it
until you need it to pay a medical bill? The amount you
can afford to bank (without counting on using it for some
thing else) is the degree to which you can be self-insured.
This is true for many kinds o f insurance, but it pays o ff
most heavily in medical insurance savings. If you can
assume responsibility for, say, the first thousand dollars
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o f medical bills, you can obtain Major Medical coverage
at far more reasonable rates, and be protected for the
next $10,000 (or more) o f expense. In looking at various
plans, be realistic about what amounts you can self-insure
for, and then set that money aside. Self-insurance hinges
on your own bank-book.
In considering what insurance companies to approach,
bear in mind that Blue Cross and Blue Shield, being non
profit, have an operating expense advantage over most
other companies. I would suggest getting a quote from
“ the Blues” and taking it to an insurance agent to see if
one o f the companies he represents can offer you a better
deal. Sometimes they can, depending on the coverage
you need.
econd to your health, your farm is probably your
most valuable resource. Being a farm, it is also
one o f the trickiest and most expensive o f pro
perties to insure. This is again because o f the exposures
involved — the storage o f hay, the storage o f oil and gaso
line, the generally older age o f farmhouses and bams, and
the high expense o f replacing them with new buildings o f
a similar size.
The owner-built, one-room cabin with an adjoining shed
for animals probably does not require fire insurance. If
its construction costs were low, the owner can simply
build another one should it burn. (He may wish to insure
the contents, however.) A ten-room, hundred-year-old
farmhouse is another matter altogether. First o f all, if the
farm was bought on a mortgage, the bank will require
enough insurance to cover the outstanding mortgage loan.
If you bought the farm cheap and have spent considerable
energy and expense in its repair, however, you will want
to insure it not for its purchase price, but for something
approaching its market value or replacement cost. (Note
that we are speaking o f the value o f the building alone;
d on ’t include the value o f the land it sits on.) In fact,
with an 80% co-insurance clause in your fire policy, you
must be insured for at least 80% o f the replacement
cost o f the structure at current prices to collect the face
amount o f the policy. But if the house is a veritable
mansion—one that would cost $100,000 to replace—and
you paid $5000 for it, then it would be ridiculous to try
to insure it for 80% o f its replacement cost. Instead, I
would suggest your insuring for that proportion o f re
placement cost, which, will provide you with what you
could get by on should your home be partially or com 
pletely destroyed. (Flat Rate fire insurance accomplishes
this). Your insurance agent can help you figure out what
is best fo r you.
When is a farm a farm? This is a terribly important
question to the insurer and the insured, and especially so
since the development o f the preferred-rate package known
as “ homeowners” insurance. For if you can qualify for
homeowners insurance, your insurance coverage will be
far more extensive and will cost you less than if your
house is rated as a farm. This is especially true in so-called
“ unprotected” areas, i. e., rural areas where hydrants and
fire stations aren’t immediately available.
Many people do not realize that there are different
homeowner’s coverages as well, known as HO-1, HO-2,
and HO-3 policies. Understandably, there are consider
ably different rates for each kind o f coverage. The homeowner should weigh the risks against the rates, and insure
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accordingly. Incidentally, there is a package policy for
farms known as a Farmowners Policy, but not many com 
panies offer it, and it tends to be more expensive than
homeowners.
The technical definition o f a farm is a property where
five or more head o f livestock are maintained, or a flock
o f more than 300 birds is kept. Some companies, such
as Allstate, stick strictly to this definition, and refuse to
write homeowner’s insurance for the small farmer. But
some other companies take a more liberal view, as long
as the farm operation doesn’t increase the danger o f loss.
For example, a house with an attached barn where hay is
stored has a much greater chance o f burning than one
whose barn is more than fifty feet away. Along these
same lines, a house with a central heating system (an oil,
gas, electric, or w ood furnace in the basement or elec
tric baseboard h e a t) is exposed to less risk than one
heated solely with w ood stoves on combustible floors,
throughout the house. That’s not to say, however, that
you can’t supplement your central heating with w ood
stoves, so long as your chimneys meet minimum require
ments. The difference in your insurance rates between a
homeowners and separate fire, extended coverage and
liability policies could be enough over a few years to pay
for the installation o f a central heating system.
Indeed, the small farmer or homesteader who is planning
to remodel or build might well consider reviewing the
farm fire rating manual and the requirements for hom e
owner’s insurance before starting to work. The rules,
though seemingly arbitrary, do indicate the collective
experience o f insured farms over the years; they can pro
vide some guidelines for the safest design, construction
and space between farm buildings.
he next area o f concern to the homesteading far
mer should be his auto insurance. Fortunately,
the farmer, rather than being penalized, is actually
given a better rate if his vehicle is kept primarily on a farm,
for his exposure to liability or collision loss is reduced.
Furthermore, most business uses for your family auto
generally push your auto insurance into a more expensive
rating, but not farm business. The family policy covers
autos and panel and pick-up trucks (up to three-quarter
ton) used on the family farm. Moreover, the family policy
covers farm wagons or machinery while being towed by
a farm utility automobile.
Though tractors and other mobile farm machinery
cannot be covered under your family auto policy, the
kinds o f coverage you may want, — liability, comprehen
sive (Fire, theft) or collision — can be had on what is
known as an inland marine floater. One legitimate way
you can save money on your insurance premiums is to
suspend coverage on vehicles or equipment used seasonally.
If you have a truck which is used only in the fall to deliver
produce to market, or a tractor used only in the spring
and fall, there is no good reason to carry full coverage
all year round. (You should maintain your comprehen
sive coverage, however, to guard against fire or theft o f
the stored vehicle.)
As with other kinds o f coverages, check to see if the
savings make taking a higher deductible worthwhile.
Generally speaking, it’s worth having full comprehensive
coverage on the family auto, but a hundred-dollar deduct
ible on collision insurance might make sense. If you have
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an older car or truck, it may make even more sense not
to carry any collision coverage, (which only pays for
repairs to your car up to its market value.)
One last word on auto insurance. There are a tremen
dous number o f variables involved in auto insurance
rates, including your age, marital status, location, number
o f young drivers in the family, number o f vehicles insured,
record o f accidents and violation convictions where you
live, how far you drive to work, etc., etc. Different com 
panies offer different advantages for different situations,
so it pays to shop around.
Let me take a final brief look at some other types o f
coverages.
Liability — there are many areas where a farmer can be
held liable, but be realistic about the chances o f some
things ever happening (such as being sued for selling pro
duce that made the buyer sick). On the other hand, the
chances o f an employee being injured on the job are fairly

good, and this is an area where the employer should have
coverage or is required (under the Workman’s Compen
sation Law) to have coverage. If you are a seasonal or
full-time employer, I would strongly urge you to call
your insurance agent and find out what your responsibil
ities really are. A “ farmers comprehensive personal
liability policy” (FCPL) is designed to protect a farmer
for his personal activities and farming operations. It
comes automatically as Section II o f the Farmowner’s
Policy, or can be purchased separately. For a nominal
additional charge, animal collision coverage can be added
to provide reimbursement to the insured if one o f his
animals is struck by a vehicle. An FCPL is not “ compre
hensive,” however, despite its name, so be sure to read
what’s excluded before you buy it.
Protection for animals — the “ inland marine floater”
mentioned earlier can be written for livestock as well.
You might well wish to insure horses and cattle against
loss by fire, even if you choose not to insure the barn
they’re kept in. Coverage for crops, hay, and even woodlots is also available, though it’s seldom considered by
the small farmer.
Life — excessive life insurance is a sorry second choice
to making sure that every adult member o f the family
could support him/herself if another died. Nevertheless,
deaths change plans, expectations, and possibilities; what
was a viable family farm may not be managable by the
wife or husband alone. There may be a mortgage, large
bills, or inheritance taxes which would force the survivor
to sell their farmstead. It’s the proper role o f life insurance
to protect your mate from this situation, and the least
expensive way o f doing this is with decreasing term life
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Som crafts are beautiful.
Some crafts are useful.
Many are. both.
For instance, Stanley Grind les bdfs are
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insurance. The big expenses o f your life - raising children,
paying o ff a mortgage — are incurred early, and your
death at an early age requires more dollars for a longer
time. If y o u ’re a young father with young children and
a twenty-year mortgage, then it would make sense to
carry a twenty-year decreasing term policy for an initial
face value o f at least $25,000 or $30,000. As you get
older the coverage decreases, but so does your mortgage
and the number o f years your children need to be sup
ported. And this type o f coverage is really cheap for the
protection it provides.
As I said in beginning this broad look at insurance for
the farmsteader, the kinds and extents o f coverages are
practically endless, limited only by the extent o f your
fears and the capacity o f your pocketbook. But in plan
ning your life in the country, be realistic. If y o u ’re deep
in the Maine woods, that volunteer fire department ten
miles away probably w on ’t be able to do a thing for your
chimney fire. Therefore, plan not to have it (by keeping
your chimneys clean and in good repair), and plan to
have it (by keeping several dry chemical fire extinguishers
handy, an alternate second-story escape route planned,
and adequate insurance coverage). The same attitude
and care must be taken with your other daily risks too.
Preventive maintenance on your car and chainsaw and
tractor are critical if you anticipate a long and happy
life on your Maine farmstead. G ood experience often
means lower insurance rates on your various coverages as
well, so you will be doubly rewarded by running a ship
shape, low-hazard farm.
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For The Farmsteader, Too
Getting the best insurance protection for the
lowest possible price requires professional,
comprehensive planning.
The R.S. Wardwell Insurance Agency has pro
vided for Maine's mid-coastal insurance needs
for more than 50 years. Now, as part of the
Fred W. Hassen & Son Agency of Bangor, our
range of insurance coverages is virtually unlim
ited. We represent both small New England
mutual companies and multi-national giants,
and can place your coverage with the company
offering the most protection for the best avail
able price.
Whether you're a farmer, homeowner, craftsperson or storekeeper, a driver, boatowner,
motorcyclist or greenhouse operator - we'll be
glad to discuss your insurance needs with you,
and draw up a comprehensive plan. If you're
on the coast, stop by our Castine office, or if
you're nearer Bangor, visit the Exchange Street
office of Fred W. Hassen & Son. You'll find
sensible advice and good service at either loca
tion.
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ast year’s garden was plowed in the middle o f a
lovely oval two-acre field hemmed by birch woods.
In the first week o f September a man with a gi
gantic tractor-mcfwer arrived and, to my dismay, cut down
all the goldenrod, late daisies, blackberry canes, chokecherry and alder shoots. But the laid grass and flowers
gave the field a newly domesticated appearance, to go
with its altered ecology and character. Hereafter it was to
be, not meadow creeping back to woods, but pasture and
garden.
The tractor returned in mid-November with roto-tiller
equipment for turning the ground, and broke the old pas
ture sod in a 50’ by 100’ plot. Much to our surprise there
were no stones, big or small, in the soil. It looked a lot
like the stoneless garden soil we had left behind in Penn
sylvania, but not like the light, incorrigibly stony ground
I expected o f Maine. It also looked pretty good — but
what soil doesn’t look good, freshly turned, in November?
Clay, people told us, and then to find something good to
say about it they’d add, “ It’ll grow good turnips.”
It didn’t look so good after it was tested in the spring,
the pH found to be around 5.1, and the soil badly defi
cient in nitrogen, potassium and potash — just about
everything a vegetable wants in order to grow. We had
begun fertilization in the fall with two Land-Rover loads
o f aged chicken manure, which covered exactly half o f the
garden to a depth o f about one inch, and one load o f rockweed from the beach, which covered one 100-foot strip
to a width o f eight or nine feet. At freeze up we had a
situation where one sixth o f the garden had both rockweed and chicken manure, one-third had just chicken
manure, and the other half had nothing. We meant to
equalize the whole garden, naturally, but mud and spring
time chaos interferred with our good intentions; and so
inadvertently we got a good demonstration o f what fer
tilization can do to plant growth. Our 50-foot rows grew
mighty, gorgeous specimens for the first eight feet, decent
plants for the next forty-two feet, and then dwindled o ff
to pathetic, stunted things that never got anywhere. For
tunately this was not really a 50% loss o f productivity
for the total garden. The eight rows o f potatoes were
fertilized separately with seaweed laid heavily in their
trenches before planting. The corn and tomato patches
were located on the fertile side o f the garden (not by
accident). Liberal top dressing o f manure and com post
managed to boost up the squashes, over on the poor side;
but it didn’t much help beets, onions, spinach or cabbage,
and the cucumbers were nearly a complete loss. The
lesson we drew from this striking example was to enrich
the ground before planting — afterwards is almost too
late.
We could have planted some things — lettuce, peas,
spinach, onions — a lot earlier than mid-May, but the
ground wasn’t tilled again until then. April was warm
and relatively dry (after our last snowstorm on the 9th)
and the garden soil, though heavy and damp as clay soils
are, drains well and could have been worked earlier. But
the moment the ground was ready we got out and made
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Alisoun Witting farmsteads with her family in Castine.
In the summer she gardens, takes care o f goats, chickens,
cats and p eop le, and in the winter she reads.
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up for lost time, and the weather favored our late plant
ing o f peas and spinach with two chilly weeks o f rain at
the end o f the merry month o f May. It nearly drove
everyone crazy, but the seedlings throve on it. At the
same time, we planted cedar posts and ran six-foot wire
fencing around the garden plot to discourage deer,
raccoons and, especially, goats. I know they say deer
can jump eight foot fences, but they didn’t try ours.
Maybe they were put o ff by the fact that the territory
surrounding the garden was territory belonging to our
goats.
After all the rain the slugs came out in force. Y o u ’d
think that such a perennial problem as slugs would be
accepted philosphically in Maine, along with blackflies
and stones in the ground, but instead everyone complains
bitterly about them as if they were a brand new thing
every spring. I have tried many methods o f destroying
slugs: gathering them in a bowl and throwing them into
the road (not very efficient), throwing them to the chick
ens, who generally stare at the mess with disgust; dropping
them into a bucket o f very hot water (this works well);
but the easiest system is to take a sharp knife or kitchen
scissors to the garden and cut every slug in sight neatly
in half — they don ’t regenerate like earthworms, and a
couple o f rows done every evening for a week or two in
late spring will control slug damage in a garden pretty
well. The best time to get them is evening when they
come out, until the mosquitos drive you away. Early
morning is good too, but by then they’ve done their dam
age, and I think mosquitos are even worse then.
When my rows o f baby cabbages, peas, beets and tur
nips were up and just putting out their secondary leaves
they were attacked by another horde o f pests—flea beet
les. These tiny hopping black bugs d on ’t do much dam
age to a well-grown plant, but they pepper the leaves o f
the small ones till they look like they’ve been blasted with
tiny buckshot. I was told not to worry, the plants would
outgrow the flea beetles, but when the race began to seem
doubtful for the plants I sprinkled them with a little pow 
dered rotenone. The beetles fled before me, sounding the
alarm down the row, and thereafter the seedlings went
unmolested. The flea beetles moved on a few weeks
later to my newly-set tomato plants, and even late in the
summer they were still around, chewing on the lower
leaves o f potato plants, but not doing much harm anymore.
I was told that “ a first year garden” was a terrific job
to keep weeded o f all the pasture grass and weeds that
were turned under. But, as with the slugs, a few rows a
day will keep everything under control, and I found this
to be one o f the pleasantest parts o f my summer. Our
rows were spaced much too closely together for a rototiller, which we don ’t have anyway, so I tried various
techniques o f weeding. Eliot Coleman’s advice about “ a
sharp h oe” is good, and goes fast after a rain. But the
method I liked best and used most often was just to
scooch down and pull the weeds. It gave me plenty o f
time to daydream, think about life, and study my plants
up close. While not exactly a partisan for Clive Baster’s
theories o f plant communication, I am not a doubter
either. I take my clue from the Mothers o f Invention:
“ Call any vegetable, and the chances are good . . . that a
vegetable will respond to y o u .” My own private theory
is that plants like to be looked at, and this is why it works.

You can’t stare at your vegetables for long without seeing
something that needs to be done, so you start doing it, and
the garden benefits accordingly.
eeding is a pleasant social pastime if you can get
occasional child or guest labor, too. But mostly
I made my rounds alone, visited only by my gar
den varmint, a lanky adolescent orange tom cat. This use
less but engaging animal would come and lie down directly
in front o f me, then move on a few feet and fall down
again; or he would leap on my stooped back and watch
over my shoulder. The goat kids also like to drop in now
and then, as a group; they would come right up to the
fence and poke their narrow little heads through the wire
and lean in after the peas and cabbages. As their horns
grew longer they found it more difficult to withdraw
their heads, so that I sometimes had to rescue a thrashing
goat kid from the fence.
From the end o f July to the beginning o f September we
had no rainfall at all — a hot, dry, sunny August, good for
vacations but not for farmers. Up to this time I had mul
ched very little, only my three rows o f peas. Mulching
most crops in Maine is a doubtful practice, at least in the
early part o f the summer, because it affords too much
shelter for the slugs and also keeps the ground to o cool
around the warmth lovers — corn, tomatoes and squash.
But by mid-August things were hurting for water, expecially cabbages and beans; the lettuce had already dried
up and there was no chance o f a second planting o f
spinach. For a week our guest and child labor rallied to
the crisis and spent an hour each morning on a bucket
brigade, and then I mulched, after watering deeply — two
rows o f beets, two o f carrots, two o f cabbage, two o f
beans. This helped out a lot and saved the yields on those
crops.
Coming from Pennsylvania I’d figured on a whole second
planting around mid-July o f beets, turnips, parsnips, broc
coli and carrots. I did put in some o f those things, and
none o f them matured by frost. The dryness o f August
undoubtedly contributed to their slow growth, but my
conclusion was that Maine’s growing season is short, its
nights cool, and almost everything should go into the
ground early. Even late keepers like parsnips and winter
turnips. I guess lettuce and spinach are exceptions to
this rule and could be started all season long, but amateurs
like me had better give things time, plenty o f it. Another
good thing to remember is that a lot o f us homesteaders,
newcome to the state, have neighbors who have been
farming or gardening every summer o f their lives. We can
learn a whole lot from them; their gardens are beautiful.
When the harvest was all in we found that even from
our unimproved soil and with the mistakes we’d made,
the yield from our garden was more than generous for
our needs. We had a couple o f bushels o f beets, a couple
bushels o f turnips (yes, it did grow good ones), a bushel
o f carrots, and more potatoes, squash and pumpkins than
we could ever use. There were thirty good cabbages to
store in the root cellar and five beautiful braids o f onions.
There was corn to sell, to freeze, and to take to beach
picnics — even after the raccoons had stolen their share.
There were tomatoes to eat, to can and to feed rotten or
green to the pig. It wasn’t a bad garden, at all. But it
was nothing to what next summer’s will be. This year
the garden is going to feed not just four people, but six
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goats and a couple o f pigs and a dozen chickens too. Not
only that, it will provide a lot o f the produce for our
roadside stand, which was mainly supplied last year by
a neighbor’s larger organic garden. Instead o f a paltry
three rows o f peas I’m planning fifteen — what a cash
crop fresh peas are! There’s no limit to the number you
can sell. We’re expanding to animal feed crops: mangel
beets, extra cabbages and carrots, and a perennial bed o f
100 comfrey roots. Time for a few human luxuries too
— asparagus and rhubarb and strawberries. To do this
we’ve doubled the size o f the garden, spread fifteen bags
o f lime, three tons o f chicken manure, and nine pickup
truck loads o f seaweed, the wonder fertilizer.
We’ve got it all planned and it looks great on paper, I
can see it all in my mind’s eye. I can hardly wait for
April.
____________________________________
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Seed in Bulk and Packages
Fertilizers - Tools - Fencing

8c W ELL EQ U IPPED T A C K S H O P

by R ob Johnston
orn (Indian com : Zea mays) is the only cereal
native to the Western Hemisphere. Opinions con 
cerning its origin differ. Some researchers think
that corn once had a wild form ; others believe it to be
the result o f crossing between related grasses. One thing
for certain is that corn has had a primary role in Western
civilization ever since South and Central American Indians
began using it for food.
Like many o f our food plants, corn had a sub-tropical
origin, and its adaptation to cooler, shorter growing season
areas required man’s assistance. In the case o f corn, most
o f this task was accomplished by native Indians.
Selection o f a suitable variety is important in raising
dry corn for corn meal. “ Sweet” corn left to grow to
dry maturity is not suitable because o f its shrunken endo
sperm (interior starch) which will not yield a good quality
corn meal. While “ dent” types are not primary in the
mid-western cornbelt, flint corns are more tolerant o f
high humidity and rainfall, and better suited to cold
spring soils and cool summer nights. Besides flint com
types being best adapted to Maine, the meal from them
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R ob Johnston is the proprietor o f Johnny's Selected
Seeds. He lives in North D ixm ont, Maine.

is usually more highly flavored and sweeter than dent
cornmeal (the kind usually purchased in stores). It
makes very fine corn bread and cereal.
Generally the higher yielding corns require a longer
growing season. Try to choose a corn variety which will
utilize your full growing season for best yields. Some o f
the tiny-eared Siberian and Canadian flints will mature in
70-80 days, but yields are too low to consider them
practical food crops. A couple o f generations ago when
farming was at a peak in New England there were about
as many flint strains as there were farmers raising corn.
Nearly all o f these have been totally lost with the decline
o f our local self-sufficiency. Very few commercial
sources o f flint corn seed now exist, and finding a strain
suitable for your particular area may take some real
digging. We operate a mail order seed business, and this
year have a number o f drying corns in our new catalog,
available by sending 25^ to Johnny’s Selected Seeds, N.
Dixmont, ME 04932. We’ll be offering more varieties
each year as the quantity o f seed o f some o f the old
varieties we have on hand can be increased.
f you can raise sweet corn at your place, growing
drying corn shouldn’t be too much o f a problem.
Since corn is a heavy feeder, make certain that
soil fertility is adequate for the crop through soil tests.
continued on next page
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Sow the seed around the expected last spring frost date
in your neighborhood. Flint corn has tillers (or “ suckers” )
which sprout and grow from the base o f the main corn
stalk. Do not remove these tillers as their purpose is to
create more leaf area for photosynthesis and to transpire
away excess soil moisture. Since the presence o f the tillers
means that each plant will require more space for proper
growth, seeding should be lighter than for sweet corn.
Sow seeds about an inch deep, five seeds per hill
(thinning to three) spaced about three feet each way.
or in two and a half to three fo o t rows, seeds about eight
to ten inches apart. Keep well but shallowly cultivated
for at least the first month o f growth, and delay mulching
(if desired) until the soil has thoroughly warmed.
s the season progresses, the kernels pass through
the milk (or “ sweet” ) stage and enter the “ dough”
stage, characterized by soft starch yielding no
juice when squeezed. Following the dough stage in flint
corn the kernels “ glaze over” , obtaining a hard, shiny
seed coat. Watch for this glazing to occur, because any
time afterwards the corn may be harvested. Corn which
has not yet glazed can be harmed by fall frosts, but after
glazing it may be left outside indefinitely. It is best to
delay harvest until after several frosts have killed the
plants, so that the kernels benefit from the total life
span o f the plant. Immature flint corn picked early to
escape frosting will be o f poor flavor and nutritional
quality. Some farmers prefer to cut stalks soon after
kernel glazing; the stalks and leaves when dried at this
green stage provide more valuable stock feed than when
“ brown-dry” .
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When the corn is well dried (kernels cannot be thumb
nail dented, and ears make a crisp clicking sound when
slapped together) ears with husks may be broken directly
from standing plants. Only thoroughly dry com should
be “ ear picked” . Otherwise it is most advisable to cure
by cutting the stalks near the base and standing them in
“ shocks” (upright bunches) in the field. Be careful to
cut only the corn plants, not your hands, legs, or feet.
Leave a couple adjacent stalks un-cut at intervals in the
field, stand a dozen or so cut stalks around each pair,
and bind by wrapping a separate stalk around the whole
shock, tying in a single knot and tucking in the ends.
Fanning out the bases o f the stalks somewhat will create
a surer-standing shock. Well bound shocks will stand
well in wind, and corn quality will not be harmed by
rain and freezing. Check periodically, and when the ker
nels are hard and dry, separate the shocks and break the
ears from the stalks. If you don’t use them for animal
feed, utilize the stalks in composting.
o thoroughly dry corn, peel back the husks, bunch
the husks o f several ears together, tie with twine,
and hang under cover. In large quantity, remove
the husks and store the ears in a corn crib. An adequate
crib is a simple frame building raised o ff the ground,
leaving space between siding boards for ventilation, and
having a central walkway flanked by lateral bins for the
ear storage. When ears are well dried they may be
“ shelled” by manually twisting o ff the kernels or by use
o f a crank corn sheller which can often be found at local
antique dealers, auctions, etc. Store shelled corn in sealed
containers or in tied paper or cloth grain bags, and pro
tect from mice and other rodents.
nice thing about raising your own dry corn is
that you only have to buy seed once, saving your
own each year thereafter. It is wise to plant only
one variety o f dry corn on your place to prevent unwanted
cross-pollination. (Some variation within a variety is
desirable to prevent inbreeding and to retain vigor, but
crossing with another unlike com will often result in a
bothersome assortment o f plant and ear types.) Above
all, keep at least 200 yards, preferably a quarter mile,
from any sweet corn, crossing with which will show up
for years to come as scattered shriveled kernels on the
ear, lowering quality. Since corn pollen is transported
from plant to plant by the wind, you should arrange to
plant your dry corn upwind from your sweet corn or
other dry corn for further assurance against crossing.
Selection o f the ears to be saved for seed is largely a
personal matter. In general, select well-filled, early
maturing ears and hang them separately from the rest
o f the harvest for safe keeping. Store your seed in a
cool (below 4 0 °F is best), dry place, preferably sealed
in air-tight containers such as well-capped jars. Properly
stored seed will retain its original viability for a number
o f years.
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Proven dependability and versatility with
power range for every farmstead job. High
quality and performance — low cost and
maintenance.
CHECK OUT LONG TRACTORS AT

G o p i n & R o ln ic k
Outer Broadway, Bangor, Maine 04407
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Living Better Without Electricity
by Sue Coleman
*7 agree that it is simpler fo r us to secure
our water by gravity flow from a spring
rather than carrying it in a pail. The next
step, installing an electric pump system,
may prove n ot at all simple. Perhaps you
will understand better if you becom e ac
customed to thinking in terms o f the full
cost o f the com plex machines in our homes.
Thoreau said that *the cost o f a thing
is the amount o f what I will call life
that is required to be exchanged for
it, immediately or in the long run.
R obert F. Stowell
Toward Simple Living
e have chosen to use a simpler approach in our
home and as a result, our techniques involve the
direct use o f energy. This has many benefits,
especially if you enjoy participating in your life.
The list o f modern appliances is endless. People mere
ly want but do not need most o f these. Due to this con-
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Sue Coleman, her husband Eliot, and their two daughters
live at the Greentree Farm, on Cape Rosier.

fusion o f wants for needs, there is an unnecessary waste
o f energy and a squandering o f the world’s resources.
“M ost o f the luxuries, and many so called
com forts o f life, are not only not indispens
able, but positive hindrances to the elevation
o f mankind. With respect to luxuries and
com forts, the wisest have ever lived a more
simple and meager life than the poor. ”
Henry David Thoreau
In our house, we happen to enjoy doing necessary tasks
as part o f our life and consequently we don’t waste energy
with a gadget solution. Examples would be learning how
to enjoy doing the dishes by hand rather than using a
dishwasher, or having the foresight to plan the meal be
forehand instead o f resorting hastily to a micro-wave
oven.
All these hand methods involve learning skills and
gaining an appreciation for things done by hand. Instead
o f just flicking a switch, we are directly involved in light
ing the stove or lantern, or using our own energy to grind
grain or pump the treadle sewing machine. We learn more
about what we have and how we live as a result o f being
directly involved in the process.
continued on next page
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Food
ore important than anything else to us is good
food . Thus, our first project was to dig and build a
root cellar to store our food. It is a walk-in, earth
cooled (35°in winter and 50°in summer) underground
room where fruits and root vegetables will keep approxi
mately five to ten months. There is no case in which we
have found a root cellar inferior to a refrigerator.
In the kitchen, our w ood stove heats the room and
cooks and bakes. Heating with w ood requires a know
ledge o f the different types o f w ood and dampers on the
stove in order to regulate the temperature in the oven or
in the room.
We make toast on a soapstone griddle.
Yogurt can be made without an electric maker simply
by setting bottles o f milk and yogurt culture in a pan o f
water on the back corner o f the stove with a candy or
cheese thermometer to check the temperature.
Grain is freshly ground into flour or cereal in a hand
mill. The best American hand mill is a Quaker City
Grinding Mill from The Straub Company, Cedar and Ray
Avenues, Croydon, Pennsylvania, 19020.
For fresh fruit and vegetable juice, instead o f a one to
two hundred dollar model, we use a one dollar BircherBenner two-way grater and a piece o f cheese cloth. The
grater can be ordered from: E. Zwicky - AG, Mulheim Wigoltinger, Thurgan, Switzerland.
Instead o f a milking machine, our goats are hand milked
and the milk is cooled in the cellar in the winter and in
the well in the summer.
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Shelter
e built our house entirely with hand tools. Large
windows face south to take advantage o f the sun
for heat and natural light. W ood and kerosene
provide the balance o f heat and light. Aladdin lamps are
as bright as a 75 watt electric light bulb and inexpensive
to burn. We use less than fifty gallons o f kerosene a year.
Our house is small and very simple, making it easy to
clean and keep in order. The floor cleaning can be done
efficiently with a broom and dustpan; and mop, soap
and hot water.
“ ‘Draw the broom Laura; don't flip it,
that raises the dust,'said M a."
Laura Ingalls Wilder
By The Shores o f Silver Lake
Rugs can be carried outside and cleaned by beating or
shaking.
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lin s Brook SchooJ
Organic Farming Program
Academics, arts, crafts, apprenticeships,
college preparatory
Approved day & boarding school/Ages 5-18
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Natural Foods
Dick Watson, Beech Hill Road
RFD 3F Freeport, Maine 04032
Telephone (207) 865-3385
established 1969

Water comes in under our own power since gravity feed
is not feasible. But hauling water has become an enjoyable
activity for getting fresh air and vigorous exercise. It gives
me a chance to listen to the birds sing and see the life in
the woods. My work is a part o f my leisure.
What is this life if full o f care,
We have no time to stand and stare.
No time to stand beneath the boughs
And stare as long as sheep or cows.
No time to see, when woods we pass,
Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass.
No time to see, in broad daylight,
Streams full o f stars, like stars at night.
No time to turn at Beauty's glance,
And watch her feet, how they can dance.
No time to wait till her mouth can
Enrich that smile her eyes began.
A p o o r life this if, full o f care,
We have no time to stand and stare.
W. H. Davis
Leisure
Clothing
At an auction, I purchased a treadle sewing machine in
perfect condition for seven dollars. With this, I can sew
and mend almost anything. Whenever anything goes
wrong with the machine, I can take it apart and repair
it myself. This is one o f the many advantages o f having
simple machinery.
At the present, our clothes are washed in a tub agitated
with a seventy-nine cent John pluger and wrung out by
hand. Eventually we plan to build a hand powered wash
ing machine. A good design can be found in Remote
Areas Development Manuel, Community Development
Counselling Service, Inc., 1815 North Fort Myer Drive,
Arlington, Va.
Not By Bread Alone
“ When men are rightfully occupied,
their amusement grows out o f their
work, as the color petals ou t o f a
fruitful flow er."
John Ruskin
We find little need for recreation or sport or hobbies
since land clearing, gardening and building are very
satisfying.
The same applies for music, dance and using our minds.
We sing or dance or think when the need arises as we go
about our daily tasks.
The more meaningful your life, the less need there is
for outside “ amusements” . Television? - aw, com e on!
There are virtues to having electricity. Electric light
is cleaner than kerosene. However, Honest Abe did read
by an open fire which is simpler yet. But the real danger
in using electricity as with any other power (mechanical
or political) is that instead o f your running it, it may
begin to run you.
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by Carolyn Robinson
have a growing mania for the easiest ways to pro
duce and store good foods . . . probably due to
the years running up on me. However, it’s also
a sound idea due to the prices and shortages racing to
meet us. I have been diddling around with comfrey for
a dozen years but didn’t use it much. The plants were
so prolific I threw leaves to the chickens. They adored
the greenery, looked for it every evening and then laid
the most golden-yolked eggs I have ever seen.
When I was able to settle here in Maine, I brought a
few plants with me and used it occasionally as a cooked
vegetable and dried for tea. After I broke my arm and
discovered one o f its nicknames is “ Knitback” , I became
more interested. Surprising? Another name for it is
“ Healing Herb” *. Then I read about a World Comfrey
Conference in Oregon, and began to think there must be
something really important about those weeds in my
garden. I had been trying to move them to another
location and found them almost indestructable. I sent
for more research — and now my dedication is rooted
as strongly as my com frey.
There seems to be no other plant that has so much to
offer and is so easy to grow. It is a hybrid perennial
(I love those things) which likes sunning in loam or
clay soil. Give it some manure and lime, and it spreads
its broad leaves a yard wide. Therefore, it must be
planted two to three feet apart depending on your meth
od o f tilling. It comes up early in the spring, goes to
bed late in the fall and between times grows and grows
and grows. But be sure to choose the site where you
want it permanently. You can sickle it (2 ” above the
crown) every few weeks and it comes back for more.
The return per acre is 50 to 100 tons! Abundance is
another word for comfrey.
o — what’s it good for? Just about everything.
Comfrey is a top-notch food for man and his
beasts. It is the fastest builder o f vegetable pro
tein in the world. The content is greater than in soy
beans, corn, limas, lentils, split peas, nuts, eggs and
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Carolyn Robinson lives at Undercliff, a salt-water farm
on Cape Rosier. She is co-author o f the Have-More Plan,
which is available through Garden Way Publishers.

cheddar cheese. Protein is made up o f amino acids,
and comfrey has an unusually well-balanced combina
tion (which is necessary as was found in M exico, where
the usual corn and bean diet does not).
This miracle plant is also the only one known to manu
facture Vitamin B 12 from the soil, as well as being
rich in Vitamins A and C. It has such a high potash con 
tent it has been used as fertilizer or mulch to give extra
yields o f potatoes — “ Mainiacs” take note! When it
comes to minerals such as calcium and phosphorus,
comfrey has high percentages as its roots go down as
deep as tree roots. No wonder you can’t dig it up.
As a livestock feed, comfrey has been used especially
for pigs, chickens, geese and goats. In England it has
been used widely for race horses and cattle. One w o
man bought sickly calves cheap and cured them with
comfrey which overcomes scours. Animal feeds such
as alfalfa, clover, pasture grass, kale and cabbage do
not compare with comfrey in their protein content.
Comfrey is indeed a wonder weed. It may be costlier
to start on a large scale as it propagates only from root
cuttings, but once you start it y o u ’ve got something:
very high quality fo o d at little cost with little care.
Bocking 14 (named after the English town where re
search has been done for 25 years) seems to be the
best strain.
ealing with comfrey is an ancient art going back
2,000 years. It was known to be helpful with
wounds, broken bones and gastric problems.
Now science has proven the gypsies right, because the
plant contains allantoin which is a curing property.
For open sores the leaves are made into a warm, moist
poultice. For other problems the leaves are dried and
used as a tea. This has such a bland flavor you may
want to combine it with other teas for taste — I like it
with mint.
To dry com frey, spread it out for a day or two till
it wilts. Then finish the curing in a low oven with the
door open until the leaves are dry and crumbly. Pack
in clean jars and fasten the tops tightly. Some home
steaders are roughly drying large quantities and storing
it in boxes for animal winter feed. It must be thoroughly
dried.
The final tribute to comfrey is its use as fertilizer or
composter. Because o f its valuable contents it is a sub
stitute for manure and promotes decomposition o f com 
post materials. This may become its glory, what with
the predicted shortages and high prices o f all kinds o f
fertilizers.
For the healthiest cooking, com frey (like all vegetables)
should only be steamed about 10 minutes. Or try stir
frying it Chinese style in oil for 10 minutes alone or
with onions and other flavorful items, as it has little
taste o f its own. As for salads, you can only use a few
new leaves chopped up, since the large leaves are rather
coarse and hairy.

H

Sources:
Fred Hamman, Rt. 5, Escondido, Calif. 92025
Verne Thomas, Hancock, N.H., 03449
Gurney Seed and Nursery Co., Yankton S.D. 57078
North Central Comfrey Producers, P.O.Box 195,
Glidden, Wisconsin 54527 (for bulk prices).
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A Guide to Buying
Farm Equipment
by Gleason Gray

S

electing the proper equipment for your farm is

a very necessary part o f the work that goes into
a successful farming operation. Tools and equip
ment o f some kind are necessary regardless o f the farm
size.
The many tasks that must be performed on the average
farm have one thing in comm on - an expenditure o f energy
is required. Consider the amount o f work involved when
one acre o f land is plowed to a depth o f only six inches.
You are turning over 21,780 cubic feet, or about 1000
tons o f soil. The turning o f this amount o f soil would
be a tremendous task without the assistance o f machinery.
Whether the work to be done is gardening, haying,
cutting and hauling w ood or whatever, a considerable
amount o f energy is required and all o f us depend on
some form o f mechanical aid to increase our work out
put per man hour.
The selection o f equipment is an important considera
tion since it can mean the difference between deriving
pleasure from your work and suffering hours o f frustra
tion. Properly selected equipment will do the job required
with relative ease and econom y. Improper equipment
may perform poorly, or may be too big and expensive
for your needs.
The first step in selecting your equipment should be
to list the jobs for which you are going to need machinery.
The list might include the following: gardening, haying,
cutting w ood, landscaping, snow removal, and live stock
care. Each o f these main jobs can be further broken
down. For example: gardening could be divided as
follows: primary tillage (plowing); seed bed refining
(harrowing, rototilling, etc.); fertilizer applicator (either
manure or chemical); planting; weed control, (cultivat
ing); harvesting.
Once the jobs have been defined, you then can Find
operations under the different main headings that can
be done with one piece o f equipment. An obvious ex
ample, o f course, is transportation: manure to the gar
den; hay to the barn; w ood from the w ood lot; etc.
The second step in the selection process is to list the
equipment that you already have, match your equipment
list and job list to see what y o u ’re equipped to do. If
you ’re lucky the two lists match and you need no addi
tional equipment. This is not usually the case, however.
After determining the jobs for which you need equip
ment, y o u ’ll probably find that some o f these are done

Gleason Gray, form erly Assistant Professor o f Agricultur
al Engineering at University o f Maine, is now truck gar
dening in Sedgwick and operating Gray's Farm Stand.
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infrequently, such as plowing or hauling wood. You may
be better o ff hiring some o f these things done by people
with equipment to do them. O f course if timing is criti
cal, you may be forced to buy the equipment so that
you can get the job done when you need it.
hen you have gone through the procedure out
lined above you should have a list o f jobs requir
ing equipment. You may also know exactly what
pieces you need for each job. If you are unsure o f what
you need, the best way to find out is to talk with some
one who has experience with the task with which you are
concerned. Obviously several opinons will be better than
just one.
Once you have arrived at the point where you are ready
to purchase, there is one more very important considera
tion. Do you expect to expand your farming in the near
future? If you do, then get equipment that is more than
adequate for your present needs, if possible.
Now comes the difficult part: actually going out,
finding and buying the one piece o f equipment that will
best serve you now and in the future. Here again there
are several things to consider: 1) Do you want to com 
pletely mechanize the job? If not, how much physical
effort are you willing to contribute and do you nave the
time required to do it? 2) Do you have some mechanical
ability, and can you rehabilitate less expensive used equip
ment? 3) How much money are you willing to spend?
There is one very general rule when buying equipment.
Power units (engines) are expensive so don’t buy more
than you need. If you can get a single tractor that can
be used with several attachments, it will be cheaper than
several separate powered machines. Here again it’s very
important to consider your future needs.

W

ow to consider a specific case let’s look at a typ
ical “ family garden” operation o f under one-half
acre. If you are starting from sod land it will
need to be plowed and harrowed. It would probably be
more economical to hire this phase o f the work done.
Next the fertilization, which could be done easily by
hand. The seeding could be done by hand entirely, or
with an inexpensive, push-type seeder. If you buy a seeder
be sure that it will plant as many o f the seeds that you
intend to grow as possible. Weed control or cultivation
is an area where mechanization is very helpful. A powered
rototiller is frequently employed for this task. If you ex
pect to use it only for weeding and cultivation then a
small 3 - 4 hp machine is sufficient. Remember, if you
plan to use a tiller for cultivation you must leave suffi
cient space between rows for machine operation after
the plants are up and maturing. If you plan to use the
tiller for land preparation in the spring, then the larger
(5 hp and up) machines are better. Here you have the

N

choice between a machine with the rotors either ahead
o f or behind the wheels. Those with the rotors behind
the wheels require less effort to operate and do a more
thorough job o f soil preparation. This type o f machine
can also be very useful in landscaping around your farm.
The final rewarding task in the garden is the harvest and
this again can be done by hand in a small garden.
You may feel your equipment needs are greater than
the situation described above, resulting in a slightly more
complex selection situation. Possibly you want a machine
you can ride on, such as a garden tractor. These start
with the small 7 - 1 0 hp. lawn mowers and go up from
there in size. Many attachments are available for the
larger models, making them very versatile. One important
thing to remember is that it takes up to 5 hp. just to
transport an average size person across moderately rough
terrain, such as a field. Thus the available working power
is only what you have in excess o f 5 hp. The cost can
range from a few hundred dollars for the small basic
tractor up to several thousand for a larger, fully equip
ped model.
If you find that what you need is going to have a price
tag in the thousands, then you may want to consider the
possible alternatives. I personally feel that if you plan to
spend $1500 - $2000 or more, then you should at least
consider a used, full size tractor. They may be more
versatile and may better fulfill your needs should you
expand your farm.
sed tractors in a wide range o f age, horsepower,
condition and price are on the market. What you
buy obviously should depend on your needs, and
this usually can be based on horsepower. For most small
farms a tractor with 25 - 35 hp. is sufficient. This gives
you enough power to pull a single plow, or a small tan
dem disk harrow, operate a mowing machine or any o f
several power take o f f (PTO) powered implements. For
example, small shreaders, choppers, electrical generators
and water pumps are built or can be adapted to operate
on the PTO o f a 25 - 35 hp tractor. Also front end
loaders are available for this size range and maybe very
useful to your farming operation.
When buying a used tractor be sure to check with your
local dealer on the availability o f parts for the model
y o u ’re thinking o f buying. This is especially important
for older machines.
Now consider what to look for when buying a used
tractor. First the size, which you should know before
you start looking; next, the condition and price. Age
is o f minor importance compared to condition. Used
tractors on the market today are essentially o f two
types: those made from the late 1940’s to the late
1950’s and those made from the late 1950’s to the pre
sent. Major modernization took place in the late 50’s
and early 60’s which included adding such things as more
versatile hydraulic systems, power steering, larger engines
and improved implement attachment methods. Many o f
the improvements are unnecessary for small farm opera
tions, so tractors made in the 50’s may suit your needs
just as well as a newer one.
Condition is the prime factor to consider. New paint
does not imply good condition and may, though not
necessarily, imply the opposite. The engine should
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operate well under full load, the hydraulic system should
respond quickly and quietly to the controls after warm
up, the clutch, transmission and PTO should all operate
quietly and without unnecessary hesitation. Be sure to
check for repair welds on the main castings. The engine,
transmission and rear end housings serve as the frame on
most farm tractors. Excessive welds on any o f these in
dicates damage that may have been severe and inadequ
ately repaired. Also check the point where the front
axle is attached to the tractor. Breaks at this point are
easily repaired, but an unrepaired break can result in
more extensive damage during operation. Rear tires are
a factor to consider since a new set can cost from $200
to $500, and thus add appreciably to the cost o f the
tractor.
ow that y o u ’ve found your tractor in good con 
dition, how much should you pay for it? At pre
sent, tractors made from about 1950 to 1965 or
’66 range in price from $40 to $80 per horsepower. If you
are willing to spend a little time looking usually you
can find one in good condition for $50 to $60 per horse
power, though to find one in this range may take several
months. I usually plan on six months from the time I
decide what I want until I find it, and this applies to
other used farm equipment also. There is nothing magic
about six months, though. Once you find what you want,
in good condition, don’t hesitate; there are a lot o f other
people looking too. I have found good used equipment
in only a few days, but that’s very unusual.
You can find used tractors and other equipment at
dealers’ auctions and on farms for private sale. The avail
ability is better in the more heavily agricultural areas
which in Maine are in A roostook County and also the
area south and west o f East Corinth. Large machinery
auctions are held periodically in A roostook County,
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usually in the Spring and Fall, but much o f the equip
ment offered may be too large for a small farm opera
tion. These auctions often offer lower prices, but the
condition o f the equipment should be carefully checked.
G ood buys are available but so are bad ones. If you plan
to buy at an auction either be sure you know what to
look for or take someone along that does.
Dealers offer good used equipment, though their
prices may be higher than private or auction sales because
o f their overhead. Probably the best buy you will find
is from a good farmer who has well maintained equip
ment that he is replacing with a newer or large unit. This
situation is not always easy to find, however.
ou will need more than just a tractor for your
farm so consider the other equipment. You have
a choice o f either trailing or mounted implements.
Mounted equipment is better for working in small areas
since it is on the tractor itself and does not require the
turning space o f trailing type machines. Most mounted
attachments for older tractors (1 9 5 0 ’s) must be made to
fit a specific model; some can be modified for other
models but it can be a costly and time consuming job.
Many modern implements can be attached to the rear
o f the tractor on the three-point hitch and thus are
interchangeable since three-point hitches are standardized.
Adaptor kits for adding a three-point hitch to older
tractors are available and useful since this allows the
combination o f an older, less expensive tractor and more
modern equipment. You should be careful, however,
since some three-point hitch implements are too heavy
for the lift capacity o f older tractors.
If you plan to equip your farm with older used tractors
and equipment, hopefully you have some basic mechan
ical knowledge since there are many minor things that
can go wrong but are easily fixed at little or no cost if
you do it yourself. If you have extensive mechanical
ability and access to a welder and some machine tools,
there is a nearly unlimited number o f adaptations and
moderizations that can be accomplished with old farm
equipment. Most o f these, however, would be prohibitatively expensive if you hired them done.
Whatever route you take in equipping your farm,
remember; properly maintained farm equipment can last
for years. So plan well ahead in your purchases and
y o u ’ll save yourself the expense and problems o f fre
quently trading equipment.
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it out as this empties the poison sac into the wound. You
can apply butter and ashes, or clay mud, or saltpork rind,
or a paste o f baking soda and water. All o f these cures
do work.
Two other problems suffered by farmers and hom e
steaders are chapped hands and frostbite.. A folkcure
for both o f these, applied externally, is a mixture o f
one ounce o f turpentine, one ounce o f beeswax, and
one ounce o f sweet oil. Another cure for these afflictions,
if y o u ’re willing, is urine “ straight from the source” .
heumatism is prevalent due to the long, cold,
damp winters. Folklore suggests you carry a
piece o f alder, or a horse chestnut, or a potato
to ward it off. It’s believed that it will help, too, if you
wear a snakeskin or eelskin belt, and bathing in salt water
at low tide is an old remedy. The three most popular
and widely used folklores for rheumatism are wearing
a copper or brass bracelet; rubbing bear or skunk oil
into the sore joints; or letting a bee sting the affected
area to draw out the pain. Another help is to drink
hot lemon juice; but again, more to the point, drink
brandy.
Poultices seem to be the predominant cure for pneu
monia. The most comm on sort is a syrup o f onions and
honey applied to the chest and used with heat to sweat
it out. Other poultice mixtures are : flaxseed, comm eal,
and mustard; lard and kerosene; boiled onions and lard;
and hot lard and back pepper. If you d on ’t especially
want all that aroma so near your nose, you can apply
salt herring or dried fish to the soles o f your feet. But
if you like to suffer your cures, inhale skunk oil and/or
musk.
re you troubled with asthma? Well, it’s been
claimed that you can roll cobwebs into little
balls, swallow them, and the ball will unwind,
clearing up your problem. A very com m on remedy for
asthma in a child was to clip a lock o f hair, or a toenail
or fingernail from the child, and place it in a hole in a
post or tree above his head. When the child grew to
that height his asthma would be cured.
If you still have asthma and y o u ’re desperate, you
can eat cloves o f raw garlic. And if y o u ’re still desperate,
inhale the smoke o f burning dried skunk cabbage; or
eat a sugar cube with a drop o f kerosene on it. Less
drastic cures are to wear a horse chestnut or a nutmeg
around your neck. You can wear a bracelet or a neck
lace o f porcupine quills, which doesn’t sound too bad
except that the quills must be obtained daily from
freshly killed porcupines.
If y o u ’re troubled by flower allergies, eat a lilac in full
bloom and your allergies to all flowers will be cured.
Bums are a painful problem to anyone. Here is a list
o f the most popular remedies.
- Apply a lot o f butter.
- Take a hen egg, fry until burnt to a crisp, squeeze
out the oil and annoint the bum.
- Use the white o f an egg mixed with equal parts
glycerin. Pour the mixture over a strip o f linen
and bind to your wound.
- Use an ointment made from the flowers o f a
black elder mixed with lard.
- Honey.
- A paste o f cornmeal and cold milk.
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F olk Medicine
By Susan Manning
with many thanks to Sandy Ives and the Northeast
Archives o f Folklore and Oral History at the Univeristy
o f Maine.
any things o f the past are coming back into practice
these days because people are finding value in the
older, simple ways o f farming, storing food , and
cooking. Many o f these older practices are improvements
over the modern; some certainly are not. But they’re all
fun to consider and perhaps interesting to try. One o f
them is folk medicine.
The following sometimes wierd and sometimes sensible
folkcures were gathered from (mostly older) people
throughout the state by students at the University o f
Maine, and then compiled into categories o f ailments and
filed in the folklore achives at the university. They are all
by word o f mouth, and as far as I know, nothing is medi
cally documented.
For example, one old-timer suggested that a nail wound
be bound with a slice o f salt port. The salt in the fat might
work well to draw out the liquids o f the wound and with
them, germs and bacteria. (A tetnus shot wouldn’t hurt,
however.) Another suggested carbon scrapings from an
old iron pot! Or if you choose, you can bum the nail that
did the deed, dip it in grease, and throw it away; or better
yet, hang it up behind the stove. Some folks say to place
a penny on the wound overnight, or try a poultice o f hot
mashed potatoes. Lastly, you could make a paste o f
water and hardwood ashes and bind that onto the wound.
Another problem we contend with here in Maine is
irritating bites o f mosquitos. You could put wet salt on
them, or put a drop o f whiskey on the bite, but more to
the point, “ take a slug inside.” For a bee sting, apply
ammonia full strength. Do not grab the stinger and pull
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Sue Manning is an assistant editor for FARMSTEAD
MAGAZINE. She lives and gardens in Castine with a
sailor and two small sons.
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Farmstead’s
1975 C O M M O N S E N S E
P L A N T IN G C A LE N D A R
This brand-new book can help you become a
better gardener ... it’s yours for only $ 1 .0 0 ppd

FARMSTEAD’S new publication, “ The Common
Sense Planting Calendar & Garden Record B ook ”
is a handy reference and record packed with infor
mation necessary to the success o f even the small
est garden. Complete Planting Chart, Grid Sheet
for plotting your garden, Common Sense planting
tips, Planting Time Table, Weights, Measures and
Yields for home-produced Toods, How to Make
Compost, a monthly guide to gardening activities
year-round . . . ALL and more in the pages o f one
o f the most practical, useable gardening aids ever
published!
Keep valuable records such as seed orders, the
start o f seedlings, planting and harvesting dates,
when livestock was bred or wormed and other
information important to your gardening. There’s
space for the entry o f your receipts and expences,
an invaluable aid to your continuing success as a
gardener.

- Iodine.
- Immerse in kerosene for ten or fifteen minutes.
- Scraped Irish potatoes.
- A paste o f lard and soda.
- Use green cow manure to prevent bum scars.
Toothaches are another painful problem. One old be
lief to rid yourself o f the pain is to carry pebbles from
the grave o f a a pious person. Another is to trim your
toenails on Friday. Cures that might work better, how 
ever, are ground-up cloves; a small wad o f alum and salt;
three drops o f iodine on the tooth; a hot raisin on the
tooth; application o f a wet teabag sprinkled with pepper;
chewing tobacco; or sucking a piece o f cotton soaked
in vanilla.
There are all sorts o f folkcures recommended to put
on a wound to stop the bleeding. Here is a partial list:
Alum, burdocks, charms, hair, lemon, manure, milkweed,
molasses, nutmeg, paper, pitch, pork, potato, pu ff balls,
salt, spider webs, stones, sugar, tobacco juice, and urine.
Before Elizabeth Arden and the like, people still had
complexion aids, buttermilk mixed with bleach was
used as a skin softener, as was lemon juice mixed with
milk. Another was a little bag o f oatmeal dampened in
milk and rubbed on a clean face, or a mixture o f sulphur
and molasses. And lastly, to clear up skin blemishes,
sexual intercourse is recommended.
Perhaps, for certain kinds o f problems, home cures
are the best, and it shouldn’t be too surprising if some o f
them work. As I said, it’s fun and interesting to experi
ment with them. Just remember not to fool around at
home with a serious medical condition. Life expectancy
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by Lyle Littlefield

hat is a garden? Traditionally, the word means a
more or less enclosed place in which to grow
plants. Although today the word garden has
been stretched to mean any place plants are grown, it is
well to keep the idea o f enclosure in mind when selecting
a site and planning the garden. Enclosure may be by a
background o f shrubs, a vine-covered trellis, a fence, or
a wall.
The type o f background used will depend a great
deal upon the amount o f space that can be devoted to
it, and the size o f the garden to be developed. If one
develops a very formal garden, then a rigid formal back-
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L yle Littlefield is a gardening and landscape specialist
with the Co-operative Extension Service.

ground is required. Brick walls have been the classic
background for most formal garden settings. Since home
gardens are generally informal, a greater variety o f back
grounds are suitable. If space is limited, a fence or nar
row sheared hedge will suffice. With adequate depth, a
garden may be developed in front o f a large informal
shrub planting, or even with the woods as a background.
Some plants such as irises or peonies look well when
grown by themselves in rows, but in general large irregu
lar masses o f several kinds o f flowers are the most ap
pealing.
The width o f the bed or border will determine not
only how effectively a garden can be established, but
how easily it may be cared for. A four-foot wide bed is
too narrow to include all the desired plants. A ten-foot
bed is too wide to work easily unless a patch can be con 
structed half way in. A six to eight-foot width is ideal.
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When using a six to eight-foot bed, there is room to
plant three or four groups o f different flowers from
front to back. This will permit planning a perennial
garden with plants that bloom at different seasons. It
is also more ideal for annuals, for it allows depth enough
for large groupings o f varying heights.
Plants generally are arranged in a border seen from only
one side, with low ones in the foreground and high plants
toward the back o f the bed. Some departure from this
to create irregularity is pleasing. One should not strive
for a step-like effect.
Grouping plants o f the same kind is better than scatter
ing single plants out along the entire garden. Clumps o f
three or five delphinium, three or four phlox, etc., will
make for impressive groups in the border. Masses all o f
one color often are more pleasing than a mixture o f
colors. But this is not always possible with all kinds o f
plants, especially annuals.
any people say they want a perennial border be
cause they will not have to plant each year, or
that it is easier to care for. Although one may
not have to replant, there still is considerable work in
maintaining an attractive perennial garden. Planning a
complete perennial border to have color throughout the
season is difficult. The inclusion o f annual with peren
nials will bring much needed color during mid-summer.
Many gardens are developed with tall perennials as
background and annuals as foreground plants.
Here in Maine one should consider using many o f the
spring flowering bulbs in the garden. The first to bloom ,
they are most welcome after a long winter. Plan to place
these in mass groupings o f several bulbs. With a bit o f
planning, bulbs can be situated so that other plants will
cover the ripening foliage during early summer.
Most garden flowers do best when grown in full sun,
but many will make fairly satisfactory growth with half
day sun. Gardens located near trees may not only have
shading problems, but may receive competition for food
and water from the trees.
The flower garden should also be located in a welldrained place. If drainage appears to be a problem, there
are two solutions. One is to install drain tiles 18” below
the surface, leading into a drain or lower part o f the
yard. If drainage is impossible, a raised bed can be con 
structed. This may be behind a low retaining wall, or
with a soil enbankment which will allow excess water to
drain or seep out into the surrounding area.
Annuals can at times be grown in poorly prepared soil
if enough fertilizer and water are supplied, but perennials
seldom survive more than one or two years in poor soil.
Beds should be spaded or tilled to a depth o f 15 to 18
inches, or about two spade depths. Many soils in Maine
have hard clay or poor subsoil under the surface. Fol
lowing house construction, subsoil may have been bull
dozed over an area, and only a few inches o f topsoil
added on which to seed grass. A test hole will quickly
reveal what is below the surface.
If the soil is poor, the quickest and most satisfactory
way may be to dig out and discard the poor soil, then
bring in good top soil or loam. Most soils, unless they
are hard clay, can be conditioned into a favorable garden
soil by the addition o f varying amounts o f organic matter
and sand. If there are several inches o f good topsoil with
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poor subsoil, one may remove the topsoil and then con 
dition the subsoil by adding liberal amounts o f well-rotted
manure, peat moss, leaf mold or com post.
Most garden soils, unless previously cropped, are very
low in fertility, and tend to be quite acid (low pH). For
a small charge a soil test can be made at state agricultural
colleges that will determine what the soil fertility and pH
are. A recommendation will be made by a member o f the
college staff as to what, and how much, fertilizer and
lime should be added to grow a satisfactory crop. Sam
ples should be sent as early in the spring as possible. Be
sure to indicate the soil is to be used for growing garden
flowers. Most garden flowers grow best at a pH between
6 and 7.
Perennials generally require somewhat higher fertility
than annuals, and the plant fo o d should be applied at the
time the plants are starting growth in the spring. Garden
flowers may be fertilized with either organic or inorganic
plant foods. The rates to apply should be based upon a
soil test.
early all annual garden flowers will grow in
Maine. Because o f the moderate summer tem
perature and short growing season, however, it
may become necessary to start many o f the plants in
doors and set out established seedlings to have flowers
by mid-summer.
Modem plant breeding and improved selection have
resulted in many new varieties o f old-time favorites
which offer earlier flowering, a wider range o f color, and
lower, compact, free-flowering plants. One o f the best
examples is the large-flowered marigolds. The old Afri
can strains were very late and often did not flower until
just before frost, but present day varieties begin flowering
in mid-summer from plants started indoors. They have
also developed dwarf, large-flowered types.
When selecting perennials for a particular area, o b 
serve what grows well in local gardens, study several
seed and nursery catalogs, consult specialized garden
books on the subject, and choose those plants most
attractive to you.
Observe the flowering times o f perennials in your area.
By careful selection it will be possible to choose plants
that will flower at different seasons. The vast majority
o f perennials are spring and early summer flowering.
The flowering time may vary greatly between different
varieties or species o f the same type o f plant, such as
with phlox, monkshood and day-lilies.
Most o f the readily available perennials are hardy in
Maine. Some may need to be protected with a mulch
during the winter to prevent damage. A winter with
good snow cover is excellent protection for the perennial
border.
Most o f the hardy spring flowering bulbs are know as
the “ Dutch” bulbs. These include the daffodils, tulips,
hyacinths, snowdrops, scilla, crocus, grape-hyacinth, and
glory o f the snow (Chionodoxa).
“ Dutch” bulbs are planted in clumps in the perennial
bed, along the foundation o f the house, in front o f
shrubbery, or in a bed by themselves. Narcissus look
well when naturalized (not planted in a formal setting)
under deciduous trees or in the grass. When naturalizing,
plant in large masses o f one color with the bulbs set
in an irregular pattern.
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Spinning and Weaving
Your Flax and Wool

by Mary A. Chase

E

very well-furnished farmstead should have a
spinning wheel and a loom . Spinning and
weaving have always been a necessity when
a family or community has had to be self-sufficient, and
spinning and weaving are surely among the pleasanter
tasks that contribute to supplying the necessities o f the
household. While the current interest in handweaving is
focussed principally upon its decorative and ornamental
uses, the weaving o f articles for wear aud household use,
governed by considerations o f utility and suitability
to their function, as well as aesthetics, can be a highly
challenging undertaking.
Sheep have been raised throughout New England from
its earliest settlement down to the present time, and flax
was grown as well. The earliest settlers had to bring
cloth for their needs with them when they arrived on
these shores. Among their first and most pressing tasks
were the raising o f sheep and the sowing o f flax, in order
to be able to replace the stores they had brought with
them and used up or worn out. Although eventually
possible to buy, cotton, w ool, linen, and tow were dear,
money was scarce and so these goods continued to be
produced at home. One or more o f the processes — from
the growing o f fiber through the carding, spinning and

Mary A . Chase, a weaver who received her training in
Sweden, lives in South Brooksville where she teaches
weaving and runs a shop. Mary did the drawing.

weaving to the sewing — were familiar occupations o f
the “ distaff side” until the mid-eighteen hundreds and
later. Carding and spinning, the processes which required
the greatest relative expenditure o f time and labor, were
the first to be taken over by the burgeoning mills with
the coming o f the industrial revolution. Weaving and
sewing continued to be home industries for a longer
time.
he preparation o f flax fiber — from which both
linen and tow are obtained — is a time-consuming
and arduous task, more so than preparing fleeces
for spinning. Because o f this, as soon as cotton became
available at low cost with the invention o f the cotton gin
and the rapid development o f power carding and spin
ning in the early 1800’s, flax raising was virtually aban
doned. Wool continued to be raised and woven at home
even into the twentieth century.
Sheep are again being raised all over Maine for their
wool, and flax can also be grown in Maine’s climate as
it was in days gone by. A letter (in the possession o f
Mr. Roland Howard) written by Mrs. Jonah Holt o f
Blue Hill describes in some detail the growing, prepara
tion, and weaving o f flax as she remembered it from her
youth. We have just raised a crop o f flax in South Brooks
ville and hope to prepare it for spinning this year. The
variety o f flax grown today for fiber differs from that
grown for flax seed. We obtained our seed from Sweden,
but only a limited amount is available there as the com 
mercial production o f flax in Scandinavia, while con 
siderable until a few years ago, has been virtually ended.
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very strong fiber, very absorbent, and even gains strength
when wet.

We are exploring other possibilities and hope to locate
another source.
The site selected for the flax patch should be open, as
flax wants sun and wind, and it does not tolerate drought.
The ground should be finely worked and free o f weed
seed. The seed is sown broadcast, and quite thickly
so the plants will be crowded and grow tall and slender,
not branching until quite high. This diminishes the bloom
and consequently the yield o f seed from the next crop
but produces superior fiber.
Flax must be hand harvested by pulling it up by the
roots, then tied in bundles and dried, keeping the stalks
neatly aligned all through the processing. T o separate
the fibers from the w oody parts o f the stalks the plants
are “ retted” , either by spreading them on the grass and
leaving them in the rain and dew for a period, or by
standing them in slowly moving water — a pond or

.
or those o f us who enjoy “ doing it ourselves” ,
the raising o f sheep, the growing o f flax (cotton
is out o f the question in our climate), and the
preparation o f these fibers for spinning and making them
into yarns — all this can be interesting and enjoyable
on an experimental scale. The spur o f necessity is
absent — so far — and our production will scarcely suf
fice to fill our needs. Weaving, on the other hand, like
sewing, can, when done on a domestic scale, go much
farther toward filling some o f those needs and wants.
We may have to buy some o f the yarn we use, but we can
incorporate any we have been able to spin and grow. And
what enormous satisfaction to cut down from the loom a
bolt o f huckabuck for a dozen towels, twelve yards o f
checked cotton for the farmstead kitchen, a length o f
double-faced woolen twill for a pair o f blankets, or a
length o f shining linen in bordered goose-eye twill for
the Thanksgiving table!
Weaving is an interest that can be enjoyed on many
levels. It can be extremely simple — on the little frames
on which children weave pot holders — or quite com plex
— as in drafting and weaving a coverlet, perhaps in an
8-or-l2-harness double-weave. The process can be very
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stream. Another drying-off is followed by breaking
the stems in a “ flax brake” , by “ scutching” , “ swing
ling” which is flailing with a wooden knife against a
wooden block, and “ hackling” “ hatcheling” , “ hetcheling” , drawing the bundles o f fibers through success
ively finer sets o f very sharp steel teeth set in a heavy
block, to com b out the shorter fibers and remaining
bits o f stalk and align the long fibers in parallel. At
this stage the flax is at its most beautiful — long, lus
trous fibers o f a shining white-gold color. It is now
ready for spinning. Tow is spun from the shorter fi
bers separated out in the “ scutching” and “ hackling”
processes . T ow is a coarser, rougher material, still very
strong, which was much used for coarse towelling,
sheeting, heavy sacking and even clothing. Linen is a
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free — even-woven-off-the-loom as some “ fiber sculp
tures” are — or it can be very controlled, as in a 10harness linen damask table cloth. But there is a special
satisfaction in being able to furnish some o f one’s own
household necessities in this very time-honored fashion.
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Things To Rent
•
For Every Event
Rent By The Day
Week Or Month

...I T ’S CHEAPER TO RENT!
See Dave King At:
LAW N & G A R D E N

Tillers - Sod cutters
Electric hedge trimmers
Brush cutters
Lawn mowers
Riding mowers
Wheelbarrows
Tree pruners
Hand & Power rollers
Leaf blowers

BATH ROAD
NEXT TO MERRILL’S COLOR’N CARPET
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T
aylor.
rental

725-7400

Sickle bars
Log splitters
Lawn aerators
Post hole diggers
‘ power & hand
Lawn edgers/trimmers
Thatchers/Power rakes
Power sprayers
Sweepers, hand & power
Lawn & driveway vacuums

BRUNSWICK, M i.

by Kate Pearce
ome people seem quite surprised when we men
tion that we grow edible soybeans for our table
here in Maine. I cannot speak for other regions
o f the state, but growing soybeans on a small scale in
southern or coastal Maine is quite feasible. We have har
vested mature crops from our soybean plants for the
past four summers - our garden is at sea level, mid-way
down the coast.
There are two varieties with which we have had success:
Kanrich, by Burpee, 103 days (summer o f ’ 71 - a very
late frost year), and for the past three summers, Disoy
from Gurney, 86 days for green shell beans and 103 for
vine dried beans. Our average first frost comes about the
third week in September. There are other varieties avail
able, and most “ serious” vegetable catalogs will carry
them. Remember, we are talking o f edible varieties for
use in cooking.
The soyplants have an abundance o f fuzzy leaves and
will grow to about three feet in height, needing no ad
ditional support at all. We plant in rows three feet apart.
They can be planted in three-inch wide, one-inch deep
trenches, if your soil can support intensive culture, pro
ducing a single abundantly bushy row; or the seeds can be
placed three inches apart in single rows, still three feet
apart. The second method is better if you plan to inter
crop the late beans with early lettuce, greens or herbs.
We used this method last summer, intercropping 4 0 0 ’ o f
lettuce with 250’ o f soys. If you are hand planting, the
first method would definitely be faster.
These plants seem to be more frost hardy early and
late than their other bean counterparts. We usually sow
the beans the first o f June. Before we do, we innoculate
the seed with a nitrogen-fixing bacteria (available through
seed catalogs and garden suppliers). This innoculation
enables the soys and any other garden legume to take
Kate Pearce and her family are D eer Isle farmsteaders
who raise goats and poultry as well as soybeans.
Kate drew the soy bean.

nitrogen from the air and add it to the soil. The soyplants
prefer a well limed, drained soil, rich in organic matter.
We add our mineral fertilizers in the fall, and turn in
plenty o f finished com post and/or animal manure before
planting in the spring. After planting and tamping well,
we pretty much ignore the plants. We haven’t found
any special predators to soybeans, so except for a side
dressing o f com post early in July, they can be left alone
except for mulching or weeding care. For this reason, we
feel they are well suited to intercropping, as it seems a
shame not to use the generous three-foot spaces between
these rows, and the later lettuces are happy for the shade
in August.
By the end o f August they have put clusters o f short
fuzzy pods at the lateral points along their stems. By
the middle o f September the pods are bulgy and can be
harvested as “ green limas” . (Their nutty flavor is superior
to limas, so we don’t grow limas anymore.) If your
growing season permits, they can be left to ripen and
dry on the stem, rattling in the dried pods when ready
for shucking. We have always picked ours at the green
stage.
arvesting and preparing the beans is a fine all
family activity and goes something like this:
we cut the stems o ff close to the ground with
a sharp sickle, and lay them in a clean area. The roots
do more good where they are. After the pod clusters
are plucked away, we bundle up the stems and leaves,
hang them in the shed to dry cure, and feed them out
to our goats as a special winter snack. (Second only to
comfrey as far as they are concerned.) If you do not
have any reason to preserve the stems and leaves, they
either can be composted or turned back into the row
after the pods are harvested.
From this stage on, the preparation for storage can
move indoors via large bushel baskets o f pods. The
yields from this plant are quite rewarding. From a 35
foot row (trenched method), we harvested one bushel
o f pods which in turn netted 15 pounds o f frozen beans.
Removing the green beans from the pods involves a
little ingenuity. Fill a large soup pot with pods, putting
about one inch o f water in the bottom , and steam for
five-to-ten minutes, remove cover and let cool. There
is no need to quench in cold water, as the fuzzy hairs
on the pods serve as radiant quick cooling fins. Turn
on the radio or phonograph, and prepare for an evening
o f wholesome family fun. With just a gentle squeeze,
the two or three beans will pop out o f the pod into a
lap bowl - or across the floor, etc., etc. (By the way,
the dried beans salvaged months later from chair cushions,
comers, et. al. are usually nicely dried and serviceable
in recipes calling for the same.) It is a time-consuming
process, pod shelling, and well suited for an around the
stove project for those crisp evenings in early fall.
It is advisable to pick only the amount from the gar
den that can be processed on the same day. The entire
harvesting process can go on over a period o f time as
weather permits. We usually arrange our cooled beans,
in a single layer on trays in the freezer. The next day we
pour the frozen beans into loose-pack freezer bags. This
method gives instant access to varying quantities o f beans
later on. They can also be canned, preferably in a pres
sure canner. Process at 10 pounds pressure, 40 minutes
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Potted Rose Bushes
Fertilizers and Plant Food
Flower & Vegetable Seeds
Herbs

CAST I^OAi
Stoves
QUEEN
ATLANTIC
The fam ous wood
and coal range.
Black cast iron

FRANKLIN
STOVE
Seven
D ifferent^
Models W

with nickel trim
The f oldi ng door CONSTITUTION.
Three sizes available

ATLANTIC
u /A o n

2 \ i n d 5 ° r on
both sides.
G re a ,,o r
vacation cabins.

STOVES

Write Dept. F.M. for catalog

Portland Franklin Stove Foundry, Inc.
,
Box 1156
Portland, Maine 04104
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for pints, and 50 minutes for quarts leaving one-inch
headspace. They can be dried on screens after shelling,
although I have never tried this.
Soys can be used as green beans in any recipe calling
for limas or baby limas (succotash, cheese-pasta
bean casserole etc..). They can also be used dried, and
when combined with other grains, really serve as a pro
tein booster. (For more on this, read F. M. Lappe’s, Diet
for a Small Planet.) A good all-purpose bread dough com 
bination is two and a half cups whole wheat flour to one
cup soy flour. They can also boost meat protein and vita
mins when added to chopped meat or meatloaf recipes.
They are available as dried in these three forms — flour,
grits (one-eight inch chunks), and whole beans. In any
form they are more valuable nutritionally after cooking.
The heat involved serves to neutralize an amino acid
robbing enzyme present in the raw beans.
ried soybeans can also be made into soymilk and
then into soy cheese or tofu. Oriental in origin,
it is available fresh at Chinese markets, or canned.
Better still, try making your own from your own dried
soybeans. The easiest method involves using whole soy
bean flour (fullfat). To three cups o f boiling water add one
cup o f soy flour which has been moistened to a paste with
cold water and beaten with a whisk for a couple o f minutes
before being added to the three cups o f boiling water . . .
Boil together for five minutes, stir in about one-third cup
(two lem on’s worth) lemon juice, and set aside to cool.
Strain the curds through a fine sieve or cheese cloth and
used as a protein base in patties or grain loafs. It is quite
bland by itself, but is easily pepped up with spices and
herbs.
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For more “ back hom e” uses I’ll enclose a few favorite
recipes below.
Baked Soybean Casserole
Editha Merritt 1925
(Back then Mrs. Merritt would
send her son, Francis, to S. S.
Pierce in Boston to purchase these
exotic beans at .08^ a pound!)
For a small family: Two to four servings.
Place two cups dried beans in a crock under one inch or so
o f cold water. Soak over night. Change water, add
molasses to taste one-half to one cup, salt, one peeled
onion in eighths, celery springs, parsley, oil. Cook all
day, or longer, (soys seem to take a bit longer than say,
navy beans in my experience.) Uncover in oven for the
last half hour to evaporate extra juices. It is best to take
these out o f the oven and allow to sit and cool uncovered
for a little while to eliminate some o f the gaseous matter,
reheat before serving.
Soy-grain Burgers — Soak soygrits in some milk, simmer
for one hour. In blender combine: one large onion,
garlic clove, mixed herbs, celery sprigs, parsley, carrot
pieces, etc. whirl and chop until quite fine. Add one or
two eggs and soy grits as prepared. Mix in bowl, adding
wheat germ and sesame or sunflower meal to make
proper patty-forming consistency. Form into patties and
saute in oil for 15 minutes adding a slice o f cheese to each
patty before serving with a tomato sauce. Also this is a
good recipe for a soyloaf, served with a tomato-horse
radish sauce. Cook one hour.

A rou n d the W o o d S tov e
by Karen Frangoulis

VEGETABLE PIE

HOT POTATO SALAD

Inspired by many a last minute meal, this is easily made
for one person or many.
1 onion, sliced / 3 tablespoons oil
1 green vegetable (zucchini, cabbage, sprouts, or greens),
cut in small chunks to make 2 cups.
4 eggs, beaten
3 tablespoons water
1 tomato, diced (if you have one)
salt, pepper, oregano, paprika
4 slices cheddar cheese

4 slices o f bacon
1 cup finely chopped onion
2 tablespoons flour
3 tablespoons sugar
1 teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon black pepper
1/8 teaspoon paprika
lA cup cider vinegar
VA cups water
6 cups sliced cooked potatoes

Saute onion and green vegetable in oil. Beat egg with
water and pour over vegetables. Sprinkle seasonings.
Stir and cook until eggs are almost cooked and set. Lay
tomato and slices o f cheese on top and cover pan or
skillet immediately. Continue cooking over very low heat
5 or 10 minutes, until eggs are set and cheese is melted.
Serve in pie shaped wedges immediately. Serves 4.

Fry bacon in skillet ‘til crisp. Remove bacon and keep
warm. Fry onion in bacon fat on low heat. Then add
flour and seasonings, stirring to blend. Blend in water
and vinegar; simmer sauce 10 min.
Pour hot sauce over sliced potatoes and toss gently.
Crumble bacon and spinkle on top. Serve hot or cold.
Serves 4.
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EGG - LEMON SOUP
Nothing is more soothing than this Greek soup, especially
on a rainy day. With salad and a crusty bread, it’s a com 
plete meal.
1 stew chicken, disjointed, or backs, wings, etc. from
several chickens.
3 quarts water (about)
3 carrots
1 cup rice
3 onions
1 teaspoon salt
1 stalk celery
2 eggs, beaten
greens
juice o f 1 lemon
1 lemon, cut in wedges
parsley springs
Boil chicken two or three hours to obtain a rich broth.
To add extra flavor, cut vegetables in chunks and add to
the pot the last half hour. Remove chicken and vegetables
and save ‘til later. Cook rice in 3 cups o f broth with salt.
Then add 2 or 3 more cups o f broth and heat to boiling.
In a bowl, beat eggs and add lemon juice. To this, stirring
constantly, add slowly 1 cup o f the boiling soup. Then,
stirring the pot o f soup, slowly add this hot egg-lemon
mixture. Serve immediately. Garnish with lemon wedges
and parsley. Cooked chicken and vegetables can be re
heated and served separately with the soup or some cut
up chicken can be added to the soup. Serves 6.

RHUBARB CRISP
4 cups cut rhubarb
1 cup sugar
lA cup flour
V2 teaspoon cinnamon
V2 cup water (omit if using honey)
Mix and put in greased 8 x 8 x 2 ” pan.
Sprinkle with topping:
1 cup flour
1 cup rolled oats
1 cup brown sugar (packed)
V2 cup melted butter
Bake at 3 7 5 °for 35 minutes or until topping is brown
and rhubarb is tender.

COUNTRY HOMES - FARMS
ACREAGE OF VARIOUS SIZES
ARE AVAILABLE
Send For List and Maps
SUGAR, SPICE AND
E V E R Y T H IN G NICE
describes this truly charming
recently renovated hilltop
home. 7 rooms on 2 big acres.
Country living just minutes to
downtown. A whale of a buy at
. . . $36,750.

F A RM CAPE with 2
bedroom s. R enovated at
great expense. Barn-board
walls, exquisite wallpaper,
new a p p lia n c e s . L o v e ly
kitchen. Plenty of room for
e x p a n s io n . O il h e a t. 70
beautiful acres to call your
own. Country living, with all
c i t y c o n v e n i e n c e s at
. . . $75,000.

IRON SKILLET BREAD
The unusual flavor and moist texture o f this bread make
it very special. For a hearty lunch or appetizer, serve
warm, right in the pan, with softened cream cheese or
yogurt and sardines.
1 package yeast
2 cups warm water
2 medium potatoes, grated
4 cloves garlic, crushed
2 teaspoons salt
1 tablespoon sugar
1 tablespoon grated lemon rind
4 cups flour
1 egg, beaten
Dissolve yeast in water. Add potatoes, garlic, salt, sugar
and rind. Stir well. Add flour and beat ’til completely
blended. Cover and let rise in warm place about IV2 hours.
Preheat oven to 400. Rub a 10 inch iron skillet with
oil or lard. Beat down bread batter and pour into skillet.
Bake 50 minutes; brush with egg; bake 20 minutes more.
Serves 6.

BROKERS PARTICIPATION INVITED
We are still leaders after 47 /ears of Real Estate Service.
Cash in on our experience.

DIAL 207-729-3333

□

BARIBEAU AGENCY

realtor " 51

^IQeal <ELstate ■

PLEASANT STREET
ROUTES 1 & 95
2 07-729-3333
BRUNSWICK, M A IN E 04011

100% MAINE WOOL

Fisherman typ e, natural oil retained
Natural and Heather Tones
Write fo r sample card.

Serving Southern Maine With AH The Basics
Right in D ock Square B ox 373 Kennebunkport 04046
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by Frank Hatch

W

hen you live on what is called in the country “ an
old place ” there is a constant joy o f discovery.

We moved onto the 100 acres of what is called
“ Turner’s Point” in the thirties. It had been a working
farm for over a century, but only an old weatherbeaten
Cape Cod type house remained, in sad disrepair, for there
had been closed shutters and no life here for thirty years.
The fields had grown up into a jungle of alders. The old
roadways were taken over by slender ash trees, packed in
tight like subway riders. The one unchanged feature that
had inevitably survived was the long stretch of beach on
Penobscot bay, where picnickers had come for years. The
young people gave the old house a wide berth, as it was
said to be haunted.
It was never our desire to restore the place as a working
farm. We were city people who were sensitive enough to
see the beauty of the land and hope that we might live
long enough to put it to rights. It would be a vacation
home and, who knows, we might live to retire some day
and find its quietness and beauty suitable to our quiet
taste, and a happy haven for our grandchildren. It has
been just that, and more. The “ more” is the constant
delight that has come in learning more about the place
and its people of earlier times.
The trail runs right back to the Revolution as straight
as a string. Castine, unknown to many, had a swashbuck ling role in the great rebellion. The peninsula where the
town now stands was seized by the British in 1779 for
the purpose of setting up a strategic outpost which would
Frank H a tch , w id ely p u b lish ed and w ell-k n o w n au th or
and backya rd arch a eologist , resides full tim e in N o rth
Castine.

control shipping between the Penobscot River and the
Canadian border. The British troops, with the forced
labor of available Yankees, shovelled up a dirt-walled
fort on the heights above the harbor with barracks inside
and a garrison to make it stick. Their troops had been
brought in men-of-war o f the Royal Navy. Three of
these ships were left behind to guard the place from at
tack by sea. Among the enlisted company o f the invaders
was one Andrew Steele, a Scot from Perth. As young men
in foreign countries seek the company o f young ladies,
Andrew discovered. Betsey Dolliver, who lived with her
parents in a cabin 200 yards from this typewriter. I have
found the old well which marks the spot o f the Dolliver
cabin. The rocks have long since caved it in but the cir
cular curb is confirmation.
There is no knowing whether the Dollivers were happy
over attentions paid to their daughter by one o f the hated
enemy. But, as in most instances o f this kind the paren
tal dam of restraint was swept away in the spring freshet
of love. Betsey and Andrew meant business.
For a man in the service, under discipline and restraint,
a Yankee wife would be out of the question. There would
be no room aboard ship for a bride. But in this case the
vims was so strong that Andrew decided to go over the
hill and wait it out in exile until the British left. He
would then return and (being a Scot of high moral prin
ciple and no Bobby Burns) the infatuation would end
in matrimony.
Castine was the last stronghold to be evacuated by the
British at the conclusion of the Revolution. In 1784
they loaded entire dismantled houses and their Tory
occupants aboard ship and sailed for St. Andrews, New
Brunswick. Once they were safely out of the harbor
Andrew reappeared, married Betsey, and set about
building a house on her father’s property. This is our
house, today. After the long wait in the hinterland
Andrew and Betsey got down to buiness. She gave him,
in quick succession, ten daughters and one son — a spoiled
brat no doubt. There is a fine marble stone in the Castine
cemetery to attest to this Scotch-American alliance.
he place then passed to Jonas Turner, a young
man o f Norridgewock who married one o f the
ten daughters and raised sheep, apples, farm pro
duce and beautiful white whiskers. I have a picture of
him wearing a derby hat and rubber boots, a combination
that Brooks Brothers has not yet put together. There
are exciting stories o f Jonas, a practicing spiritualist,
which I would like to include here but will have to
set down later, for press of space.
We treasure a few o f the old things which must have
been in the house from its early days. There is the old
cherry desk which Jonas sold to a Castine citizen. We
traced it to a house in Brooksville and were happy to buy
it and bring it back to its original home. There is a small
spinning wheel for converting fLax to yarn, which a kind
neighbor gave us. It had been handed down in his family
after it came from the Turners. Among the oddities is
a miniature mouse trap, a box trap which works to this
day if you bait it up.
A special archive o f farm life here was the old farm
dump which we discovered by chance, buried under the
sod behind the house. The extension o f a garden wall
brought it to light. Here was a trove, though odds and
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ends to be sure and nothing of great antique value.
In the cache, which I carefully explored with my trowel,
there were the old iron shoes for cloven-footed oxen.
Odds and ends of hand-wrought chain were twisted
around broken bits o f the green and amber gin flasks
now so beloved by bottle-collectors. There were bits of
green and blue Leeds china and the remnants of an old
hand-made wooden pump with a movable leather valve.
The greatest prize was four o f the copper shells of old
fiddle-back teaspoons, which had once been silverplated.
This type of spoon was common to the first quarter of
the 19th century. They indicate, along with the Leeds
china, that there was graciousness at tea time in the old
farmhouse.
With the probing o f my trowel
came artifact and shard,
I had found a Maine Pompei
in our own back yard.

VEGETABLES AND FLOWER SEEDLINGS
GARDENS OF EARLY CASTINE
by Charlene Devereux

PLUMS, PEARS, APPLES, &
NATURAL APPLE CIDER

Seedlings
Herb Seedlings
Vegetable & Flower
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rior to the mid-eighteen hundreds, when Castine
first became a summer ‘watering place’ for the af
fluent, our populace of mostly shipbuilders, ship
owners, and sailors nearly all kept gardens for their own
use.
With the building or remodeling of the village homes, the
folk ’off the neck’ found that it was profitable to plant
some o f their excess acreage with commodities saleable to
the summer clientele. Items of particular interest were peas
and new potatoes to adorn the July 4th dinner table in
companionship with the traditional fresh Penobscot River
Salmon.
There was little produce gardening up to this time and a
decided coolness between the towners and the “ off-neckers,” that section of the community north of the British
Canal. It might well be added there was a distinction with
out a difference, but the ‘off-neckers’ were looked down
upon by the villagers because o f the location of their
homes.
Such incidents as the following were common. One
young boy of the period never forgot the reaction he felt
towards his own uncle, who had converted his home at
the Head in Castine and ran it as a most successful summer
boarding house. On a particularly hot, sultry July day,
the boy picked and hulled several baskets o f wild strawber
ries to fill an order for his uncle. When he finally reached
his uncle’s home in the village he received the sum of $.10
a box for the wild berries and without even being offered
a glass of water was literally ‘shooed’ to his own home
for fear of embarrassing his uncle with the guests.
Castine Grange Fair held early in August of each year can
always be counted on for a variety o f fresh vegetables and
for many consecutive years they have walked away with
the prizes at the Sept. Blue Hill Fair.
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Charlene D e v e r e u x , a u th o rity on Castine lore and h is to r y ,
lives and stu d ies in an o ld chapel in N o rth Castine.

Maine
Coon Cats
by Rosemary Poole
hat has a lanky body, fluffy fur, bushy tail, Eliza
bethan ruff, tufted ears and toes? Ayuh, you
guessed right. It’s a Maine coon cat, also known
as America’s original longhair.
Besides this basic description, the coon cat comes in
many different colors (bi-color and parti-color), as well
as solid colors. He may be a polydactyl (meaning he has
“ mitten paws” of six toes) or he may be a normal five-toed
cat. He makes an ideal household pet because of his calm
demeanor, even temperament and gentleness. Despite his
easy manner (inherent from generations of country living,
I presume) he is an excellent hunter and mouser — the
pride o f yesteryear’s Yankee farmers and seamen, who
counted on his assistance to deter small predators of fields,
barns and grainbins.
People ask, “ Well, really, what is a Maine coon cat?”
The most common answer is the coon cat is really an angora
cat; the type which is often confused as being one and
the same with a Persian cat. Wrong. Wrong. A true cat
fancier will grind his teeth at this, for an angora is a sepa
rate and distinct breed. To make at least four points, here
is a comparison of dissimilarities between the two breeds:

W

Persian

Coon

Short, cobby body, low
on legs, rounded rump.

Long, muscular body,
legs wideset, medium
in proportion to body
length, squarish rump.

Short snub nose, large
round eyes.

Nose and face mediumlong with appearance
of squarness to muzzle.
Eyes large, round, wideset with slightly oblique
setting.

Thick, short neck.

Neck medium long, giving
appearance of length to
body.

Tail, long and fluffy,
tapered at base and
widening into a “ fan” .

Tail, long and fluffy —
wide at base and tapering.

There are several romantic theories about why this breed
was dubbed “ coon.” Some old-timers thought the coon
cat, because of its shape and fuzziness, was a crossbreed
between a cat and a raccoon. Since the raccoon is more
closely related to a coati or bear, and is not of the Felidae
family, such a relationship is unreasonable. Another theory
is that the cat was brought over from China by a Captain
R o se m a r y P o o le is an illustrator and c o o n cat
fancier.

Coon. But, as far as historians know, Captain Coon never
existed. So much for the “ coon” name.
Now, there are also legends about the Maine cat’s origin.
One story says that it is the result of crossbreeding between
a domestic cat and a small wild cat (name unverified), now
extinct, which was said to inhabit the northeastern region.
Another tale is that they are descendants of cats owned by
Marie Antoinette, and were transported to Maine by a
Captain Clough who hoped to bring the queen to Maine at
the time o f the French Revolution. Upon word that she
had been beheaded, he turned the cats loose to roam the
Maine Coast and they bred with the native cats.
The most probable theory of the Maine coon cat’s origin
is that they originated from Angora, Turkey (a place cele
brated for its long-haired goats, dogs and cats), and were
brought to Maine by early trading and whaling ships.
During the 1860’s, some o f America’s first cat shows
were held at many New England fairs by proud owners of
Maine cats. Later, the coon cat’s “ official” debut was made
at the first cat show in Madison Square Garden, New York,
in 1895. It was a brown tabby neuter Maine coon by the
name o f “ Cosie” who walked away with the honors. Her
owner had originally purchase Cosie from a Mrs. E. R.
Pierce o f Detroit, who had lived in Maine many years
prior and was the first person to scientifically breed Maine
cats.
Several years after the turn o f the century, imported cats
with long pedigrees became popular, and the native Amer
ican coon cat disappeared from the shows. Little space
was given over to descriptions o f coon cats in early cat
books, sad to say.
Happily, the early fifties revived attention to this breed
in the form o f the Central Maine Cat Club whose purpose
was to hold shows in Maine for this breed once again.
Then, in 1968, six Maine coon cat owners gathered in
Salisbury, Connecticut and formed the Maine Coon Breed
ers and Fanciers Association (through whose help, inci
dentally, this article came to be). Their purpose was to
unite all those interested in Maine cats and to encourage
them to show their cats so that cat fanciers would recog
nize them again.
There are two divisions in the MCBFA: the breeders o f
Maine cats, who have adopted and presented a standard
for the cat to all cat associations for approval; and there
are the fanciers (like me) who are interested in this breed.
They receive a quarterly newsletter (aptly titled, “ The
Scratch Sheet” ), cattery lists, and other pertinent infor
mation. We’re rather like members o f a grandparents’
convention where photos and amusing anecdotes about
our big or little fuzzy pride-and-joys are exchanged.
One o f the standards which remains undecided as yet
is whether to accept or exclude polydactilism. Some
breeders want to eliminate the extra toe by selective breed
ing, while others feel (myself included) that it is one of
the winning charms o f this cat. There are as many six-toed
cats as there are the five-toed cats. My two boys, “ Clyde”
and “ Jerome” , have mittens as did their late “ Uncle Aber
nathy” . It is quite a sight to see them turn a doorknob
with their big paws and succeed in opening the door. And
what better weapon to use on the noggins o f competitors
at ye olde food dish come suppertime (at least this was
Abernathy’s way o f showing the others that “ the king
eats first” ).
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he Maine coon cat has been known to grow to a
formidable size — some as much as forty pounds.
Abernathy weighed nearly twenty7pounds in his
prime, and “ nephew” Jerome appears to be following in
his pawprints size wise, too. Full bone development will
be reached between one and two years o f age, with another
year for muscle to fill in the lanky frame. This goes for
males and females, although females are smaller. Despite
his size and bulk, the cat can move with the swiftness and
agility of any other cat. I cannot say much for the agility
o f their tails, on the other hand. Clumsy would be a better
word for this part o f their anatomy at times. One swoosh
and there goes one’s mantel or shelf ornaments. Another
swoosh and there goes a low hanging scarf or tablecloth.
So, if you are contemplating adopting a Maine cat as boon
companion, buy short tablecloths and put knickknacks
behind glass doors!
Besides being a wonderful and increasingly popular pet,
the Maine coon now has his price. About thirty odd years
ago, his worth was about $15. Today he is at least worth
$60 if purchased as a pet-quality kitten from a registered
cattery. But if you wish to have a coon cat for breeding
or show purposes, the minimum price is $100, and the
price is higher, depending on his pedigree.
So, scram Siamese; vamoose Chartreux! It’s time for
our longhaired Yankee cat to get up, stretch, and claim
his share o f the limelight once more in the world o f cats.
For those of you who are looking to the past for answers
to the problems of today’s lifestyles, what could make a
better hearthside companion than that amiable breed o f
cat our forefathers took pride in and loved — the Maine
coon cat.
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Ellsworth Agway
Just b e y o n d the triangle on B ar H a rbo r R d .

Feed
Seed
Nursery Stock
Pet Foods
Hardware
Appliances
Paint

SAVE MONEY WITH THIS AD !!
This ad worth 10% discount on your

|

purchase of garden seeds or supplies
L im it o n e p e r c u sto m e r

j

_____________________________________ J

Start your garden w ith a Toro T iller
You don’t need a lot of acreage to start your own garden. In
fact, even a 25’ x 30’ garden can be very practical. A garden
that size can save you up to $290* a year on vegetables alone.
That’s why a Toro Tiller is a very good investment... it’s
built tough to last, year after year. So it practically pays for
itself.
A TORO TILLER FOR ANY JOB
There’s a Toro Tiller for any size job; 3, 4 and 5 hp models,
with 4 cycle engines, 26” tilling width, and safety features.
Attachments include: pick and slasher tines; furrow; Til-Row
for cultivating; bolo tine extensions for tilling width up to 38”
See the Toro Tiller now. Just ask our salesman for the tiller
so indestructible, it thinks it’s a tank.
* President Gerald Ford, speech to
Future Farmers of America,
Oct. 15, 1974. Based on $10 for seeds.

Haven’t you done without a
Toro long enough?

Cropley & Jewett Co
Bucksport, Maine
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Maine’s only “ how to” magazine for gardeners and small farmers

Invites New Subscribers
at a Special Rate . . .
J
/ E

A A
ONE YEAR’S SUBSCRIPTION
V ”
(FOUR SEASONAL ISSUES)
Includes PLUS THE 1976 FARMSTEAD ANNUAL

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND SAVE MONEY
FARMSTEAD is a unique, brand-new magazine. Published
in Maine by Mainers, it is for all who have a love of grow
ing things Downeast. We offer authoritative and enter
taining articles on all aspects of gardening and small farm
ing — from herbs to greenhouses, from bees to workhorses.
What’s more, we give encouragement and advice for liv
ing self-sufficiently.
We’d like you to become a regular reader of FARMSTEAD,
and invite you to subscribe. Enroll right now and
receive the next four issues plus
the 1976 FARMSTEAD ANNUAL
for only $4.00. That’s right, we’ll
send you the next five publica
tions at a savings o ff the
newsstand price.

FARMSTEAD ARTICLES
PAST AND FUTURE
• Maine planting calendar
• Organic gardening tips
• The Maine Grange
•Y ou can raise turkeys
• Low-cost building techniques
• Maine folklore
• Woodlot cashcrop
• Alternative power sources
• Roadside selling
• New Maine farmsteaders
• How to grow grain
• Notes on goats
• Herb growing
• How to make soap
• Greenhorn tries workhorses
• Growing under glass
• Composting
• Helen Nearing and E. B. White
• Hardy vegetable varieties
• Co-op farming in Maine
• Restoring old apple orchards
• Maine wild edibles

FARMSTEAD
MAGAZINE

Box 392 Blue Hill. Maine 04614

Please enroll me as a subscriber to FARMSTEAD. I enclose
□ check, or □ money order for $4.00. I understand this
offer includes a year’s subscription (four issues) plus the
1976 FARMSTEAD ANNUAL.
NAME:..........................................................................................
ADDRESS: ..................................................................................
ZIP

M AIL COUPON TO DAY !!
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THE GOOD LIFE ALBUM OF HELEN AND SCOTT
NEARING, b y H elen Nearing. D u t t o n , 1 2 8 p a g es , $ 5 .9 5 .
hen last heard o f Scott was in Moscow and Helen
was along with him and so was her knitting. Wish
there was a picture o f him and her and the knitting
in front of the Kremlin in this new 300-illustration tribute
to the matriarch and patriarch o f the good life. But there
is every other career high point represented; stonewalling
in Maine, sugaring in Vermont, traveling in Ceylon, Buda
pest, China, Delhi, Japan, USSR, etc., and even some baby
pictures of Helen and Scott, looking like angelic replicas
o f their present selves. The pictures are fine (my favorite
is the one of Scott and Helen au naturel sitting on a rock
playing recorders ) and it is comforting to have Helen say
in her introduction: “ After considering possibilities in
Europe and various parts of North America we chose to
live in New England, because the changing seasonal climate
seemed congenial to us, its society less solidily hostile,
economic costs more modest, and because the tradition
o f pioneering and individualism was still alive there.”
Amen.
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Hammond Lumber Co.
Belgrade, Maine 495-3303

Manufacturers o f Q uality Lum ber &
Stocking Dealers O f Andersen Windowalls
KO LICH E R E A L T Y

LISTINGS NEEDED
Building Lots for Private Housing
Farms, Acreages with views or water. Contact
us for details or our brokerage listing service.
M a in e R ea l E sta te B r o k e r - A . K o lic h e
3 0 Franklin S tr e e t , R u m fo r d T el. 3 6 4 - 4 3 6 7

COASTAL m Q p e K M S

.a T

MONTSWEAG
REALTY
Lindal Cedar Home, Rt. 1, Woolwich, Me
Telephone (207) 443-3734
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J oseph A llen

SUPERSHIP, b y N o e l M o s t e r t , K n o p f 3 3 2 p a g es , $ 8 .9 5
achel Carson’s Silent Spring was published in
1962. Its effect was immediate and tremendous.
The people rose, laws were passed, the ecological
forces scored important victories. Something was done!
Now, thirteen years later, another just as important book
has been published — Noel Mostert’s Supership.
Will the reaction be as productive as it was to Silent
Spring? Has the crusading spirit o f the 60’s been replaced
by the apathy and Watergate cynicism o f the 70’s? With
the energy crisis upon us will the oil companies laugh all
the way to the bank at any attempt to interfere with the
comforts provided by Arabian crude? Will the people
get the message?
I’m worried . . . and scared.
The message Mr. Mostert so eloquently conveys is
simple: the world’s seas cannot be expected to survive
the oil ships if they continue to be built to, and operated
and sailed by, the sort o f standards that now prevail. The
seas, say the author, are earth’s last untouched resource
and final frontier and a possible source of much o f the
food and nourishment that our overcrowded world will
need. The frightening word is ecocatastrophe; the fright
ening cause is oil spillage.

R

The message is there in all its startling detail and — the
book has a plus. It’s for all who like to go down to the
sea in ships — a stirring account o f the author’s voyage
on a supertanker from Rotterdam to the Persian Gulf.
And you’ll get to know the captain, the crew, the super
ship and the sea around them in a memorable way fairly
comparable to a Conrad or a Melville.
J oseph A llen

A BOY CALLED PLUM,

b y D arrell A . R o le r so n .

Illustrated b y T e d L ew in . D o d d , M e a d & C o m p a n y , 1 4 7
pages , $ 4 .5 0 .

T

his is a sensitively written adult-children’s book
full of whimsey and folksy Maine realism.

Plum, a twentieth century Maine Tom Sawyer,
lives a lonely life on a Maine island with only his grand
parents, Marmy and Parpy, and Buttercups the goat,
Dingbat the dog, and Hey-Diddle-Diddle the cat for
friends. Thus the summer begins with little hope of
companionship until Plum finds the nest of a great blue
heron and steals one o f the fledglings, and brings het
home to grow up in the old water tower.
On seeing the bird, Marmy rubs her corns and warns
that the coming o f the heron is an “ omen” , but that you
can’t tell if an omen is ill or good until it happens, and
that the filly-loo bird means death. As the summer grows
shorter, the bird, Kite, grows taller and begins to try her
wings. Soon she joins the motley procession o f boy,
goat, dog, and cat traipsing over the island to beach, ani
mal cemetery, Gooseberry Nubble, and Trim’s store.

A R T SUPPLIES
Framing
C R A F T M A T E R IA LS
HO BBY KITS
NEEDLEART
Crewel
Needlepoint
Patern a Yarns, Canvas Etc.

Maine’s Largest Supplier
We Mail
FREE PARKING AT THE DOOR

Peppard’s

»4
*

Hardware & Plumbing
231 North Main Street, Brewer, Me. 04412

Paints,
Tools,
Garden Equipment
& Plumbing Supplies

Telephone 989-3209

‘
t6

b
*

Cast Ironware
& Crockery
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Now that you've read our magazine, think about giving FARMSTEAD
to a friend
A subscription to FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE makes a wonderful gift
for a gardening friend or relative. For the low price on only $4.00, your
gift subscription brings a year's subscription (four seasonal issues) plus the
1976 FARMSTEAD A N N U A L
Whether you're a Maine gardener, or would like to be, FARMSTEAD
offers hours of informative and pleasureable reading. Simply fill in
the coupons below and mail them with your payment of $4.00 for each
subscription today. A card announcing your gift w ill be sent to the new
subscriber.
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FARMSTEAD
M AG AZIN E
Box 392 Blue Hill, Maine 04614
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FARMSTEAD
M AG AZINE
Box 392 Blue Hill, Maine 04614

Please enroll the person listed below
as a subscriber to FARMSTEAD.
Enclosed is □ check or □ money
order for $4.00. I understand this
offer includes the next four seasonal
issues, plus the 1976 ANNUAL.

Please enroll the person listed below
as a subscriber to FARMSTEAD.
Enclosed is □ check or □ money
order for $4.00. I understand this
offer includes the next four seasonal
issues, plus the 1976 ANNUAL.

Name__ _________________________

Name_________________ __________

Address_____________________

Address_________________ ________

Zip
Sign card from:

Sign card from:
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M AG AZINE
Box 392 Blue Hill, Maine 04614

Please enroll the person listed below
as a subscriber to FARMSTEAD.
Enclosed isO check or □ money
order for $4.00. I understand this
offer includes the next four seasonal
issues, plus the 1976 ANNUAL.

Please enroll the person listed below
as a subscriber to FARMSTEAD.
Enclosed is □ check or Dmoney
order for $4.00. I understand this
offer includes the next four seasonal
issues, plus the 1976 AN NU AL.

Name___________________________

Name

Address________ _________________

Address.

Zip
MSign
M card from:
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In the past few years there has been a marked increase in the num
ber of people who garden. Some of this growth has been by its
nature economic and some environmental. Whatever your persua
sion . M. A. CLARK has all the natural and synthetic materials
and ingredients required for a healthy and bountiful garden.

BULK SEED
PLANT FOODS
SOI L CONDITIONERS

PEST CONTROL AGENTS

SEEDLINGS

INSECT TRAPS

TOOLS

THE SEVEN GREENHOUSES OF

M. A. CLARK
52 PARK ST.

46 MAIN ST.

ELLSWORTH

ORONO

667 - 2000

8 6 6 -2 1 0 0

